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Ordnance cast receiver with military walnut stock and buttplate, Remington barrel from June of ,
The soft baffled micro-fbier fabric and sturdy high gloss black frame adds instant style to any
room. The Bendix Corporation was an American manufacturing and engineering company
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systems, vacuum tubes, aircraft brakes, aeronautical hydraulics and electric power systems,
avionics, aircraft and automobile fuel control systems, radios, televisions and computers.
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prohibitive for a third party. Propane heat of combustion Buy and sell new and used guns,
accessories and ammo on eGunner. If you want to use an A3 stock go First post here, and it's a
sad story. I bought a barely used May early import Z5RS two weeks ago for a pretty decent
price, but found out a couple issues with it within a few days. I used the HKParts trigger pack 4
parts , cocking handle, wide forearm, and A2 stock. Uwise obgyn pdf The reinforcement tabs at
the rear of the receiver will block the travel of the legs found on the A3 stock, which was
designed to be used with a normal "full sized" MP5. The normal full-sized MP5 stocks including
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lock firmly into the receiver while still being easy to insert and remove. All in all the Zenith Z-5P
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machines, production lines and complete plants out of Germany. Merry Christmas and Happy
Holidays! We have an experienced, visionary and energetic group of engineers who assist
customers in the development of new products and processes, refinement of existing products
and processes. Join Skechers Elite for free shipping and more savings! Hunter wheel alignment
machine Shop Pallet Forks in stock on eBay. CNC steel made lock 5. Will fit all Russian AKs
with folding stock. Where to find deleted meetings zoom The German F stock has very shiny
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items, we will work tirelessly to ensure that you receive professional customer service and a
quality product. Smart, fast financing for your construction and industrial, office or retail
equipment needs. Low rate equipment and fitout loans for medical and health professionals.
Expert advice and low rate financing on your business cars, forklifts and heavy While the Wraith
coupe dazzles with its fastback roofline, the Rolls-Royce Dawn gives onlookers a better view of
how the other half lives. With its cloth top down, the Dawn lets With the exception of the Z-5
rifle, they were imported as pistols, but a stock can be added. The SP is a civilian semi-auto
copy. Acura tl 3. Todo para el deporte! He let me try them both on my Zenith and the POF had a
fuck ton of wobble, the German was solid as a rock. Emballage cadeau gratuit disponible dans
cette boutique. En savoir plus. Websockify npm Out of stock. Situs jual beli online terlengkap
dengan berbagai pilihan toko online terpercaya. Belanja online mudah dan menyenangkan di
Tokopedia. Pengiriman cepat. In a McMillan A stock. Has a threaded 24 inch barrel. Excellent
accuracy and preci Because of this, it's highly compatible with the multiple variants and
replicas of the MP5. There is a limited supply for this product so be sure to secure yours before
there aren't any left! This low-cost F style stock is a great choice if you're Belanja online aman
dan nyaman di Dewanda Store, Donomulyo, Kab. Figure 1 - Power Panel 2. If the gun runs well, I
may try an AR stock adaptor and put a Mlok Midwest industries handguard up front. RF FP Item
Number Add to Cart. Ships Within 2 Business Days. Michael T. I know thier motors are
bulletproof Use LinkedIn Jobs to boost your chances of getting hired through people you know.
Headquartered in Los Angeles, Zenith produces a wide variety of packaging for fast food,
bakeries, coffee, and specialty foods. Multiple choice quiz on the monsters are due on maple
street A5 notebooks are one of our most popular notebook sizes. Probably because they're
compact enough to throw into a small bag and carry around, while still providing plenty of room
to write. Franklin Armory Binary Trigger for ar Kalashnikov USA. RTG Parts was established to
provide increased customer access to top quality military surplus parts, magazines and
accessories. The company changed its name to Zenith Electronics Corporation in , to reflect its
interests in computers and CATV , and since it had left the radio business two years earlier.
Sheepskin Co in Stock. Zenith Aircraft; Honda Crv Used; 4. The reinforcement tabs at the rear of

the receiver will block the travel of the legs found on the A3 stock, which was designed to be
used with a normal "full sized" MP5. Supermicro stuck at system initializing Search over 10
million items from over stores, auctions, and classifieds for the best price on any in stock gun
for sale! Find the best gun deals! Your shopping cart is empty. So far the two reasonably priced
ones I've found are these two. Featuring 5. Both with SB Tactical braces. Progressive radio
commercial today I stock over , schematics for hundreds of manufacturers. Each radio
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the original printing. There is no guarantee of the accuracy of any information offered. PO Box
Descubre todas las ofertas de este concesionario en coches. Mailing Service Alert: Schwab
currently mails statements, trade confirmations and other account-related material from the
United States. Due to the evolving situation of the pandemic, the US Postal Service is unable to
deliver mail to a number of international jurisdictions. We are ISO and quality approved. Contact
us to place an order. Custom milling done for A3 stock. Sign up and be the first to know about
new products. Contact Us. Time machine scheduler Gun features walnut stock with steel
buttplate, US Springfield action marked US Model with 32" barrel, military sigh Zenith Finance,
expert business equipment finance brokers, insurance mortgages for small, medium business
in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Australia. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Schmidt Bender
Zenith 2. Schmidt Bender Classic 10x42 A3 1' alloy tube Pretty similar. Ios Coleman g fuel type
portfolio: [noun] a hinged cover or flexible case for carrying loose papers, pictures, or
pamphlets. Tsi Iaq-calc. See Price. Paper A3 size Others Check the stock and price, login or
register with us. We are the only platform with one, simple license and unlimited worldwide use
- all of that for the most affordable price in the stock footage industry. Label: Bleak Winter.
Catalogue number: BWR Available to buy on Vinyl Record. Find more tracks by Dystopian - Va
and more releases on Bleak Winter The Tiberon Prime is the select-fire Prime version of the
three round burst-fire rifle Tiberon, featuring overall higher stats. Unique to the weapon is its
three firing modes that can be swapped through its Alternate Fire: balanced statistics on its
three round burst-fire mode, higher critical chance and critical multiplier on semi-auto mode,
and higher status chance on full-auto mode. It was Mk7 golf r lpfp Zenith Finance, expert
business equipment finance brokers, insurance mortgages for small, medium business in
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Australia. Each G3. Audio nirvana el34 review. Best oven light
bulb. Rv salvage furniture. Comsol vs matlab. What does cap 2 mean at walmart. Miniature
poodles for sale in maine. Pua appeal nevada. Easiest players to trade for in madden Ap
computer science unit 3 exam edhesive. Are binary triggers legal in virginia. Random fortnite
accounts on ebay. Bloons td 6 trainer fling. Ltspice tricks. Ffxi gearswap weapon skill. Twilight
edward x reader x jasper. Australian shepherd rescue wisconsin. Cadillac cts forum You can
find out more about the cookies we use and learn how to adjust your settings, on our Cookie
Policy page. Ford 4-Barrel Carburetor The Ford 4 barrel carburetor has two main assemblies;
the air horn and the main body. The air horn assembly, which serves as the main body cover,
contains the choke plate, the hot idle compensator, the vents for the fuel bowls, the secondary
throttle control vacuum tube, and the automatic choke clean air pick-up tube. Introduction This
policy implements the procedures set forth in 17 U. It is the policy of the Company to respect
the legitimate rights of copyright owners, their agents, and representatives. Users of any part of
the Company computing system are required to respect the legal protections provided by
applicable copyright law. Email: violations contact form this email address is only for copyright
infringement claims â€” you will not receive a reply if the matter is not a copyright issue : legal
hollywood. When we receive proper notification of claimed infringement, the Company will
follow the procedures outlined herein and in the DMCA. An electronic or physical signature of
the copyright owner or a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right
that is allegedly infringed. Identification of the copyrighted work or works claimed to have been
infringed. Identification of the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of
infringing activity and that is to be removed or access to which is to be disabled, and
information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to locate the material. Information
reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to contact the complaining party, including an
address, telephone number, and, if available, an email address at which the complaining party
may be contacted. A statement that the information in the notice is accurate, and under penalty
of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive
right that is allegedly infringed. If you do not include all of the above information, it may
invalidate your notification or cause a delay of the processing of the DMCA notification. Please
note that, under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly materially
misrepresents that material or activity is infringing may be subject to liability. Please also note
that the information provided in your notification to us may be forwarded to the person who
provided the allegedly infringing content. Company reserves the right to publish Claimant

information on the site in place of disabled content. The Company will comply with the
appropriate provisions of the DMCA in the event a counter notification is received. Please note
that under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly materially misrepresents
that material or activity was removed or disabled by mistake or misidentification may be subject
to liability. Accommodation of Standard Technical Measures It is Company policy to
accommodate, and not interfere with, standard technical measures it determines are reasonable
under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use the wp menu builder Click here - to use the wp
menu builder. Where Are They Now? Want More? Sign Up for Our Newsletter! Follow hollywood.
Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice Procedures for Copyright Owners The following
elements must be included in your copyright infringement complaint notice: 1. While the
American car did sport a great look, it had only 51 horsepower, which meant that it was
probably better for looking at than actually driving, and was as slow as a fast snail. It was also
extremely loud. It was definitely one of the cheaper cars on the market, but that also showed in
the poor interior quality â€” with only 1 small speaker as the standard. The New York Times
could only say the Chevette was "haphazardly made, sparsely trimmed and underpowered. It
was definitely one of the cheaper cars on the market, but that also showed in the poor interior
quality - with only 1 small speaker as the standard. The Mustang is widely considered to be the
epitome of American muscle when it comes to cars. Cue the Mustang II. However, the Mustang II
was unfortunately launched during an era of high gas prices and fuel shortages. Gone were the
days of high-powered driving. This was in order to give way to creating a car that had fuel
efficiency in mind. When you consider that there are over a million rear-end collisions annually,
this may have been a bit of a problem. It seems that German cars have won this round in for the
best luxury sedan. The car is definitely fun to drive, thanks to its great-handling and steering,
but the four-cylinder turbo engine ends up being a noisy and fuel-consuming mess when
compared to the competition. It does compete on the lower-end though, so if looks and
American make are what tips your scale in its favor, this might just be the car for you. The
Saturn Ion is the closest thing to a life-sized toy car you could ever own. Indeed, everything was
made of plastic. The insides were plastic, the coating was plastic, even the doors were mostly
plastic. The car was a massive failure, with the only perk of it being that it would never get rusty.
Eventually, the company learned from its mistakes and managed to come up with different
models that performed much better in the car market. Despite the successful change of
direction, the casket was already made for the Saturn brand, and it was shut down by its parent
company, General Motors, just a short time later. Regardless of how badly the Saturn Ion was
received, there are car enthusiasts all over the country that are still crying out for a respectable,
plastic-based alternative to regular metal cars. Oh, the nostalgia. Imagine it's , you're walking
the streets of Columbus, Indiana with your horse when suddenly, you see a massive 8-wheeled
car driving next to you. The picture above was the work of designer Milton Reeves showing off
his creation to dazzle potential buyers of this Frankenstein vehicle. He received exactly zero
orders, and the saga of 8-wheeled private vehicles quickly ended. The s were filled with some
very peculiar mechanical decisions by car makers around the world, and the Lincoln
Continental Mark IV was just one of these choices. It might be a very pretty car to look at,
especially when you imagine yourself in an Elvis costume, listening to rock while cruising the
freeway. Unfortunately, not everything about this car reflects the glory of the '70s. The
Continental Mark IV was mostly a very sluggish, boring and lackluster car in-terms of
performance. It might have looked good in a movie poster or parked outside your noir-style
Malibu home, but anything involving driving it would inevitably disappoint you. With a length
that would make a boat feel uncomfortable, the Chrysler Imperial LeBaron was one of the
longest cars ever made. At in. The Imperial LeBaron hurt the sales for Imperials for years to
come, until the name was finally scrapped in While we appreciate the challenge of trying to
repeatedly say "Kia Cadenza" really fast, this car doesn't have too much in common with an
actual musical cadenza. Rated at an average of 7. Its V6 is lacking in power and the ride suffers
from boring handling that takes away the fun and excitement of driving. It's sad that finding a
great affordable large sedan is very difficult nowadays. But that does mean that there's not too
much competition for this one, despite its less-than-stellar qualities. Sometimes car reviewers
are split about the quality of a car. Odyssey testers divided into two categories, some
suggesting that you should absolutely buy it, and others warning to avoid it completely. The
Honda Odyssey is a curious case of split judgment. Highly regarded for its modern family safety
and tech features, with a V6 that's powerful enough to make any father happy when he wants to
kick the pedal by himself. Edmunds rated the car 8. We recommend giving the Odyssey a test
drive in your nearest dealership before making a decision for your family car. However, it was
quite well-received by Edmunds, which said they're "quite pleased" with the Atlas. All in all, you
might rather check-out the Kia Telluride before running to the Volkswagen dealership. Despite

containing new features such as self-adjusting brakes and automatic lubrication, which would
be adopted across the automotive industry â€” the car was just too ahead of its time and had a
very, very ugly grill. The Edsel had many features that were hated by the public, starting from its
push-buttons on the wheel that would make you accidentally change gears when trying to
change radio stations, and up to the outer grill which made it look like "a Mercury pushing a
toilet seat". The car was eventually discontinued around 2 years after its launch, and is a painful
reminder to all Ford fans, that even the best companies can sometimes make hilariously bad
mistakes. Originally marketed as a fun car for young people who love having their long hair
swaying in the breeze while driving along the sunny beach road, The Citroen Pluriel was a great
car that provided everything you'd ever dreamed of. That is, besides having to manually remove
and assemble the roof on your own. Later editions of the car seemed to fix this problem by
making the roof opening and closing automatic. Some people like cars, other people like boats.
One of the problems with this car-boat hybrid was its lack of speed in the water. At best, the
Amphicar could reach a top speed of around seven miles per hour, or the swimming speed of
your average adult, depending on who you ask. One unlucky owner of the Amphicar
summarized it perfectly, "It's not a good car and it's not a good boat, but we like to think of it as
the fastest car on the water and fastest boat on the road. They criticized the vehicle for having
unrefined Cummins diesel, clumsy six-speed automatic and lowly tow ratings. Yup, Consumer
Reports have been extremely generous with their "Worst Overall" list, and as it appears, not
even the Jag could escape Consumer Reports wrath this year. Praised for sharp handling and
steering, and the expected comfortable ride quality, the Jaguar is another staple of the British
car maker's standards. The Jaguar XE simply falls flat in all other areas. With an abrupt and
unreliable engine auto start-stop system, inferior quality of interiors relative to competitors and
a cramped back-seat, the car was not without its faults for sure. While Germans are mostly
known today for producing some of the highest quality vehicles on the market, the '50s were
not a very good time to be a German car manufacturer. Just like the Trabant P50, the Zundapp
Janus was another cool idea that ended up not translating very well in practice. With entryways
in both its rear and front sides, the car was too uncomfortable and weird for most consumers.
The company spent some serious money to market the car, but ultimately failed in its efforts
and the car was long forgotten. Widely considered one of the best worst cars of all time, the
Chrysler PT Cruiser, otherwise known as the 'PT Loser', is a car for people that don't care when
you stare at them and ask "how can anyone drive this ugly hunk of metal? If you don't mind
being embarrassed every time you leave the house to drive somewhere, you'd find that the
Cruiser actually had fairly good fuel consumption, of around mpg. Just make sure to never go
on a date driving one of those, unless it happens to be a date with one of those old folks we
mentioned earlier, they'd actually appreciate the vintage look, we suppose. Built-in East
Germany not long after the Second World War during a time of severe food and material
shortages, this German car is definitely not what most people mean when they refer to "Quality
German Made Cars". It was built out of duroplast - a cheap plastic that wasn't durable or
efficient. It had no RPM gauge, no indicator for headlights or turn signals, no fuel gauge, no rear
seat belts, no external fuel door, and was jokingly referred to as "a spark plug with a roof". In
addition to looking like something out of the Mr. Bean show, apparently the Trabant P50 was so
poorly built, that the side doors would literally start coming apart at highway speeds which
would never happen, since it only had a measly 18 horsepower to boot. It took the Trabant 21
seconds to accelerate from 0 to its top speed of roughly kilometers per hour, all the while
producing a lot of smoke and air pollution 9 times more than the average car. We won't bore
you with more of these gruesome albeit hilarious details, but it's fair to say that this car should
never have ever been made. While Lexus is usually known for making top-quality cars, we had
to put this car on our list, and we're not happy about it. The car is considered to be half as
strong as you'd expect it to be, and extremely heavy to boot. This is probably a car you should
avoid buying unless you're into antiques and have extravagant amounts of money burning a
hole in your pocket. This car just so happens to be the last produced car that still has a cassette
player built into the dashboard. We told you it belongs in an antique dealership! Though it might
save you a bit of money when changing tires, the main downside of it was having only one tire
in the front. This made the Reliant Robin, ironically, a very unreliable car. The car starred in the
famous car show "Top Gear" where Jeremy Clarkson appeared to flip it every time he turned the
car. Even though it was later revealed that the car was doctored for the purpose of increased
rolling. Clarkson later summarized the car perfectly when he said: "Owning a Reliant Robin is
like having a family pet. Yes, it's a nuisance sometimes, and, yes, it can be stubborn and
unreliable, but it scampers when you go out together, and if you play with its differential, it will
even roll over so you can tickle its tummy. The truck featured is the rendition of the Silverado.
This pickup truck got criticized by Consumer Reports for having poor braking at feet stopping

distance. Transitioning from longest to shortest cars, the Crosley Hotshot, was one of the
shortest cars ever made. At just inches long, this post-war vehicle was the best that this
American company could offer. The Hotshot began production in and was soon finished in ,
which would probably ruin the smile on that fender if it was around to know. The Nissan Sentra
also has one of the worst acceleration times in its category and lacks the latest tech in
infotainment and safety features. The Ford Mustang is one of the most iconic and legendary
cars that truly symbolize America for its appetite larger than life performance at a budget price.
If you don't mind the plastic interior, mediocre technology and horrible back seat experience,
this car is the closest thing you can find to a monster performer that gives you a true V8
muscle-car experience. The car pictured above is the new Ford Mustang Shelby GT , an even
more vicious version of an already powerful car. The only major drawback to the car is the fact
that it drinks fuel faster than a dehydrated man who finds water in the middle of the desert. This
midsized truck is considered a staple of the pickup truck category for its rugged off-road
driving, with an easy to manage interior controls and a top-level V6 that doesn't disappoint.
Unfortunately, the car suffers from being quite uncomfortable and lacking in the interior tech
department. In spite of its flaws, Edmunds praised this quintessential pickup truck and rated it
as their Best Off-Road Truck for The harshest review for the Toyota Tacoma came from
MotorTrend. Otherwise, it seems skipping this one would be your best option. Despite having a
very good fuel economy and being one of the cheapest cars you can get when on sale, the
Mirage has been criticized for having very slow acceleration speeds, a rough and noisy engine,
excessive road noise at highway speeds, and a low-buck interior. All the above ultimately
landed the Hatchback on our list of less than worthy cars of this year. It seems that Nissan can't
catch a break with its big vehicles this year. While it does compete well against other SUVs in
its class, the severe fuel consumption and lackluster infotainment systems put it slightly behind
the Ford Expedition, Chevrolet Tahoe and related GMC Yukon. Unless you're a die-hard Nissan
fan, it might be a good idea to skip this behemoth of a vehicle. Car and Driver gave this one a 3.
Edmunds was disappointed by the ILX, "Acura has not been able to cover up all the cheap,
hollow-feeling plastics or compensate for the worse-than-average cabin noise levels.
Acceleration from the ILX's four-cylinder engine is also subpar. It may give a good impression
at first, but once you spend some time there, the chinks in the armor start to appear. That,
however, did not stop it from receiving mostly negative reviews all the way since the start of its
life. The car officially launched in with the tagline 'Quite possibly the most versatile vehicle on
the planet' as the prize for winning the original first season of the reality show "Survivor".
Despite its solid performance, the car was blasted for being quite possibly one of the ugliest
cars in existence and was soon canceled and put out of production. Just like the DMC Delorean,
this car is either hated or loved, depending on who you ask. A quick Google search would show
you two sides of the spectrum. When a car seems to stay the same year after year, some
reviewers feel the need to start double-examining things and looking for negative things to
point out about it. Of course, technology and expectations also move fast in this modern age,
so ingeniously has become expected in an annual car's model. The Buick Enclave is indeed one
of those cars that didn't move up too much with the times. It's basically a copy of the model
with some slight updates. Luckily for the Enclave, the model which it's based on did have many
benefits, from a quiet and comfortable interior that fits up to seven passengers, up to a massive
cargo space and some really cool tech features such as "keyless entry and push-button start, a
hands-free liftgate, and excellent standard infotainment technology that includes Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto capability. The Chevrolet Suburban is a 6. Despite its larger-than-life build,
the car wasn't favored by Edmunds and Forbes, who wrote about its "overall score of 54 and a
reliability rating of ". Edmunds gave the big suburban a 7. The Escalade is often featured in
music videos and is considered a luxury large SUV. Consumer Reports also listed a few issues
with this expensive SUV, including a faulty climate system, transmission issues, and
less-than-stellar in-car electronics. Electric vehicles have always been the cause of many
arguments and conspiracies, and the Honda Clarity is no exception. Honda has reliably
produced hybrids in the past few years, but this venture into fully electric didn't go without a
hiccup. With a comfortable cabin and solid driving range, you'd expect it to be very well
received, but Edmunds chose to rate it as "acceptable" rather than anything stellar. The car was
a complete environmental disaster. In , the EPA forced Yugo to recall the entire line of cars
made because of their excessive pollution. The car was even voted one of Car Talk's worst cars
of the millennium. To be honest, we really think that nobody needs a Yugo, perhaps to the
extent of being better off simply taking the public bus. Even years after its demise, the Yugo is
still very common in Eastern European countries such as Serbia, with over half a million cars
that were originally built over a decade ago still in use. In the United States, the story is a bit
different though, since it was very poorly received and did not survive the attempts to be

imported. The extra small SUV was mostly liked for its spacious seating and high-tech interface,
with the obvious compliments that every Jeep vehicle gets of being an absolute beast off-road.
Unfortunately, other aspects of this car aren't nearly as capable: from the weak four-cylinder
engine to a limited cargo space both in the cabin and cargo , uncomfortable seats and a
sluggish transmission. The Compass got a 7. While it has the luxury brand name of the Jeep
franchise, its pricing is very affordable and it is a great and cheaper alternative for the Jeep
Wrangler. Its MPG is 23 for city driving and 32 for the highway. The Ford Fiesta was highly
reviewed by Edmunds, who gave it an 8. It's a sporty car that handles well, with a great interior
and awesome tech options. You can practically imagine yourself as a racing driver in this one,
especially if you get the ST model, which is the real deal when it comes to performance. This
one does a in about 9. Boxy and assembled exterior look? Simple and lackluster interiors? But
what about performance? The car drove about as well as it looked. A possible plus? The model
was discontinued in after 5 years of production. The original projections were to have an annual
production of , Premiers, however, the Premier did not achieve its sales targets, with the
calendar year production for only reaching 32, examples. Consumer Reports continues pointing
its finger of doom at various cars and the Nissan Versa Note just wasn't fast enough to avoid
the wreck. If you're looking for more power in your budget car, you might be inclined to pass
this one up in favor of a Honda Fit or Ford Fiesta. Regrettably, besides having a comfortable,
quiet and spacious interior, plus some high-tech safety features, the Acura RLX really doesn't
stand on its own with its high price. The sedan suffers from an outdated infotainment system,
outdated looking design, subpar ride quality, and handling. The vehicle was also criticized for
having a relatively unimpressive fuel efficiency for a hybrid, which combined with its high entry
price makes it less than a frugal option. Being green and environmentally conscious is all the
rage today, but back in , the EV-1 was one of the first electric cars ever put in mass production.
Another reason that contributed to the failure of the car was its short mile range for battery
recharge, and many people drove more than miles every day. The discontinuation of the EV1 is
still a controversial topic among environmentalists, electric car supporters, and even EV1
owners that claim General Motors had a personal interest in taking the car off the market to stop
possible losses in spare parts sales. People also believed GM falsely claimed that the oil
industry was the main culprit, since it wanted to keep electric cars off the streets. Suffering from
the same problem as the Mustang II, the Ford Pinto, in addition to having a terrible name, was
mired in controversy after its particular fuel-tank design damaged the car's safety reputation.
Apparently, there were some very nasty results when the car got rear-ended at a high enough
velocity. The Pinto sales were literally on fire, what with many cases reported of deadly fires
starting in relation to the fuel tank rupturing during rear-end collisions. The car put into
question Ford's reputation and ethics, since placing your customers inside a flaming piece of
metal wasn't what most consumers considered, "great customer service". If there was ever a
way to look stuck-up in front of your friends, it would be by coming to pick them up in this
peculiar beast of a model. The Prowler was offered in a single generation, front-engine,
rear-drive, rear-transmission configuration â€” with an overall production of just over 10,
models. The red devil would accelerate from 0 to kilometers per hour in just over 7 seconds and
was actually built with daily reckless drivers in mind. The Prowler included features such as
keyless entry, power windows and other tricks that you probably would have enjoyed showing
your friends in the late '90s. Therefore, they built a car specifically for them. The Dodge La
Femme which only comes in white and pink, by the way , is a female-oriented car meant to help
women express themselves by driving in their all-glam car. The car was essentially a Dodge
Royal Lancer, but built with "women's needs" in mind. Not even pink seats could have saved
this bust from occurring. With a slow and loose steering, uncomfortable handling and seats,
high amounts of wind and tire noise above 50 miles per hour, and not as much cargo space as
expected, this V6 hybrid Jeep Wrangler doesn't do nearly as-well-as you'd expect. It's a master
of the off-road for sure and has the same rugged feel that Jeep brings, but its problems often
overshadow the benefits. The Car Connection gave it a 5. Jeep Wrangler earned a 7. While many
people complained about the extremely boxy and jaggy look of the FSO Polonez, the main
problem we have with the car is its unreliability. Imagine a car with vertical doors!
Unfortunately, the rest of the car did not hold up to the vision they had. Among the factors
blamed for the car's ultimate demise were ongoing quality control problems, supplier
shortages, worker absenteeism and a series of price increases that more than doubled the price
of the car in two years. The Bricklin SV-1 was ultimately a huge failure, with only 3, of these ever
in production. Critiques were somewhat divided about the look of the car. On one hand, it had
the potential to remind you of the futuristic DeLorean, but it might also remind you of a
lime-green hedgehog. Consumers were also disappointed by the interior build quality of the car.
The gull-wing doors being the main attraction of the car, but the power button that opened the

door mechanism was very slow and would often break down and trap people in the car. It seems
that just like the DeLorean, this car is more akin to a really cool life-sized toy car than an actual
Corvette or Lamborghini. The Corvair was mired in controversies and legal problems due to an
accusation of poor handling ability. It was eventually found in that the Corvair wasn't any less
safe than other contemporary cars of the same type, but the damage was already done and the
vehicle wouldn't survive to see itself produced past the '60s. Edmunds didn't give a favorable
review for the Toyota C-HR, with a disappointing combination of a lethargic and downright
sleep-inducing acceleration coupled with pervasive road and engine noises. This is true
whether you're stopped or trying to pass slower traffic on the highway. Everyone loved Michael
Jackson was ruling the music scene and radio with 'Thriller', which became the best-selling
album of all-time. We got to see E. One thing that wasn't so great, was the Cadillac Cimarron. It
was quickly discovered that the Cimarron was just a refurbished version of the Chevrolet
Cavalier, with worse performance and a hideous all-around build. The car was quickly scratched
and taken off production. I'd call that a fluke. The car was mostly promoted through small ads in
popular magazines with the slogan " lb. King Midget I could only fit a single passenger inside it,
although the next versions were slightly more accommodating of more people. We don't know
about you, but if our car was more like a huge Lego block than an actual vehicle - we'd probably
prefer to get to our destination by taking the bus or a going on a nice bicycle ride. Chevrolet is
mostly known for making reliable and tough cars, but the Chevrolet Trax betrayed that
reputation. The car has been consistently criticized by Edmunds for having a choppy ride
quality on freeways, slow acceleration, an underpowered engine, high fuel consumption and
less cargo than expected. Car review magazines were less thrilled about the car; Drive Magazine
even gave it just a mere 2. The car quickly became widely known for its disappointing lack of
power and performance, which was very disappointing considering its high-price tag and
Lamborghini style appearance. The car was only sold for about 3 years and sold less than 10,
vehicles before production stopped. The car suffered from many technical difficulties, one of
which was the horrible battery. When driving the car with all lights and electrical options on, the
battery wasn't able to supply enough power to charge the car, causing it to gradually discharge
and eventually leaving the driver stranded on the road. The Land Rover Discovery made its way
to the list due to slow acceleration and very mediocre technology. Of course, Land Rovers are
known for having above-average off-road capabilities and smooth driving, so not everything is
bad. The Pathfinder is considered a solid SUV with a solid all-around performance in all areas.
Nissan, as usual, tends to devalue the importance of having a modern infotainment system with
its outdated touchscreen interface and a lack of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto connection.
We can always ignore a slightly inferior ride quality, but how dare Nissan stop us from
connecting our phone to the car! Most reviewers found the car bland and neither exciting nor
disappointing. This car truly takes the cake for the worst blunder General Motors has ever
made. The Chevrolet Vega was a broken piece of trash. These problems were only later
discovered by disappointed consumers, as the car initially sold fairly well. The Vega ruined both
Chevrolet's brand as a reliable auto-maker and General Motors' reputation in general. The
Vega's engine was so poorly built, that it caused the car to shake excessively while driving. This
shaking cracked the valve stems and leaked oil everywhere until there was nothing left in the oil
tank within only a few hundred miles. The Vega was extremely prone to overheat and engine
fires were not uncommon. When reviewing the Vega, American automotive enthusiast magazine
Car and Driver said: "It was so unreliable that it seemed the only time anyone saw a Vega on the
road not puking out oil smoke was when it was being towed. As usual, Consumer Reports came
in as the toughest critic when judging the Fiat L, and marked it with the cursed "Worst Overall"
label that they seem to throw around more often than not. Besides plenty of interior passenger
and cargo space, and a relatively new touchscreen interface, the car was mostly criticized for
having a cheap and plastic feel interior, a lack of modern safety features and for the fact that the
back seats cannot fold for extra cargo space which is standard in such a small car. Which
brings us to our next item. Kelley Blue Book, a California-based vehicle evaluator and
automotive research company that is recognized by both consumers and the automotive
industry, also deemed the Journey as a poor contender in the already crowded SUV market.
With some serious marketing dollars behind it, this one made us take a serious look before
being disappointed to find that there wasn't much there. When BMW first launched the X6, it
was marketed as a way for wealthy off-road enthusiasts to drive in luxury and style, while also
being able to travel off-road. Over the subsequent years, BMW has smoothed out the wrinkles
and managed to upgrade the car into something an off-road enthusiast would actually enjoy
driving. Dodge had the not-so-great idea of taking its famous Ram Dakota and complete
redesigning it in The trims looked more sporty and the engine had been upgraded to a 4. The
new Dodge Dakota sounded promising, and it managed to garner quite a bit of fame among

drivers. But the dream was short-lived. The Dakota trucks broke down a lot, often in mid-driving,
making them into a financial nightmare, since many of the vehicles had to be recalled or
refunded. The company had only sold 12, Dakotas by , and decided to discontinue the Dakota
model entirely just after five years of it being on the market. Famous for building fast, efficient
and reliable vehicles, Subaru is an incredible option when you consider their low prices. The car
was proof enough for the company of why it should stick to regular cars and stay as far away
from trucks as possible. And truly, Subaru just added a flatbed to the back of their popular
Sedan in order to turn this BRAT model into a truck. Even though the car became famous
because Ronald Reagan drove one for twenty years, and this made sales go way up, the BRAT
eventually tanked. The GMC Canyon looked like a powerhouse, and customers had high hopes.
However, this all came crumbling down when they realized it had a fuel leak problem. On the
outside, the GMC Canyon looked fierce, but on the inside, it had transmission malfunctions, fuel
system and cabin electronics issues. The car was even recalled a few times for having a very
serious issue - a leaky fuel system that could potentially make the car go up in flames.
Considered by many to be one of the quirkiest, ugliest pickup trucks to ever be made, the Chevy
SSR looked like a prop car. The SSR stood for 'SuperSport Roadster', but in reality, it was more
like a vehicle that could be best described as a 'retractable hardtop convertible pickup truck'.
The SSR had a lot of cheap plastic in its interior, and fell short when it came to performance.
Despite its average acceleration time of 7. It's hard to see a Cadillac on this list, as they are
considered some of the finest vehicles in existence. However, everybody makes mistakes, and
the Cadillac was certainly one of them. The company's attempt to create a pickup truck was an
absolute disaster. The Cadillac was a mix between a coupe and a pickup truck, which basically
meant they took out the backseat of the car and replaced it with a long flatbed. Even though it
was extremely expensive, the car was very popular with customers when it first came out.
However, that popularity was very short-lived when people started to realize the car wasn't
really functional, neither as a pickup truck or as a vehicle in general. Cadillac made the right
choice to quickly take their model out of the market, and it was never seen again. Just by
looking at a photo of this car you can probably guess why it was a disaster. But the Corvair was
a huge flop. Chevrolet was quick to realize that their famous car was great in paper, but once it
came out, this behemoth of a pickup truck, if we can even call it that, wouldn't fare well at all
with customers once they gave it a proper drive. It was quickly discontinued. Ford is another
huge name in the car industry, and obviously, when it announced the release of its Ford
Ranchero, everyone was excited. Unfortunately, the industry giant blew it big time, and
honestly, what did they expect when all they did was stick a flatbed to the car's rear?
Customers were sorely disappointed. The backlash and low sales numbers made sure Ford
learned its lesson, and they released a smaller version of the Ranchero that was marketed as a
car, and not as a pickup truck. The new model was called the Falcon Ranchero, and it went
down a little better with consumers, who were trying to get over the Ranchero trauma. Mercedes
called it "the world's first true luxury premium pickup", but in reality, the X-Class was no pickup
truck. With a small flatbed and an underwhelming performance, many customers chose to
overlook this model in favor of a more traditional pickup truck that would be stronger, more
functional, and definitely much cheaper. The Hummer is associated with power, status, and
wealth. Not to mention it is one of the most prominent military vehicles currently in use by the
United States military. And, despite its fame, the model was an absolute disaster, and
completely unfit for your average driver. Not only was the car extremely expensive, hard to
drive, and guzzled up gas, it was impossible to park and very uncomfortable to sit in. Obviously,
Hummer stopped production for consumers just one year later, and we hope they keep it that
way. Military vehicles should stay within the military. This Dodge Ramcharger, originally called
the "Rhino", had optional passenger seats. Yes, you read that correctly. This car came with a
driver's seat, and that's about it. Adding a passenger seat, or two, or three, was an optional
addition. Need we explain why it was an absolute disaster? Barring a hermit or just a very
antisocial person, this vehicle sounds like a nightmare. Unfortunately, this wasn't the car's only
shortcoming, as it also had an overly clunky engine with low power. Dodge quickly realized this
and started working on the quality of its pickup trucks, which substantially improved over the
years. The Chevy Silverado was probably the good old American company's worst idea ever.
But this definitely wasn't the case with the Silverado. For some reason, Chevy decided to put
one of the worst engines in the world inside this vehicle, which made it extremely sluggish and
just awful all around. Fortunately, the company quickly realized its mistake and fixed the engine
problem after a few short years, eventually turning the Silverado pickup truck into the trusted
brand it is today. Honda is another car industry giant that has established itself as one of the
most trusted names on the market. Unfortunately, their Honda Ridgeline, the company's first
attempt at the pickup truck market, was a huge disaster. The car was aesthetically nice-looking,

and it took years and millions of dollars to produce, but unfortunately, the car fell short of
consumers' expectations. What was destined to be a super famous Honda model ended up
getting very bad reviews. Nowadays, the Dodge Ram is known as one of the fiercest
competitors when it comes to heavy-duty trucks and SUVs. But their Daytona model was
definitely more looks than power. On the outside, the Daytona was a beautiful piece of
machinery, with the Dodge Ram's distinctive grill. Unfortunately, the car wasn't great when it
came to functionality. Popular among consumers because of its fierce look, it only took a good
look under the car's hood to understand its shortcomings. This was another case of pickup
trucks that looked menacing, but were actually anything but. The Dodge Ram Daytona was
discontinued on the same year it came out. Having a Rolls-Royce is having a collector's item,
not just a car. The car manufacturer has produced some of the best machines in history, but the
Camargue wasn't one of them. The company wanted to update its old-fashioned image and
decided to contact Pininfarina, a respected coachmaker, to help them create a grand tourer that
would appeal to younger consumers. Unfortunately, the company was going through serious
economic problems, and by the time it managed to released the car, consumers were
unpleasantly shocked. The Camargue was criticized for its style and standard underpinnings,
and to make matters worse, Rolls-Royce jacked up the price in hopes that it would make the car
more exclusive. Obviously, this didn't work, and in eleven years of production, it only sold cars.
In , General Motors was trying to get past the awful disaster that was the Chevy Vega, and so it
came up with the Chevy Citation. In theory, the Chevy Citation was the company's first attempt
at a compact front-wheel drive platform. Almost a million people bought the car when it came
out in , making it the country's best-selling car of the year. Sadly, the hype didn't last long. The
car's build was disastrous, and very ugly, causing sales to drop dramatically after just the first
year. The Citation managed to stay in production until , until they finally, and thankfully,
discontinued it. The Aurora was Oldsmobile's failed attempt at saving the brand, and the
company certainly put up a decent fight. The Aurora had a unique look and build, and a special
4. Oldsmobile launched one hell of an ad campaign, and consumers were super excited.
Unfortunately, Oldsmobile lost the fight. The Aurora was just looks and specs, but in reality, it
was just a regular car that was way too expensive for what it actually was. Oldsmobile tried to
release a redesigned Aurora in , but they also failed miserably, and the company completely
collapsed in Although the Contour wasn't a bad car, its very small size and considerably high
price tag tanked its sales. The Contour was long gone by , and Ford had to come up with new
ideas to impress their consumers. The German car manufacturer hit it big in the s, when its
chairman decided to enter the U. Volkswagen would take the country by storm, and when it
released the Phaeton, people couldn't wait to drive it. It was a great piece of machinery, but it
had one problem - it was way too similar to the Volkswagen Audi A8, and far more expensive.
The Phaeton was eventually discontinued. At first, consumers were shocked at the price, and
stunned in general, when Ford announced it was releasing the Lincoln Blackwood.
Unfortunately, trucks and luxury don't go too well together, and the car was discontinued after a
year. Ford tried again with the Lincoln Mark LT in , but it was another failed attempt. Consumers
around the country, especially pickup truck aficionados, were extremely excited when Chevrolet
announced its new pickup truck - the Avalanche. Unfortunately, the hype was short-lived, and
the car was discontinued just two years later in Mainly because the car had terrible
speedometer issues that meant people were constantly being pulled over because the car
monitor was showing the wrong speed. As if getting drivers fined with speeding tickets wasn't
enough, the Avalanche also had transmission failures and consumed gas like water. Chevrolet
decided it made more sense to just let the Avalanche go and start from scratch. Gene Paul Lim
February 21, Mark Villanueva February 21, Kia Cadenza While we appreciate the challenge of
trying to repeatedly say "Kia Cadenza" really fast, this car doesn't have too much in common
with an actual musical cadenza. Honda Odyssey Sometimes car reviewers are split about the
quality of a car. Ford Mustang GT Premium The Ford Mustang is one of the most iconic and
legendary cars that truly symbolize America for its appetite larger than life performance at a
budget price. Toyota Tacoma This midsized truck is considered a staple of the pickup truck
category for its rugged off-road driving, with an easy to manage interior controls and a top-level
V6 that doesn't disappoint. Nissan Armada It seems that Nissan can't catch a break with its big
vehicles this year. Buick Enclave When a car seems to stay the same year after year, some
reviewers feel the need to start double-examining things and looking for negative things to
point out about it. Chevrolet Suburban The Chevrolet Suburban is a 6. Honda Clarity Electric
vehicles have always been the cause of many arguments and conspiracies, and the Honda
Clarity is no exception. Nissan Versa Note Consumer Reports continues pointing its finger of
doom at various cars and the Nissan Versa Note just wasn't fast enough to avoid the wreck.
Jeep Wrangler With a slow and loose steering, uncomfortable handling and seats, high amounts

of wind and tire noise above 50 miles per hour, and not as much cargo space as expected, this
V6 hybrid Jeep Wrangler doesn't do nearly as-well-as you'd expect. Toyota C-HR Edmunds
didn't give a favorable review for the Toyota C-HR, with a disappointing combination of a
lethargic and downright sleep-inducing acceleration coupled with pervasive road and engine
noises. Chevrolet Trax Chevrolet is mostly known for making reliable and tough cars, but the
Chevrolet Trax betrayed that reputation. Fiat L As usual, Consumer Reports came in as the
toughest critic when judging the Fiat L, and marked it with the cursed "Worst Overall" label that
they seem to throw around more often than not. Chevrolet Corvair Just by looking at a photo of
this car you can probably guess why it was a disaster. Eisenhower, who was an army general
back in World War II. After seeing the Reichsautobahnen, Germany's high-speed road network,
while deployed abroad, Eisenhower was inspired to build the country's own high-speed road
network when he became president in II Before Eisenhower's presidency, lawmakers had
already been discussing an interstate highway system. The Federal-Aid Highway Act, for
example, permitted the construction of the National System of Interstate Highways, a 40,mile
highway project encompassing the major cities of the U. Insufficient funding, however,
prevented it from coming to fruition. The federal government covered 90 percent of the
expressway construction cost under the act. In order to fund this vast allocation, lawmakers
raised gasoline taxes by fifty percent. IV Instead of at-grade crossings, or intersections, the new
interstate highways opted to utilize overpasses and underpasses. The roads were designed with
high-speed drivers in mind, with four lanes in each direction, for a total of eight lanes. The
interstate highway network's overall purpose was to reduce traffic congestion, make
transportation more efficient, and make roads look cleaner. V Initially, most Americans
supported the Interstate Highway Act, though that did not last long. People in the cities where
the highways were passing through began to witness the unintended and unpleasant
consequences of all that roadbuilding: neighborhoods were sliced in half, many families were
displaced to make way, and many neighborhoods were abandoned. VI In response to the
unforeseen destruction brought about by highway construction, activists, especially those in
major cities, began to fight back. The first victory took place in in San Francisco, where activists
were able to bring a halt to the construction of the double-decker Embarcadero Freeway. Other
important victories took place on the east coast in the s, with cities like New York, Baltimore,
and Washington D. It was through this voyage that the League of Nations was established and
Churchill was given the Nobel Peace Prize as a result of his efforts. II Franklin Roosevelt
became the first U. Despite being frail at 60 years old, he managed to get through a treacherous
round air trip spanning 17, miles. The purpose of his visit was to slowly re-establish diplomatic
relations between the U. He went on with this action, despite being vocally against
then-president Harry Truman in for "losing" China to the communists. Eisenhower became the
first president to travel in a helicopter. Despite the testing of experimental military helicopters in
, it was only through his suggestion that helicopters were considered as another means of
presidential transport. The helicopter was eventually seen as a safer and more efficient
alternative to the traditional limousine accompanied by a motorcade. V Different types of
helicopters were used when a U. Additionally, he was also the first U. VI Yachts were also used
as a means of water travel by U. For example, the Mayflower was first used by Theodore
Roosevelt in , then it was decommissioned in by Woodrow Wilson due to the Great Depression.
However, the Sequoia served the longest out of them all, with it having launched in and
eventually auctioned off in I The Graf Zeppelin, built in , was the first airship to travel around the
world, and was meant to arouse interest in passenger airships. Blau gas was used to power its
engines and was stored below the hydrogen cells inside large gas bags. The fuel also has a
similar density to air, which maintained the airships weight regardless of fuel consumption,
allowing it to travel consistently. Passengers would first check in on the 86th floor and take an
elevator leading to the st floor, where theyll need climb a ladder to enter the airship. However,
this plan was scrapped not only because of its impracticality, but also the dangers posed by the
updrafts the building produced, as well as nearby skyscrapers, making navigation difficult for
airships. Its wingspan measured at 63 metres, which is very similar to that of the modern
Boeing , as well as having a capacity of 72 people, which is already impressive for its time.
Despite its impressive specifications, only two were built before the model was replaced by the
ANTbis in IV Sailplanes, also known as gliders, saw a surge in popularity in the s, especially in
Germany and the U. For the former, this was due to the ban on motorised planes, so the
countrys aircraft aficionados turned to them for recreation. V The s also saw the development of
the jet engine, and it began in both England and Germany. Air Commodore Sir Frank Whittle of
England patented the design for the jet engine in , and then began working on it in the late s. In ,
German physicist Hans von Ohain filed a patent for his own version of the jet engine and began
development of a similar engine. Interestingly, both men were unaware of each others work. VI

Large flying boats, capable of operating on clear, calm water, were also prominent in the late s
and in the mid s. For example, the built German flying boat Dornier Do X proved to be popular
with the public, though only 3 of them were built due lack of commercial interest and safety
concerns. I Sometime before his inauguration in , Herbert Hoover bought around acres worth of
land in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia to use as a presidential retreat, naming it Rapidan
Camp. After failing to win his re-election in , he donated it to the government, hoping his
successors will use them well. However, Rapidan instead became part of Shenandoah National
Park in the mids. It began in , where Harry S. Truman was recommended by his doctor to spend
his vacation in a warm place. It eventually became a public museum in on New Years Day.
Starting from , as soon as he was inaugurated as the 34th U. Two years before his death,
Eisenhower donated the place to the National Park Service. President, acquired this place from
a relative in , back when it was rundown. Ever since he became president, the ranch prospered
and even raised high-quality cattle. Johnson back then would always drive his guests around in
a Lincoln convertible. V Richard Nixon had an affinity for waterfront estates, as shown in the
purchase he made in Key Biscayne, Florida. Dubbed the Winter White House, it included a
floating helipad and a private beach, both were which were paid for by the government.
However, it was renamed to Shangri-La in by Franklin Roosevelt and converted into a
presidential retreat. It was only given its current name when Eisenhower became president,
naming it in honor of both his father and grandson. These four major players were joint-stock
companies until they ceased operations on December 31, This is mainly due to the low priority
on railway maintenance and resource strain in order to support the war effort. In , sometime
after the war ended, the government decided to publicize rail service, thus putting the Big Fours
reign to an end. III The railways were nationalised in , forming a singular state-owned company,
British Railways. In turn, this company was put under the British Transport Commissions
control. While the operations were not much different from its predecessors, the British
Railways saw increased revenue and railway usage. This did not last long, however, and profits
fell in the mids. IV British Railways experienced even more problems in the mids with the hasty
introduction of diesel and electric rolling stock, costing them several million pounds with very
little return of investment, and the losses soon began to stack up. Due to this, costs were cut
back considerably and railway investment was restricted. V The s saw a resurgence of train
usage with the introduction of high speed diesel trains. This was especially seen with the debut
of the Intercity high speed train in , causing British Railwayss finances to improve significantly.
An attempt to introduce the countrys first tilting train was also made, but was scrapped in the
early s due to financial and political constraints. VI Eventually, British Railways became
privatized in the mids, with Railtrack handling the tracks and infrastructure while passenger
operations were given to various private sector operators. Freight services, meanwhile, were
sold wholesale, with one buyer buying 5 out of 6 of them. Since privatization began in during
that period, there has been an increase in passenger levels. I While the s, just like the rest of the
world, heralded the age of trains for India, the country saw its first electric train in February
Electrification of railways soon spread throughout India until the late s. II The year marked
Indias reorganisation of its railways into regional zones. The Southern Railway Zone was
created in the 14th of April while the Central and Western Railway zones were created on
November 5, with both dates in that same year. Lastly, The Northern, Eastern and North Eastern
Railway zones were created the following year, on the same date that the Southern zone was
created. III Starting in , Indias railways became electrified with 25kv AC, sometime after the trials
conducted in France proved to be successful. However, trains using the new electrification
system only emerged in the s, with the first of them having ran on the Raj
Kharswan-Dangoaposi section, which was electrified the year prior, on August 11, IV It wasn't
until October 24,, that India ran its very first rapid transit train, despite the difficulties in
resource allocation and funding. Consequently, Calcutta Metro also became the countrys first
rapid transit line. V While the Indian railways themselves had become very advanced since their
introduction in the late-early s, ticketing and reservations only became computerized in in New
Delhi. Even then, self-dispensing ticket machines only their first service use beginning in in that
same city. Eventually, credit cards also became accepted for ticketing and reservation in VI The
late s also saw the introduction with high speed trains, and for India, its fastest among them is
the Shatabdi Express, capable of going up to kph. Introduced and brought into service in , this
short-to-medium distance train first ran between New Delhi and Jhansi, and was eventually
expanded to include Bhopal. I Ocean liners saw a significant decline beginning in the s, thanks
to the advent of large passenger planes making their debut in the late s. Eventually, ocean liner
passenger services ceased in , with some exceptions. Queen Elizabeth 2 was one of the most
well-known ships to transition from transatlantic passenger services to full-time luxury
destinations. II The concept of cruise ships didn't include being romantic getaways until the

airing of the 's American television series The Love Boat. The show took place on a cruise ship
called S. Pacific Princess, which was the name held by the ship in real life from to The main
attraction for the show, which led to the popularization of cruise ships was the casting of
various guest stars as passengers going on humorous and romantic misadventures. III The S.
France, like many cruise ships, started out as an ocean liner, beginning its service in In ,
however, it was purchased by Norway and it was aptly renamed the "S. The first of three ships
was the MS Sovereign, which had her maiden voyage take place on the 16th of January At the
time of her completion, she was the largest ship in the world, spanning nearly meters or around
feet. V Before the advent of modern high-end cruise amenities, shuffleboards, drinks with little
umbrellas on them, and deck chairs were the most premium of them during the latter half of the
s. However, amenities since then have expanded a lot in the s with some needing an entirely
new ship class dedicated to cruising, such as Fantasy-class and Holiday-class ships. VI Starting
in until , cruise ships have become larger and more massive. Additionally, all decks with
verandas were introduced in the "megaships," as opposed to a single deck with a veranda. I The
s saw the peak performance of high speed trains in Germany, starting with the built Fliegender
Hamburger. Reaching up to nearly mph, this train was the fastest during its time. Another train,
the built Henschel-Wegmann, also reached the same top speed, but it ran on steam instead of
using diesel like the latter. No other train in the country has exceeded their top speed ever
since. II With the advent of high speed trains in the late s, steam became less and less ideal as a
power source for these locomotives. Despite being heavy, time-consuming and labor-intensive,
some steam-powered trains managed to achieve such high speeds, such as Italys ETR and
Great Britains Mallard, reaching speeds of up to kph and III In , Pennsylvania introduced a high
speed train capable of quickly traversing the Pennsylvania Railroad, the largest railroad in the
world. This trained was called the Class S1, a duplex steam engine capable of carrying more
than tons of passenger trains, all while reaching a top speed of mph. Additionally, this train was
the last high speed train to utilize steam power. IV Trains going for top speeds of beyond kph
were first developed in the s, beginning with French National Railways CC series. In , the CC
managed to reach a top speed of kph when it was tested on a standard track. However, it was
only duringrnthe following year that their trains managed to exceed kph with the CC and
prototype BB , reaching speeds of kph and kph, respectively. V Shinkansen was the first and
only high speed railway network to come into service in Asia since its opening in , right before
the Tokyo Olympics. Other East Asian countries, such as China, only managed to follow suit in
the s. It managed to revolutionize high-speed mass transit, with the earliest versions having 12
cars and later ones increasing to 16, as well as the introduction of double-deck trains. VI In ,
Great Britain managed to be connected to mainland Europe for the first time since the Ice Age,
mainly thanks to the opening of a rail tunnel under the English Channel. I Walking through the
countryside for pleasure in the U. Private land became prevalent, which started to limit the
roaming spaces of the public. Unfortunately, it aws immediately repealed due to insufficient
protection. Since its establishment, other parks have sprung up and greatly improved access
for outdoor aficionados. III With the increasing popularity of hillwalking, some authors have
written guidebooks on that subject. Alfred Wainwright was another author who wrote
guidebooks from to , but they mostly focus only on Lake District and its surrounding
environment. IV While footpaths were already present in the U. While it opened in , it was first
proposed way back in by Tom Stephenson. V Some walks have even become ingrained in part
of the countrys culture, spawning clubs with their own social structure and rituals. The idea first
originated from an article in the August issue of Dalesman magazine. The first of these walks to
emerge was the Lyke Wake Walk, a challenge walk that traverses the North York Moors National
Parks highest and widest part area. VI The concept of health walks was actually first started by
general practitioner William Bird in According to him, regular, brisk walks must be undertaken
to improve ones health. This idea eventually gave rise to the Walking for Health Initiative, which
was the result of a collaboration between the British Heart Foundation and Natural England. For
the latter, the population of Poles living in the U. According to the UK Census, there were only
44, of them in , then their numbers increased to , in that year. II Despite gaining independence
from British rule, many people from India have opted to migrate there. Even before , more than
60, of them have settled in the UK, with many of them working in blue-collar jobs such as textile
factories, foundries, and public transportation. The period between and saw a peak in Indian
immigrants, especially after many of them were suddenly expelled from Uganda during that
time. III Before the implementation of the Commonwealth Immigrants Act, people from countries
that are part of the Commonwealth could simply immigrate to the UK with zero restrictions.
After the implementation of the Act, all holders of UK passports that were not directly issued by
the government itself became subject to immigration control. IV British politician Enoch Powells
career ran into a large bump after he was sacked from his Shadow Cabinet after giving his

speech, Rivers of Blood, on April 20, This particular speech highlighted the consequences of
unchecked immigration to Britain from the Commonwealth, according to his beliefs. V Having
been enacted in , the British Nationality Act separated the countrys citizens into two categories:
British citizens and British Overseas Territories citizens. Aside from that, nationality also
distinguished between those by descent and those other than by descent. This means that
children born from UK parents outside or in overseas territories dont simply automatically get
British citizenship. In particular, most of the early migrants were granted asylum in the s, while
temporary status was given to those who arrived in the s. Due to the desire for better career
opportunities and family reunion, secondary Somali immigration from Denmark and the
Netherlands was also prevalent. I The first instance of autopilots in planes happened in , in
which Lawrence Sperry spearheaded the use of the gyroscopic autopilot. This early autopilot
system became popular during the s and s. In , Howard Hughes managed to set a world record
for flying around the world in just nearly 4 days using the gyroscopic autopilot. He became
famous for setting the world record for global flight in June , setting a record of eight days, 15
hours, and 51 minutes. This was accomplished with the help of co-pilot Howard Getty. In , Post
decided to go on another trip, but this time relying on Sperrys invention and a radio direction
finder. He managed to elapse seven days, 18 hours, and 49 minutes, setting another record. III
Since the development of the first autopilot, the technology focused on it has managed to
improve substantially. Such improvements included radio-navigation aids and hydraulic
servomechanisms. A trip made by a US Air Force C in attested to the progress in autopilot
technology, where it managed to cross the atlantic using only autopilot, including landing and
takeoff. IV Prior to the prolific use of autopilots in commercial aircraft, airplane crews in the s
usually consisted of a flight engineer, radio operator, a navigator, and two pilots. The first three
jobs, however, became phased out as automation technology progressed through the following
decades. Essentially, airline companies managed to save a lot of money and manpower with the
advent of automation. V According to studies made prior to the s, most airplane accidents were
a result of human error, rather than a mechanical mistake. Due to this, airline companies have
deemed automation helpful in aircraft safety and have started exploring and developing aircraft
automation using digital technology during the s. Airbus was one of the first airline companies
to develop this system, called the fly-by-wire system. VI While digital plane automation was
developed in the s, it was fully introduced in the late s, beginning with Airbuss A plane. Earlier
models used the Motorola and the Intel , though three logical pairs of Intel CPUs were used for
flight computers starting in Other airlines like Boeing eventually adopted the fly-by-wire ssytem
in the s. I Jet engines have changed the world of aviation ever since they were first used in the
20th century. This type of engine enabled aircraft to fly faster and reach higher altitudes
compared to their traditional piston engine counterparts. Commercial jet airplanes have
transformed world travel, making flights faster and more accessible, with planes now able to fly
non-stop. Lowered airfares and additional seating capacity attracted more passengers to these
jet airplanes. Both were unaware of the others efforts and progress. The jet engines were first
used for military aircraft, but by the late 20th century, they were being put to use in commercial
aviation. III The first jet airliner or jetliner was introduced in the s, and the de Havilland Comet
was the first commercial airliner. It was produced by Britain in and started serving passengers
in However, the plane had a major design flaw: metal fatigue. This issue was the cause of two
devastating crashes in The de Havilland Comet was completely redesigned to prevent similar
catastrophes from happening in the future. IV Boeing was one of the early manufacturers of jet
airliners and is considered to be the most successful. The first jet airliner to have been
developed by Boeing was the Boeing in with its swept-wing design and podded engines. The
was the first to achieve commercial success, dominating passenger air transport in the s.
Boeing later manufactured a series of airliners having 7x7 designations. The Boeing first flew
on December 20, , and was introduced into passenger service on October 26, The plane was
able to accommodate passengers. V Pan American World Airways pioneered the use of jet
engines in commercial aviation. Pan Am Chief Executive Officer Juan Trippe reached out to
Boeing after seeing the potential in using jet engines for commercial flights. Pan Am ordered 20
Boeing s on October They also ordered 25 Douglas DC-8s. VI The Boeing family was considered
the worlds most successful commercial jet airliner. The , introduced in , first entered
commercial service in February of with Lufthansa, then with Pan Am two years later. The aircraft
was able to accommodate passengers. Several versions of the were made the following year,
including the which was the first significant revision of the Boeing It produced less noise, had
better fuel-efficiency and was able to accommodate passengers. The series was shot on the
Pacific Princess and its sister ship, the Island Princess. The Love Boat revolved around the
ships captain, its crew and several passengers who were played by guest actors and actresses.
Viewers were taken to popular tourist destinations. Over a billion dollars in revenue is said to

have been generated by the series. II Ocean liners and cruise ships experienced a massive
decline in passengers due to the onset of jet aircraft in the s. Traveler preferences quickly
shifted from ships to planes since the latter provided faster travel times with their non-stop
flights priced at an affordable rate. III Cunards Laconia was the first cruise liner to travel around
the world entirely by sea. The ship departed from New York on November 21, The American
Express Company inaugurated the circumnavigation of the globe when they exclusively
chartered Cunards Laconia. The cruise lasted for days, arriving back in New York on March 20,
IV Cruise ships and ocean liners gave travelers a different experience before the s.
Entertainment was mainly in the form of social interactions between passengers. Large lounges
and formal ballrooms provided the opportunity to meet and converse with other people.
Evening entertainment in the s to s included passenger talent shows and after-dinner dancing
with music provided by a live orchestra. The three ships were introduced in and stuck around
until They provided first class, mid-century, modern passenger service from New Orleans to
South America. It was launched in and made its first voyage on May 2, , traveling from
Southampton to New York. Cunard operated the QE2 as a transatlantic liner and cruise ship.
The Queen Elizabeth 2 was considered the fastest passenger ship in service from until This
ocean liner was able to cross the Atlantic in four days, 16 hours, and 35 minutes during its first
trip. I The Boeing is a short-to-medium range, twinjet, narrow-body aircraft manufactured by the
Boeing Commercial Airplane unit. The Boeing , launched in and was the first developed series.
The aircraft took its inaugural flight on April 9, , and began serving passengers in February of
with German-based Lufthansa Airlines as its initial launch partner. II The Boeing series remains
the all-time best-selling commercial jetliner. Other variants became top sellers as well. In ,
deliveries of the Boeing aircraft were fulfilled. III Boeing almost discontinued their series after
only 37 orders were made in The decrease in orders coupled with financial problems made
Boeing consider the option of selling the design to Japanese aviation companies and entirely
closing the series production line. However, after canceling the Boeing Supersonic Transport
and reducing the production of s, Boeing was able to have the funds to continue the production
of the iconic IV The Boeing , which was supposed to carry only to people, once carried 1,
passengers in a single flight. This record-breaking flight occurred during Operation Solomon on
May 24, The passenger count increased by one when a baby was born mid-flight. V The
double-decker Boeing was dubbed the Queen of the Skies and the Jumbo Jet because of its
colossal size and its distinctive hump. Its upper deck is as spacious as a Boeing Joe Sutter,
Boeing lead designer, and Juan Trippe, Pan American World Airways founder, initially designed
the upper deck to have the same length as the lower deck. Unfortunately, that was not possible
because the two decks could not be evacuated safely in the mandatory 90 seconds as
administered by the FAA. VI The Boeing was the first wide-bodied airplane to be produced. It
first flew on February 9, , and was opened for commercial operations the next year with a
seating capacity of passengers. The aircraft was originally designed so that it could be
converted into a cargo plane. The plant is now known to be the largest building in the world. It
was once known as the world's largest indoor swimming pool complex, housing seven
seawater pools heated to different temperatures. The Great Depression caused a decline in
visitors to the Baths. Despite getting a bargain deal, the new owners were not able to turn a
profit from the Baths. In , the Sutro Baths were shut down due to a suspicious fire which
decimated the structure. The 2,acre Christian-themed amusement park, which was bigger than
Disneyland, became America's third most visited amusement park in with visitors reaching six
million a year. He was later convicted on 24 counts of fraud and conspiracy related to
mismanaging the financial dealings of PTL. The amusement park finally closed down after
Hurricane Hugo destroyed some of its buildings in September It received more than million
passengers each year during its peak in the mids. However, the number of visitors decreased
by the s with the dawn of the Jet Age and the surge of automobiles. A real estate firm bought
the airspace above the platforms. The original Penn Station demolished not long after, in ,
despite the protest of the citizens. It was the largest theater in the world with a seating capacity
of 5, Big acts such as Harry Houdini performed upon the foot by foot stage. Years later, the
Hippodrome was reconstructed several times to become a movie theater, an opera house, and
finally a sports arena. The facility was closed in , and an office building was put up in its place.
It began deteriorating and was shut down for routine maintenance but never opened again.
Discovery Island, which opened in , is another one of Disney's parks. It featured zoological
themed-attractions. Similar to River Country, Discovery Island had a limited lifespan and was
closed to the public in But then continuous lava flow covered the Kaimu bay in In fact, the lava
almost completely covered the towns of Kalapana and Kaimu. Kaimu Beach can no longer be
experienced in the same way it was before the eruptions, but lava tours now offer a new way to
see the acres of land added to the Big Island by the eruptions of the Kilauea Volcano. Costumed

actors portrayed soldiers and convicts of the late 18th and early 19th centuries. The
heritage-themed park also featured craft stores, buildings recreated from the early 19th century,
and "Sydney Cove" which was a recreation of Sydney Harbour as it once was. Old Sydney Town
closed down in and has since been used as a set for television shows and films. The
amusement park was built in Eastern Creek by Neville Wran. It was heavily modeled after
Canada's Wonderland. The park consisted of three main parts, namely, "Goldrush," Medieval
Faire" renamed "Old Botany Bay" , and "Hanna-Barbera Land" renamed "Little Wonders Land"
which featured cartoon character-themed rides and attractions. Wonderland Sydney was shut
down in and later demolished. The center became one of the top tourist attractions in Tasmania
with Cadbury's chocolate having obvious appeal for visitors. At the height of its popularity, the
Cadbury Visitor Centre received , visitors a year. Sadly, the center was closed down in after the
number of tourists dwindled to an unmanageable low. Although the center was closed, Cadbury
continues to manufacture in Claremont. Warm Adelaide summers used to bring in plenty of
locals and tourists to the park. They would cool themselves off on the giant waterslides. Magic
Mountain was, in fact, home to the largest slides in the southern hemisphere. The park also
featured a wild west themed shooting gallery, gaming arcades, and a mini-golf course. It was
closed in after 22 years of operation. The Bullens, well-known as a circus family, started
operating the safari during the s. Tourists driving through the area were able to see real lions,
tigers, bears, giraffes, and elephants. There were several incidents of animals attacking people.
Some workers were reported to have been clawed or bitten by the wild cats. The park eventually
closed down in and the animals auctioned off. El Caballo Blanco, which is Spanish for "the
white horse," was installed in the suburb of Catherine Field on the outskirts of Sydney. This
Spanish-inspired amusement park became famous for its dancing Andalusian horses. In
addition to the stallions, El Caballo Blanco also featured Falabella horses and other attractions
like water slides, train rides, and a mini wildlife zoo. The theme park stopped its operation
shortly after Williams' death. The horses made their final performance in A fire in caused the
theme park to shut down altogether. Later on, Czechoslovakia fell under the Soviet Union's
control. In , a peaceful movement called the Velvet Revolution removed power from the
government and Czechoslovakia peacefully split into the Czech Republic and Slovakia. It was
originally named the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. It was later renamed the
Kingdom of Yugoslavia in Josip Bros Tito, a notable leader of the country, formed Socialist
Yugoslavia in Ethnic and political tensions occurred years after the death of Josip Tito and
Yugoslavia soon dissolved into several states known as Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia, Bosnia, and Herzegovina. The two nations, wanting access to its
zinc mine, decided on a compromise. However, things changed when the zinc mine was
depleted in the late 19th century. There were failed attempts to make Neutral Moresnet into a
haven for Esperanto speakers. This didn't quite pan out, and the tiny country became a part of
Belgium in IV The magnificent Ottoman Empire, formed by Turkish tribes in the Asia Minor, is
known as one of the most powerful empires in the known history of our planet. The Ottoman
Empire's reign ended in when it became the Turkish Republic and was broken into various
states. The USSR was known to have been one of the world's greatest military forces as well as
a catalyst in the spread of communism. It was the largest country by area. VI Sikkim was an
independent sovereign monarchy long before it became a state of India in The Sikkim region is
flush with lush biodiversity and is home to Kanchenjunga, the third highest mountain on Earth
and the highest peak in India. I The Bahamas received many tourists when alcohol became
prohibited in the United States. Rum-runners from the country used to smuggle Caribbean rum
and other alcoholic drinks into Florida. These short trips produced huge profits and growth in
both the tourism and economy until the prohibition came to an end in Tourists from America
switched their attention to the Bahamas when Cuba became closed to American visitors due to
an embargo in II Havana, Cuba had the highest number of tourists in the Caribbean between and
North Americans and Europeans flocked to Cuba because the country offered leisure activities
like drinking alcohol, which had been restricted in the United States. Tourism became Cubas
third largest source of foreign currency behind the sugar and tobacco industries. III The number
of tourists going to Port-au-Princes waterfront increased when it was redeveloped to
accommodate cruise ships. Passengers were able to stroll from the docks to the different
cultural attractions downtown. One of the most popular drawcards was the Moorish-styled Iron
market, where tourists could buy Haitian art and mahogany. Evenings were filled with dancing,
gambling in casinos, and voodoo shows. IV Tourism became Jamaicas largest source of foreign
income. People traveled to Jamaica to escape the cold winters and to experience the countrys
breathtaking scenery, gorgeous beaches, and pleasant climate. Jamaica had once struggled to
attract tourists, but in , the number climbed to 64, and only increased from that point on. By ,
Jamaica was receiving over one million tourists per year. The increase is partially attributed to

cruise ships arriving in the country. V The Dominican Republic did not have a large number of
tourists in the early s. With the inauguration of Malecon de Santo Domingo in came the opening
of Hotel Jaragua, the citys first luxury hotel. New hotels were built soon after to support the
growing tourism of the country. The Dominican Republic has been a popular tourist destination
in the Caribbean since the mids with its climate, beaches, and Spanish colonial architecture. VI
Tourism has helped the economy of the Caribbean Islands. The Caribbean had an influx of
tourists in the s when middle-class Europeans and North Americans were provided with more
affordable airfares. The pleasant climate and amazing sceneries pulled in tourists. Visitors of
the islands can choose from a whole host of different beaches. Over 10 million vacationers
arrived in the Caribbean Islands in II Turkish Airlines Flight , carrying passengers and 11 crew
members, crashed in Ermenonville Forest, north of Paris on March 3, , killing everyone onboard.
A cargo door blew off ten minutes after the plane took off, resulting in decompression in the
cabin and a collapse of the cabin floor. After the incident, the industry redesigned the locking
mechanisms on the cargo doors to limit future possibilities of depressurization. The smoke
became thick, filling the entire cabin. The pilot made a successful emergency landing in
Cincinnati, but a flash fire occurred shortly after the emergency exits and other doors were
open. Only half of the 46 passengers were able to get out alive. The FAA later required all
aircraft to be equipped with automatic fire extinguishers in addition to the installation of smoke
detectors inside their lavatories. IV Delta Airlines Flight crashed in due to severe weather
conditions. The Lockheed L lost 54 knots of airspeed within a few seconds of encountering a
wind shear. The plane crashed into two huge airport water tanks after hitting a vehicle on a
highway and killing its driver. All people onboard were killed. The accident led to a seven-year
research project headed by NASA and the FAA, which resulted in the creation of
forward-looking radar wind shear detectors. V Aloha Airlines Flight was flying at 24, feet in
when a huge section of its fuselage blew off. The plane was flying from Hilo, Hawaii to Honolulu
when the accident occurred. Passengers were left to fly in the open air. The plane was able to
land safely, but one of the flight attendants died after being swept out of the plane. After a
lengthy analysis of the Boeing 's wreckage, investigators concluded that fumes in the
center-wing fuel tank had ignited. The FAA has since mandated changes to diminish the
occurrence of sparks from sources like faulty wiring. About ten million tourists came to Greater
Miami that year. Visitors were attracted by the variety of entertainment, the pleasant weather,
and the beautiful beaches. South Beach, Bayside Marketplace, and Coco-walk were the most
popular destination among tourists. II Miami International Airport served over 34 million
passengers in Of those, 19 million were from domestic flights while Miami's airport received
about 70 percent of passengers coming to the States from Central and South America. Miami
International Airport is also busy when it comes to cargo. It managed 1. Meanwhile, Miami's
Dante B. Fascell Port handled 6. III Miami had a bad reputation because of its high crime rate.
One of the most infamous incidents involved the murder of nine tourists in Florida. Five of these
murders took place in Miami. The killings occurred between October 5, , and September 14, A
few years later, the murder of iconic clothing designer Giovanni Versace on the steps of his
Ocean Drive mansion made headlines in His death brought fans and tourists to Miami. The
structures found in this district were built between and The historic buildings were almost
destroyed, but a group of activists called the Miami Design Preservation League MDPL were
able to save the district. South Beach became Florida's center for gay life and nightlife in the
'80s and '90s. The influx of gays and lesbians during this time revived Miami beach from the
economic decline it had been gradually slipping into over the preceding decade. Miami Vice, a
popular television show loosely based on crime in Miami, was also shot in several parts of
South Beach. The show presented Miami as America's preeminent, glamorous subtropical
paradise. I Lockheed released the first dedicated business jet or private jet : the JetStar. It had
the capacity to seat ten passengers and two crew members. The Lockheed JetStar first made its
flight on September 4, A total of JetStars were produced with different engines from to II Several
aircraft manufacturers built private jets in the s and s, but Learjet made a mark in history with its
first light jet, the Learjet Owned by Bill Lear, the jet made its first flight on October 7, , departing
from Wichita, Kansas. The Learjet 23 flew at a speed of miles per hour, much faster than the jets
preceding it. III Warren Buffett wasn't a fan of private jets in the early days and was openly
critical of private air travel. That was before his company Berkshire Hathaway bought its first jet
in Buffett's attitude towards the aircraft changed again in when the company sold its first jet
and bought an even nicer model. Perhaps in reference to his hypocritical actions, Buffett named
the newly purchased jet "The Indefensible. IV Le Bourget Airport in Paris, France became the
first business aviation airport to be exclusively dedicated to private jets. The airport centered its
activity on business aviation in due to the rise of Paris Orly and Paris Roissy Charles de Gaulle
Airport. Today, Le Bourget Airport is the busiest private jet airport in Europe. V The Cessna

Citation X is known to be the world's fastest private jet and the third fastest civilian aircraft to be
produced. The jet uses two Rolls-Royce engines and is capable of reaching to mph. It is
estimated to travel at a rate of one mile every six seconds. This medium-sized business jet first
flew on February 29, Its maximum speed is Mach 0. It has a seating capacity of up to nine
passengers. I The Hindenburg was the most famous among the constructed Zeppelins. The
infamous airship began innocently enough, serving passengers from May The huge and
luxurious dirigible, which had seating to accommodate 50 people, ferried its passengers across
the Atlantic as it floated smoothly through the clouds. Construction of the massive Zeppelin
began in and was completed in The airships framework, which was constructed of an aluminum
alloy called duralumin, was filled with seven tons of hydrogen. The Hindenburg was originally
designed to use helium gas. Hydrogen was much lighter than air and allowed for more
passengers, but it was also highly far more unstable and flammable. Swastikas were placed on
their tailpieces in support of the country from which they originated. It was a meter foot long
airship with a conventional Zeppelin design. Its maximum speed was km 84 miles per hour, and
it had a cruising speed of km 78 miles per hour. In , the Hindenburg flew ten scheduled round
trips between Germany and the United States with 1, passengers aboard. The flight inaugurated
commercial air service across the North Atlantic. V The inside of the Hindenburg was
comparable to an extravagant hotel. The German Zeppelin airship was known for offering
luxurious air travel before the era of modern airliners and first-class jets. Its lavish interior never
failed to amaze passengers. Among its amenities were luxurious dining rooms located within
the airships fabric hull. VI After a year of being in commercial service, the Hindenburg made its
final flight in The airship was landing at Lakehurst, New Jersey on May 6, , when it bursts into
flames. The explosion started from the tail and engulfed the entire ship in a blazing fire. Of
those on board, 35 passengers and 97 crew members were killed, along with one crew member
who had been on the ground. The disaster was caused by an electrostatic discharge that ignited
leaking hydrogen. I German architect Fritz August Breuhaus designed the interior of the
Hindenburg, an airship that was divided into three main areas: the passenger deck, the control
car, and the crew areas. The passenger quarters were distributed across two decks: A Deck and
B Deck. A Deck was the larger of the two and was directly above B Deck. Contained within A
Deck were 25 double-berthed passenger cabins, a dining room, a lounge area, a writing room,
and port and starboard promenades. B Deck, on the other hand, contained a bar, a smoking
room, the ships kitchen, and mess rooms for officers and the crew. II Unlike the Graf Zeppelin in
which the passenger areas were located on the gondola, the passenger areas in the Hindenburg
were located in the hull of the airship. The dining room inside the Hindenburg occupied the
entire port side of the A Deck. Silk wallpapers painted with scenes depicting the Graf Zeppelins
flights to South America decorated the 47 feet long by 13 feet wide dining room. The lounge was
decorated with a mural designed by Professor Otto Arpke. It depicted the routes and the ships
of different explorers. Similar to the dining room, the furniture in the lounge was made up of
lightweight aluminum. The lounge used to contain a pound Bluthner baby grand piano, but it
was removed in and so was not on board for the Hindenburgs last flight. IV At the center of A
Deck were 25 double-berthed cabins which accommodated 50 passengers. After the airships
inaugural flight in , nine extra cabins were added to B Deck to accommodate 20 more
passengers. The cabins were small, measuring approximately 78 inches by 66 inches. The lower
berth of each cabin was fixed while the upper berth could be folded against the wall. Each cabin
had a small closet, a lightweight washbasin, a small fold-down desk, and call buttons which
would summon a stewardess when pushed. However, there were no toilet facilities and no
windows inside the cabins. V Aside from the smoking room, the bar, and the mess for the crew
and the officers, B Deck also contained the following: passenger toilet and shower facilities, the
ships kitchen, and a cabin occupied by Chief Steward Heinrich Kubis. The bar was situated
between the smoking room and the air-locked door leading to B Decks corridor. The smoking
room was a surprising addition to an airship filled with highly flammable hydrogen. This room
was pressurized so that leaking hydrogen could not enter, and an electric lighter was used to
lessen the risk involved with using open flames. VI The Hindenburgs keel contained the work
areas, crew and officer quarters, the control car, the radio room, the electrical room, the post
office, and the rope handling areas. The cargo storage area was also located along the keel. The
Siemens generators and master gyro compass were located in the electrical room. Longwave
and shortwave battery-powered radios were to be found in the radio room. These allowed for
both telegraphic and voice communication. It was one of the largest ships ever built during its
time. Its dining room was feet long, spanning the vessels whole width and accommodating as
many as passengers. II The Queen Marys first-class amenities attracted wealthy passengers.
The facilities included two swimming pools, five dining areas, beauty salons, nurseries,
libraries, prayer rooms, and a grand ballroom. The kitchens spanned an acre-wide area where

50, meals were prepared and served per crossing. The vessel was able to make the voyage in
four days. The ship held the award for more than 15 years before the Normandie took it in Its
battleship gray color gave the ship the moniker of Grey Ghost. Soldiers were carried by her to
the different battlefronts. The large size of the Queen Mary enabled her to be a troopship
capable of transporting 15, soldiers at a time. Both ships were supposed to rendezvous off the
coast of Ireland when the tragic accident happened. The Queen Mary was sailing on a zigzag
course to fend off enemies while the HMS Curacao was navigating a straight one. The ship
docked in Long Beach, California on December 9, , and has been moored there ever since. The
Queen Mary later became a luxury hotel and tourist attraction. I The s was a time of rapid
progress in the Catskills region of New York. Hotels, bungalow colonies, and summer camps
became popular. Retreating to these establishments for an escape from the city was a favorite
summer pastime among the Jewish community. Even Jewish entertainers enjoyed staying in
this hot spot, leading to it being nicknamed "The Borscht Belt. This city was famous during the
s following Nevada's legalization of gambling. At the time, Reno had extremely loose divorce
laws, making it the go-to place for couples who wanted to end their marriages quickly. III
Canada's economy and tourism flourished during the s thanks to a certain city in Ontario that
opened the gates of industrialization and development. Sault Ste. Marie was a popular haven for
businesses and tourists alike. IV The s saw Havana, Cuba become the favorite vacation
destination of the rich and famous gangsters included. The city is known for its decadent
lifestyle casinos, nightclubs, and organized crime leading to its nickname "the Latin American
Las Vegas. The reason? They were drawn to this part of North Africa by the promise of spiritual
enlightenment. VI Tehran was a progressive, sophisticated city for most of the '70s, rocked only
by the arrival of the Iranian Revolution. The era was a time of excitement as many travelers
visited the city from all over the world to experience the extraordinary glamour linked with the
Shah and his wife, Farah Pahlavi. I Before the war that captured the s, grinding tourism in many
areas to a halt, shiny American trains were on the rise. Comfortable, long-distance trips were
made possible by the Pioneer Zephyr and 20th Century Limited. With premium services at
affordable prices, who could resist such an unforgettable land trip? II Road trips across
America and biking through South America were just two of many popular travel experiences of
the s. While such trips were considered glamorous at the time, the jet age took holidaying to a
whole new level. Thanks to the Brit-built De Havilland Comet which debuted in , travel got
instantly faster and more enjoyable. III The s upped the traveling industry's game thanks to the
advent of mass tourism. A whole generation of northern Europeans quickly fell in love with the
gorgeous Spanish sun and the French Riviera. Formerly sleepy villages transformed
themselves into famous holiday resorts, and little straw donkeys were the souvenirs de jour. IV
Mountain climbing and trail hiking took over in the 70s. Rebellious young folk, many of whom
were inspired by The Beatles, headed to Nepal, both for mountain climbing and the hippy allure
of Kathmandu's Freak Street. This era saw the Middle East and Central Asia swamped by
kaftan-wearing westerners in search of yoga sessions, gurus, hash, and enlightenment. V The
European rail pass including InterRail and Eurail was the top choice of millions of younger
travelers during the 80s. The decade provided adventures on the road like no other by
connecting big cities and rural areas. The rail systems made the impossible possible, allowing
near-penniless travelers to discover different parts of the world. VI The early s saw
advancements in both the transportation and communication industries, allowing technology to
connect people across the globe, even those from remote and isolated places. Airplanes, the
internet, cellular phones, and many other tech advances turned our massive world into an
interconnected global society. What's not to love about this decade? Thanks to these rapid
advancements, traveling became more affordable too. It was the result of collaborative work
from around 60 architects, artists, and engineers. Juan OGormans creative input was the use of
millions of stones from all over Mexico to create the four giant mosaics in the Central Library. It
was rediscovered in the s and refurbished in the s by the Archaeological Survey of India. The
stepwell contains more than major sculptures and countless minor ones, mostly dedicated to
the Hindu deity Vishnu. III A group of fishermen saw a volcanic eruption in the sea off Icelands
southern coast in More eruptions followed, continuing until when the island of Surtsey was
born. From the moment of its creation, Surtsey was protected. Only a few scientists have been
allowed to set foot on its shores, witnessing first-hand how life begins and develops on a new
island. IV Fossils discovered at Mistaken Point date back over million years, making them the
oldest known collection of giant fossils. Fractofusus misrai was the first fossil found in the area,
located in June of By the mids, the site had been declared a crucial location, containing
possibly the most ancient deep-water marine fossils in the world and the oldest metazoan
fossils in North America. German astronomer Friedrich Georg Wilhelm von Struve established
this chain of survey triangulations during the first half of the 19th century. Struves research

assists scientists in accurately calculating the shape and size of our planet. It houses two
churches and a bell tower. One of the elaborate churches has 22 domes built in the 18th century
and a tower that was constructed in the 19th century. What makes the site even more unique us
that everything is built from wood. I Looking for a vintage motel in New Mexico? Head over to
the Blue Swallow Motel that has plenty of offerings like lodging, gas, food, and lots of neon! The
family-owned motel opened in and is still functioning in full force today. II While the signage for
the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tennessee, still stands strong, its walls now have a different
story to tell. Rather than attracting guests, the motel serves as a gruesome reminder of the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The hotel is now part of the National Civil Rights
Museum, including the infamous sign. It remains one of the few motels that came out in the
areas Doo-Wop era of the late s and early s. The motel received its bizarre name from its original
owners, Nellie Munger and her second husband Emmett Moss. You can still book a room at this
vintage motel if youre looking to soak in some s vibes. V The Rabbit Ears Motel in Steamboat
Springs, Colorado boasts an iconic sign a bright pink neon bunny that has welcomed motorists
since its opening in According to local tradition, the rabbits eyes used to move from side to
side. However, they definitely dont move now, leaving locals divided on whether they really ever
moved or not. VI Oxnard, California used to house The Wagon Wheel Restaurant and Motel, a
popular hotspot for travelers during its heyday in the s, s, and s. But the motel didnt make it
past 64 years of age. It was demolished in to pave way for a 1,unit residential complex. I
Considered "the crown jewel of the world's most iconic beach," Copacabana Palace might be
the most popular hotel in South America. II The Mayflower Hotel is just a few blocks from the
White House and has greeted world leaders and hosted various balls. Edgar Hoover dined in
The Mayflowers restaurant and coffeehouse almost every working day. The hotel opened in and
has played a crucial role in some of DC's most controversial sex scandals. It opened in and has
since then hosted world leaders like Winston Churchill and Donald Trump and celebrities like
Elizabeth Taylor and Madonna. Unfortunately, the King David is also a grim reminder of the
bombing of British soldiers who were headquartered at the hotel. It opened in with a striking
faux-Roman dcor that remains attractive to this day. Over the years, the hotel has also featured
incredible performances, showcasing the likes of Frank Sinatra, Elton John, and Celine Dion. It
offers 4, guest rooms, a lavish casino, and a shopping mall. V Disney's Contemporary Resort in
Orlando, Florida opened in and cemented an uncertain spot in presidential history when
Richard Nixon said those famous words "I am not a crook" in a press conference there. The
Contemporary boasts a comprehensive monorail system, making it one of the most identifiable
Disney buildings outside the theme parks themselves. VI The Icehotel in Sweden was built in
The incredible hotel is rebuilt every year over the timeline of six weeks with two-ton blocks of
ice. Interestingly, guests sleep on mattresses on top of the ice blocks in thermal sleeping bags
covered with reindeer hides. It played a starring role in making the area a sought-after travel
destination. The Royal Hawaiian boasts luxury rooms and remains the prettiest in pink amid
dozens of high-end hotels that popped up in the prized shoreline. Once the tallest hotel in
Charm City, it is literally and figuratively a charmer for art aficionados as its Calvert Ballroom
showcases murals that tell the history of Baltimore, Maryland. The resort was established in and
still attracts guests even today. Who could resist a breath of fresh air and a relaxing morning
walk in this beautiful area? Its curvy swimming pool won the attention of Life magazine in The
publication declared it "the most beautiful pool in America. It was built in in the Doo-Wop style
by Lou Morey, and it features striking mid-century architecture. More than sixty years after its
construction, the inns historic boardwalk and technicolor interiors are still able to take you back
to a time gone by. The buildings were originally constructed as a wedding gift for Mr. Rutledge's
bride. The inn was declared a National Historic Landmark in and remains a charming little spot,
filled with dog-friendly antique guestrooms. It was the s, and the Great Depression meant the
Hollywoodland real estate group didn't have the funds on hand to fix the dilapidated sign.
Instead, the lights were removed as the Parks Department didn't want to pay for changing light
bulbs, nor for the electricity. He was given a star on November 13, IV The Hollywood sign has
been tampered with several times over the years. His mischievous act earned him an A for his
class assignment on working with scale. VI The Hollywood Stars are a top-rated tourist
destination. The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce's volunteer president, E. Stuart, first
conceptualized the idea for the famous Hollywood walk of fame back in Many fans show respect
to the names on the walk both living and dead by laying flowers or symbolic tributes at their
stars. Pan Am first began serving passengers on January 16, General New first flew containing
a large load of mail and a single non-paying passenger by the name of Juan Terry Trippe.
General Machado followed soon after with the first fare-payers. The trip was kicked off at
Miami's Pan American International Airport also known as the 36th Street Airport , which at that
point had only been in service for several months. The airport soon grew into the Miami

International Airport we know today. VI By , Pan Am had carried 6. The flights were over a
scheduled route network of 81, unduplicated miles , km. Commercial flights back in the s and s
were so luxurious that men wore suits and ladies wore expensive dresses and jewelry.
Passengers were offered lavish meals, lots of legroom, and even cigars for smoking. II Plane
tickets cost a lot in the Golden Age. A return flight from Sydney to London would cost five times
as much as it does today. III Meals served during flights included lobster, baskets of fruit, fresh
vegetables, whole hams, and prime ribs. These were served on expensive china. Passengers
could drink alcohol to their hearts' content. Champagne, cocktails, and other alcoholic
beverages like Scotch were served in real glassware. There were no restrictions on how much
alcohol they could intake. Several planes even had fully-equipped bars. IV Flights back in the
day took longer because of multiple stops. In , the journey on Qantas from Brisbane to
Singapore took around two weeks. Up to 43 stops had to be made for this flight. This journey
took four days, stopping at several cities and even having two overnight stays. A flight from Los
Angeles to New York took more than 12 hours. V Cigars, cigarettes, and pipes were allowed.
Passengers could smoke on-board to pass the time since in-flight entertainment was limited to
reading a newspaper, a book, or writing a postcard. Several years later, a law was passed
prohibiting smoking on domestic flights. It was in the year when a law required all flights
entering and exiting the U. VI Claiming your baggage took a lot longer because conveyor belts
were not yet present. Skycaps would organize everyone's luggage by hand on a counter first.
Passengers would then point to their suitcases one by one. The waiting time could become
ridiculous since there was no luggage limit back then, hence more bags to organize. I
Transporting passengers by plane was not common during the s. Airplanes were mainly used
for delivery of mail, but by the end of the decade, there was an increase in flights which
accommodated passengers. This was hugely influenced by planes becoming larger and more
reliable. II Steamships and ocean liners were used as the main methods to cross the Atlantic
Ocean. Upper-class berths of these ships would be occupied by businessmen, entertainers, and
tourists making leisure trips. Meanwhile, lower berths were mostly occupied by immigrants
coming to the United States and those returning abroad. One of the most notable liners was the
Ile de France, one of France's extravagant flagships of III Automobiles became a common mode
of transportation. This was mainly due to the fact that they were made affordable after
manufacturers began mass-producing automobiles. Henry Ford's Model T Ford was considered
the most significant innovation of this era. By , over 23 million automobiles occupied the roads
of America. IV Train travel in the United States peaked in the year Over 1. Passengers were able
to enjoy the amenities and services on offer, such as dining cars, smoking lounges, and sleeper
cars. However, by the year , passengers opting for rail travel drastically declined due to the
popularity of automobiles. V People experienced a lot of problems when traveling by air in the s.
In most cases, the engines and propellers created irritating noises. Flights were often bumpy,
and long trips left travelers feeling sore. Pressurized and heated cabins were non-existent. At
high altitudes, passengers would be subjected to freezing temperatures and would even suffer
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stars. StarWarsFan4 This is a great set and cool figures. I will start with the cons of the set. The
interior is hard to play in and kind of hard to put figures in it. The cockpit is easy to put figures
in though The carbonites are also a little hard to slide in too. The window is not packed in a bag
and gets scratched up. There are several mistakes in the instructions but it did not really
confuse me on the building process. Pros: Figures are cool especially Mando and Grogu. But
you can put the Grogu figure in the bed fairly easily. The escape pod is cool and fun on the top.
I wish there was a ladder to the cockpit but it is fine. I had a incorrect piece inserted into the set
and one piece had the extra plastic still on it but those two pieces will get sent to me probably
soon. If you were planning on swooshing it around really fast you might want a different set like
an a-wing because this one is kind of heavy for me to do that, but you can still move it pretty
fast. I definitely recommend this set for any mando fan or Razor Crest fan. Play Experience
Average rating4out of 5 stars. Level of Difficulty Average rating3out of 5 stars. Value for Money
Average rating5out of 5 stars. Build Time: 2 hrs 30 mins. Was this helpful? January 26th, Great
set, could be fantastic with a few additions. Jenn1 Purchased for: Self. My partner and I got into
lego building around Christmas after having a lot of fun building an A-wing fighter, this is our
third set since then. So far this one has been the most complex, but I wouldn't describe it as
difficult to build. The instructions are very straightforward and the build was really fun. We built
the first three bags in an afternoon last weekend and the second three this weekend. The ship
looks great and the layout of the interior matches schematics for the Razor Crest on the internet
pretty closely. I do wish that it had a gear stick in the cockpit since Grogu's obsession with the
silver ball is a pretty memorable part of the series. I've been thinking I might order an antenna
brick so I can add one in myself. The interior of the ship is also a little bit dark if the sides are
not all open, I might try to figure out how to add lights inside so it's easier to see. I noticed a lot
of people complaining about the IG minifigure. Honestly, I kind of like it. If I could change
anything about it, it would be cool if the arms could move a little more, even if the hand could
just rotate but I'd love it if the arms could move outward even more than that. It is a little bit tall
considering the height of the interior of the ship his head is too tall for some parts of the interior
, and it can be a little difficult getting your hands inside the ship to put him inside. The
minifigure I was more worried about was actually The Child minifigure, I thought it looked kind
of ugly in the photos, but it's very cute in person! I do wish the printing was a little more
complete though, it doesn't cover the full torso or extend to the legs and could be coloured
better to reflect the characters costume. Maybe some sort of fabric piece like the poncho
included for Luke in the landspeeder set would work even better? The face is absolutely
adorable though. Value for Money Average rating4out of 5 stars. Build Time: 10 hrs. September
5th, Average rating5out of 5 stars. Solid enjoyable build with plenty of playability. Pochacco The
Razor Crest is an enjoyable build that builds upon features of previous Star Wars sets while
introducing some nice touches of its own. I've watched videos reviews on this set and a lot of
complaints were around the fact that it didn't feature much of an interior akin to the show itself.
While I appreciate budget constraints may have led to this decision it really isn't a huge
undertaking to modify this build with the addition of a ladder and a WC where there's space
behind the sleeping quarters to put one in. The build itself is a solid offering with some clever
use of components to bolt it all together that makes it robust. It's weighty and feels solid. IG
comes with two sets of arms with differing hand configurations which is a nice touch. The
application of decals wasn't taxing either. The only minor criticism I have of the set is that the
Scout Trooper without a speeder-bike is a missed opportunity, despite being a welcome
addition since he doesn't often pop up in sets. My set suffered from having a brick missing
which I've photographed and added to my review. But I've placed an order for a replacement to
be sent out which isn't a big deal since Lego Customer Service I've found is very good. If you
enjoy the show, love the characters and want a fun build then I would highly recommend this.
Play Experience Average rating5out of 5 stars. Level of Difficulty Average rating2out of 5 stars.

Build Time: 2 hrs. November 5th, Solid 1st version with some room for improvement. I needed
something to get my mind off of the election, so I bought myself this guy to distract me for an
evening. It was a fun build and I never found myself feeling too bogged down in redundancy. It's
a solid set for those of you young enough to still pay with your sets. The baby Yoda is half the
reason I got the kit and he's super cute. That'll lead me to my critiques: The other figures are
great except the IG is a frustrating joke. One piece was missing from my set but I had a similar
enough piece that it was fine. There's a heavy reliance on big custom pieces with stickers in
this set. Both the cockpit and the landing gears leave a bit to be desired. I made some
modifications to this ship to "improve" on some of my issues. I redid the cockpit to get rid of a
big bubbly piece that I disliked and to make it so you can fold back the cockpit rather than
remove it. I plan to flip the way the sides so the landing gears can retract into the sides of the
ship but will need to rebuild to make this work. I also flipped the engines just because I liked the
look better and added a rear turret because The engine intakes are cool but I wish there was a
little more range of motion on these. November 5, Morgan, Customer Service. Play Experience
Average rating3out of 5 stars. It is not a guide on how to actually wire up equipment, terminate
cables, use a soldering iron etc. It is not recommending which setups are good or bad. The
drawings are not wiring diagrams, they are schematics showing topology only. All wiring
should be done according to equipment datasheets and manuals. All designs should be
checked and installed by a qualified auto-electrician. Every design is a compromise. This guide
gives you the info you need to pick your compromise. A dual battery system is where one or
more auxiliary batteries are installed in addition to the standard starter battery of a car, 4WD or
motorhome. The arrangement provides additional battery capacity to allow appliances like
fridges and lighting to be powered, and prevents these appliances from loading the starter
battery, ensuring your engine will start even after lengthy use of the appliances. Dual battery
systems are common in touring vehicles set up for camping, fishing and travelling around the
outback. Whether there are one or more auxiliary batteries, and whether they are installed in the
vehicle, under the bonnet, in the passenger cabin, in the tray, in a trailer or in a caravan , does
not effect the design arrangements outlined in this article. For the purpose of simplicity, this
article will refer to only one auxiliary battery. A bank of batteries in parallel behaves the same as
one large battery. All lead acid batteries behave fairly similarly. When connected in parallel,
batteries do not need to be exactly matched, as charge and discharge current will naturally
distribute between them according to their capacity. A larger battery or a battery with less
internal resistance will sink more current when charging as it pulls down the charging voltage.
An auxiliary battery is most likely going to be cycled. That is, discharged at slow to moderate
currents for long periods of time and then recharged. This is different to a starting battery,
which needs to deliver high currents for short periods, but does not get depleted or cycled
significantly. Cycling lead acid batteries wears them out, causing sulfation of the negative
electrodes. Deeper discharges cause a disproportionate increase in wear. Double the discharge
depth, and the damage to the battery is more than doubled. Batteries used for cycling
applications are specially designed to minimize wear caused by deep discharges, at the
expense of reduced high current ability, increased weight and increased cost. They are called
deep cycle batteries and are the type of batteries that should be used as the second battery in
dual battery systems. Putting your deep cycle battery in parallel with your starter battery is not
a perfect arrangement, as they are of two different battery types. So it can almost always be
done without any issues. Check the datasheets for any significant difference between specified
float charge and cycle charge voltages. Most batteries are A particular design of deep cycle
batteries, called Absorbent Glass Mat AGM batteries, are especially suited to dual battery
systems and should be considered in any design. The advantages of AGM batteries over
standard deep cycle batteries include:. This gives you the ability to perform quick top up
charges from the alternator by running your vehicle. A half hour charge from the alternator
could add say 25Ah, compared to only 5Ah with a standard deep cycle battery. Standard deep
cycle lead acid batteries have a flatter decline to start with, maintaining a greater proportion of
original capacity for longer, before losing capacity quickly towards the end of its life. Batteries
degrade with elevated temperatures. Higher temperatures reduce battery life. Try to install your
battery in a cool location, away from hot parts of the motor or out of the engine bay completely.
Sealed batteries are a good choice, as they can be stored inside a vehicle without the risk of
spillage or dangerous gas venting. As a guide, every 8 degrees Celsius rise in temperature
halves the life of a typical lead acid battery. Fuses and circuit breakers protect cables and
equipment from electrical faults. They work in the same manner â€” interrupting the path of
electrical current during fault conditions. They are available in a range of current ratings to suit
various applications. The biggest risk in a 12V system in the event of an electrical fault is fire. A
fault can occur during a car accident, equipment failure short circuit in an appliance , cable

insulation deterioration, etc. Fuses and circuit breakers should be used to reduce the risk of fire
and minimize damage in these circumstances. Fuses have a wire element that melts due to the
heat generated from high current, creating an open circuit in the event of a fault. The
advantages of fuses over circuit breakers are lower cost and faster acting minimizes damage.
Circuit breakers are resettable whereas fuses need to be replaced once they have blown. To
avoid cluttering drawings and repetition, fuses and circuit breakers will not be covered in each
section. Instead apply general principles to your design:. Omitting fuses could lead to fire and
denial of insurance claim. Ideally every cable feed should be individually protected, but this
introduces complexity. The design is a trade-off between complexity and fault discrimination.
For example the cables that link the starting battery with the auxiliary battery, or the cables that
feed an inverter. So the cable linking the positive terminals of the starting battery to the
auxiliary battery should have a fuse or circuit breaker at both ends. In this case you can use one
common fuse or circuit breaker for the main feed, then distribute to the other cables after that
point. When a fault occurs, only the fuse feeding that run will blow, automatically pointing you
to the location of the fault and leaving your other cable feeds energized. The negative terminal
of the auxiliary battery can either be connected to a metallic part of the vehicle, or connected
directly back to the starter battery via a dedicated cable. Both ways work. Running a dedicated
cable ensures you will get a low resistance connection, but is more expensive and could be
considered wasteful. Earthing to the nearest metallic part of the vehicle reduces the length of
heavy and expensive cable used in the design, but could introduce problems from high
resistance joins in the chassis, engine etc, for example where two sections of chassis are
bolted together, or between the chassis and the engine. You may need to add short cable links
across any high resistance joins. It can be difficult to prove whether the resistance through the
chassis is acceptable. The least risk option is to run a dedicated cable back to the starter
battery. I connected my aux battery to the chassis and tried to crank the engine from it with the
starter battery disconnected. Cranking the engine is a good test for resistance and voltage drop.
On the first test the engine could not start. I added a short cable link from the chassis to the
engine and the engine started successfully. Calculate the amp hours Ah consumed over that
period, double it, and that gives you the Ah capacity of the battery required to meet that criteria.
The deeper you discharge a lead acid battery, the greater the damage you cause, and the
damage grows disproportionately with depth of discharge. To convert the AC power of the light
to DC current, divide power by 12 and multiply by 1. Multiply the currents by the run times and
add them together. This might be to drive down to the fishing spot and back to camp or might
be idling the engine specifically to charge the battery. The charge rate is difficult to predict. The
calculations change as follows:. What if you have solar panels that are large enough to fully
charge the batteries every day? Then the batteries need to last say 16 hours between charges.
The lights run at night so the full 2 hours are still used during the discharge phase. A second
battery can be connected in parallel with the starter battery with no other additional hardware as
shown in the circuit diagram below. This system is simple to install and minimizes costs. The
alternator will charge both batteries and all loads will be shared between both batteries. Both
batteries will contribute to cranking the starter and both batteries will provide capacity to run
the auxiliary loads. The main problem with this arrangement is that the starter battery will be
depleted by the auxiliary loads, after which the vehicle will be unable to start. An easy solution
is to manually disconnect the starter battery as required. This is the arrangement I used in my
early years of camping. The starter battery in my vehicle had round terminals that were tapered
in shape. This meant I could leave the nuts on one of the terminals slightly loose, and with some
shuffling back and forth of the terminal I could wedge it hard enough onto the tapered battery
terminal to provide a good enough connection, or I could disconnect the terminal as required
without needing any tools. You run the risk of forgetting to disconnect the starter battery and
allowing it to go flat. If you use this setup, ensure you disconnect the negative terminal only to
prevent accidental short circuiting of the auxiliary battery on the body of the vehicle, and
obviously do not allow the loose negative terminal to touch the positive side of the battery,
unless you are trying to start a fire. Rather than playing around with battery terminals every time
you disconnect and reconnect, a switch can be added in circuit. The switch can be a basic
isolator switch or a relay that is toggled in and out via another switch, usually positioned inside
the vehicle cabin. It could also be a connector or anderson plug which you manually
disconnect. This system still relies on manual intervention to ensure the starter battery is not
depleted. The switch can be placed in one of two locations. The first location keeps the starting
battery powering the vehicle accessories such as interior light, stereo, etc. This results in a net
reduction in battery wear across the two batteries and some extra usable battery capacity. It
also keeps the starting battery in circuit ready to start your vehicle regardless of the position
and condition of the switch for example if the switch fails. It also places less stress on the

switch, as starter motor current does not flow through it. The second location for the switch
shown below completely isolates the starting battery so that there is completely no load on it.
Instead of a manual switch or relay, the relay can be driven automatically from your accessories
being turned on. So when you turn the keys to accessories the relay is energized and closes the
circuit. This removes any manual intervention, but adds the complexity of wiring from an
accessories power feed to the relay. It can be placed in either location in the two schematics
above with the same pros and cons as using a manual switch, relay or connector. With either
the manual switch or accessory driven relay, your auxiliary battery will contribute to starting
your engine, which is useful if your starter battery is tired. A voltage sensing relay is the most
common dual battery arrangement. This allows the starter battery to contribute to your power
requirements to a small extent, up to the point where it is isolated. It is fully automatic, does not
require any manual intervention and does not require any control wiring from accessory feeds
or other switches so is easy to install. When your motor is started, the alternator will charge the
starting battery and raise its voltage. The voltage sensing relay will close once the voltage
exceeds a setpoint level, joining the two batteries together and allowing your auxiliary battery to
be charged from the alternator. The voltage sensing relay must be in the location identified in
the schematic, otherwise once it opens you would never be able to start your engine. This will
prevent you from otherwise being able to start the engine if the starter battery is flat but the
auxiliary battery is fully charged. Some voltage sensing relays can be forced to close, for
example through a switch or connecting a link or jumper. This allows your auxiliary battery to
contribute to starting the motor. If you have some sort of charging system for your auxiliary
battery eg solar panels , the single voltage sensing relay has a drawback. Adding a second
voltage sensing relay in the reverse direction resolves this issue. The batteries will be joined if
the voltage on either side is high enough. So once your charging system has charged your
auxiliary battery, the second voltage sensing relay will close and your starter battery will be
charged. It also reduces the depth of discharge on your auxiliary battery, resulting in a net
reduction in battery wear across the two batteries. It, if the charging system on the auxiliary
side permits, also gives your starting battery an occasional higher charge voltage above the
standard voltage of the alternator, which reduces sulfation and extends battery life. There are
dual voltage sensing relays available that perform this function as a single unit â€” closing
when either terminal is a high enough voltage. So the system can be arranged with either two
standard voltage sensing relays or one dual voltage sensing relay. They are treated separately
in the solar panels section. It does not provide a boosted voltage output after a battery cycle
down. A solution is to use a DC-DC converter. During certain times of the charge cycle it ramps
the voltage up to around This charges your battery faster in the final stages which may offer a
higher state of charge. The higher voltage also reduces sulfation which reduces the damage
caused by each cycle down and extends battery life. A further advantage is that it separates the
charging between your starter and auxiliary batteries, so you can use an auxiliary battery with
unusual float and cycle voltages, provided the DC-DC converter can be configured to charge at
those voltages. Another advantage is that the cranked up voltage can help offset some volt drop
if you have a long cable run for example to a trailer and are not able to keep volt drop within
acceptable limits. DC-DC converters are good but they are not perfect. They have the following
disadvantages over traditional voltage sensing relays:. The most commonly reported myth is
that your alternator cannot fully charge a battery. I have found exactly zero substantiated
references to support these claims. I have seen exactly zero adequate explanations to support
these claims. It is true that the final portion of charging will be slow from an alternator. Perhaps
extremely slow depending on the output of your alternator. On average, under cycling
conditions, an alternator will provide a greater state of charge. After an overnight discharge, an
alternator will charge faster than a DC-DC converter during the bulk charge stage. With loads
like fridges connected, the DC-DC converter will charge the battery even slower as many amps
are diverted to the loads, whereas the alternator has excess capacity to supply the loads as well
as continue to charge the battery at 40A. Unless driving for a very long time, the battery will
never be fully charged in this scenario. It is only once the battery is almost fully charged that a
DC-DC converter will charge faster than the alternator. These are all untrue. Even with infinite
budget, I do not believe this to be the case, although DC-DC converters do have advantages that
should be considered. Any design is a compromise. If you have a fixed voltage alternator and
its output is lower than the specified float voltage of your battery then you probably need a
DC-DC converter. Remember, a DC-DC converter is the most expensive solution for a dual
battery system. Therefore it is the preferred solution for anyone selling this stuff. Some of the
disadvantages of the DC-DC converter is that it does not allow your auxiliary battery to
contribute to starting your motor, will not allow a charging system on your auxiliary battery to
charge your starting battery and charges too slowly during the bulk charge phase of a depleted

battery. A solution is to add an extra relay that directly connects your batteries, bypassing the
DC-DC converter. The relay would be manually activated whenever you need the batteries
directly connected. The relay needs two contacts of opposite sense â€” one to connect the
batteries together and one to open the supply to the DC-DC converter. Or if your starter battery
is struggling to crank your engine you could activate the switch so the auxiliary battery helps.
Some may offer their own solution that achieves a similar result to having a bypass relay. Some
combine solar charging input with alternator DC input. Some add on top of that a mains AC
input. Examples include smart bypass and battery manager. A similar result can be achieved
with a dual voltage sensing relay, solar regulator and separate mains charger. Some modern
vehicles have engine management controlled alternators with various modes of operation. The
voltage is cranked up to recover energy from a decelerating vehicle. The voltage is ramped
down at other times to save fuel. This works great with the factory arrangement but if you want
a dual battery system the following problems may arise depending on the implementation:.
There are many 12V battery chargers available. Less sophisticated chargers are simply
unregulated power supplies. Ensure you manually disconnect these chargers when the battery
is full charged, or after say a maximum of 48 hours when charging a flat battery. Usually these
types of chargers have a fairly low voltage output and so will take a while to cause significant
overcharge. Electronically controlled and regulated chargers are the best solution for charging
12V lead acid systems. They offer reconditioning cycles which attempt to dislodge sulfur from
electrodes and restore some battery capacity. Using these chargers may extend the life of your
batteries. Some people permanently mount an AC charger in the vehicle or trailer. This is useful
if you are visiting powered camping sites regularly, such as those found in caravan parks. Make
sure you have a switch to isolate the AC charger on the DC side when not in use, otherwise it
may sink some current whilst turned off and flatten your batteries. Most other chargers will
probably be similar. This will top up your batteries to maximum capacity whilst still affording all
the benefits and simplicity of a VSR system. Usually the current capacity is quite low â€”
around 8 amps. So charging from a generator using its 12V output will be slow. The generator is
almost idling and you need to let it run for hours. Another problem with the generator 12V
output is it is not regulated nor does it terminate the charge when the battery is full. If the output
voltage of the generator under no load is around A higher voltage will eventually overcharge the
battery and reduce battery life. A better solution is to purchase a regulated mains AC charger.
The benefits include faster charging and less fuel wasted. Also, with the right type of electronic
charger, the charge will automatically terminate when the battery is full, preventing over charge.
There are dedicated 12V petrol chargers available. The design typically has an engine turning a
vehicle alternator. Capable of delivering up to A, they are the fastest and most fuel efficient way
to charge a 12V battery by generator. However they will not terminate the charge when the
battery is full and lack the flexibility of a generator that can power your V appliances as well. It
might not be practical to invest in such a specialised generator. As a battery becomes full this
will help charge the battery faster. A voltage increase of 0. It will keep trying to charge
indefinitely. For this type of charging arrangement, the voltage should not exceed about This is
why car alternators regulate to around Alternator booster diodes will permanently elevate the
voltage, leading to increased grid corrosion, higher battery temperatures, increased risk of
venting and reduced battery life. If your alternator voltage is below Boosting to higher than
Solar Panels can be used for charging your batteries. They provide a good solution for those
that want to be self sufficient and go on long camping missions through remote areas. They are
available in various voltage and power ratings. More than one solar panel can be used in
parallel to combine their power output. Solar panels joined in parallel work most efficiently if
they are the same. If they are the same, you can design it so that they both generate power at
their optimal operating points. Mixing different panels together gives a compromised operating
point. It will work but the panels will not operate as efficiently. Silicon solar panels have two
basic construction methods â€” polycrystalline or monocrystalline. There are slight differences
between poly and mono cells. Mono are slightly more expensive, require more energy to make,
and are slightly more efficient. Poly are slightly cheaper, use less energy to make so are better
for the environment , are slightly less efficient but have a slightly better temperature coefficient.
That means at elevated temperatures the poly cells become more efficient. The differences are
only slight. Find a solar panel with good efficiency and good temperature coefficient and at the
right price. How much solar panel do you need? You can get a rough idea from the loads you
want to run. It avoids confusion when running appliances at different voltages for example AC
appliances through an inverter. The current provided by a solar panel is also difficult to
calculate due to the complexity of their optimized voltage vs current relationship. So work in
watts abbreviated to W and watt-hours Wh. Determine the power use of each appliance and how
long they will be operated for. Check appliance datasheets or nameplates. If their consumption

is in amps, multiply by their voltage to yield their power. If they are AC loads driven by an
inverter, multiply the power by 1. Multiply the power consumption of the appliance by the
number of hours it runs per day and sum together with all the other appliances. As an example
â€” a large fridge that is rated at an average of 2. The size of solar panels you need is the energy
consumption in a 24hr period divided by the number of hours in a day that the solar panels
produce energy for. For number of hours, we use peak sun hours see explanation below. If we
assume we are travelling in sunny areas with 7 peak sun hours per day we get:. So in this case
you need around W of solar panels. Or do you? What if your panels are dirty? What if your
panels are not faced directly at the sun and at the correct angle? What if you leave the lights on
longer than calculated? What about the loss in panel efficiency with elevated temperatures?
What about loss in panel efficiency as they age? What about the charging efficiency of the
battery? What about the variation in load from the fridge depending on ambient temperature?
What about variations in irradiation due to season? What about variations in irradiation from
different locations as you travel around? What if, at the same time, you want to chill a carton of
warm beer , charge your laptop, charge your torch and crank some tunes on your stereo? So
the equation would become incredibly complicated if you were to try to work it all out. You need
to multiply by a fudge factor. The fudge factor is a number anywhere between 1 and infinity. The
fudge factor should be at minimum 1. There is no way to guarantee power, you are simply
shifting the probability. If you are powering life critical systems your fudge factor might be 10 or
more. A typical fudge factor might be say 1. So in our example it changes:. For touring with
vehicles, a good sized solar panel is around W to W. Larger panels get pretty heavy and W is
towards the upper end of what sized panels I would take on a touring vehicle, but you can go as
big as you want depending on personal preference and practicalities of your install. Assuming
W panels, we need:. Peak sun hours is a way to standardize how much sunlight a particular area
receives at a particular time of year. The units are kWh per square meter per day. I used 7 hours
in the calculation above. Peak sun hours for many places in Australia during summer is around
7 hours. Seven is a reasonable estimate for Australia in summer. What about winter? In
southern capital cities on the mainland you might expect 2 to 3 peak sun hours during winter. In
Hobart in winter you could be around 1. So you can see there is a lot of variation depending on
location and season. This has to be taken into account when sizing your panels. If the above
system needed to work in Hobart in the middle of winter then, using the same 1. Locations in
northern Australia experience little variation in peak sun hours over the changing seasons. In
summer wet season the temperatures in northern Australia are high and stay high overnight.
The daytime maximum might be for example 40 degrees and the night time minimum 29
degrees. It might stay above 32 degrees for 18 hours a day. This is a huge heat load on your
fridge. Add this to the fact that the extreme heat is causing you to drink a carton of XXXX Gold
every day and with only 6 peak sun hours to charge your battery, you have a situation where
many systems will not cope. If you have multiple panels then some suggest they should all be
positioned the same. Of course the maximum energy is obtained when all panels are ideally
positioned in which case they will all be positioned the same. You can connect your solar
panels directly to your auxiliary battery. There is potential to overcharge and damage your
battery. This is much too high for lead acid batteries and will cause excessive grid corrosion
and pressure venting and rapid failure of the battery. Small panels will still lead to the
overcharge condition, it will just take longer. Another negative aspect to this arrangement is
that the solar panel is not allowed to operate at its optimal voltage. The voltage is clamped to
whatever the battery voltage is. So your solar panel will not be able to achieve its rated power
output and it will take longer to charge your battery. To overcome the limitations of a direct
solar panel connection to your auxiliary battery, a solar regulator is used. Some solar panels
come with an integrated solar regulator. Some dual battery isolators and DC-DC converter
vendors also provide solutions for solar charging and distribution. Solar regulators charge your
battery according to an optimized charging profile, reducing sulfation and grid corrosion and
will terminate the charge at the correct voltage. These regulators load the solar panels
according to their optimized current and voltage characteristics for the given level of irradiation.
This ensures your solar panels are operating as efficiently as possible, providing you with the
most energy and highest charge rate possible. To size your solar regulator, sum the total power
output of all your panels together and divide by 12 to give you a current rating. The solar
regulator needs to exceed this value. The rating of the solar regulator needs to exceed this. I
have not shown this connection in the diagram above. This is explained in the next section. If
your solar panels will be permanently in the sun then you may want to consider a way to
disconnect the solar panels when the engine is running. If your panels are covered when not in
use or folded up and put away then you do not need to worry about this potential issue. DC-DC
converters and solar regulators crank up the voltage to around This elevated voltage is

acceptable during recharge and is indicated on battery datasheets as cycle voltage. Chargers
sense the current flow and once the current flow reduces below a certain setpoint this is
interpreted as the battery being fully charged and the voltage is reduced back to float level
about If you have a load that regularly draws current like a fridge then the DC-DC converter or
solar regulator will interpret this as the battery requiring a charge and will crank up the voltage
accordingly. The charge voltage will be cranked up whenever the load is running even if the
battery is already fully charged. This is a problem. The fully charged battery will be experiencing
overcharge. Grid corrosion will increase, temperature will increase and pressure will increase.
Venting could occur and battery life will decrease. This is a serious problem for designs
utilising DC-DC converters. The problem is less for solar regulators since this will impact the
battery only when the solar panels are deployed and typically after an overnight cycle down
where the battery is in a discharged condition. A solution for those running DC-DC converters is
to separate the loads via some additional relays and circuitry. Some DC-DC converter vendors
may offer their own solution. For those using solar, find a solar regulator with dedicated load
terminals and run your loads from these terminals. The solar regulator is configured to
differentiate the current between the load and the charge terminals so that it will elevate the
voltage only when the battery is sinking significant current and not when the loads are running.
Large short term loads should not be connected to the load terminals of the solar regulator.
Instead they should be connected direct to the battery, as the large load will pull the voltage
down anyway and you do not want to overload the load terminals on the solar regulator. So for
example your inverter or air compressor should be connected directly to the battery. Safety
note: Inverters produce high voltages which can cause harm or death. Ensure the inverter
cannot be exposed to moisture, dirt or dust. Connect loads directly to the inverter outlet to
avoid the requirement of any permanent V distribution within the vehicle. Electronics and step
up transformers are used to change from direct current to alternating current and to increase
the voltage. Your inverter needs to be sized to be able to supply steady state and peak loads.
The electronics in your inverter have limited overload capability so it is important to check peak
loads to ensure your inverter will be able to supply it. Most inverters are able to supply double
their rating for short periods. To size your inverter for steady state conditions, add the wattage
of the loads you will run simultaneously. To size it for peak loads, you need to find out what the
peak loads are for the appliances you are powering. For example a rule of thumb for electrical
motors is 5 x rated power during startup. TVs, fluorescent globes, etc all have startup inrush
that needs to be taken into account. This would usually mean an inverter with a W continuous
rating. It has to be oversized to be able to start the drill. This sine wave profile is inherent in
traditional power generation techniques rotating generators but not when generating power
with electronics as is the case for inverters. Inverters can be either modified sine wave or true
sine wave. Modified sine wave has a square wave voltage profile. True sine wave inverters use
pulse width modulation to offer a smoother output closer in profile to a sine wave. The square
wave of modified sine wave inverters does not matter much for inductive loads like motors or
resistive loads like heating elements. However capacitive loads, such as the front end of most
power supplies laptop chargers, phone chargers, battery chargers, etc can be worn out by
square wave voltage inputs. The square wave causes current spikes at each edge of the wave.
This can lead to premature failure of capacitive appliances. The increased failure rate is hard to
quantify. Smaller inverters are inherently less able to provide much of a current spike due to
their higher internal resistance, so small inverters offer less risk. The larger the inverter, the
greater its capacity to source high current spikes, and the greater the case it is to go for a true
sine wave inverter. I chose a true sine wave inverter for my W inverter. The current on a 12V
system is a limitation for using inverters to supply high power loads. Volt drop and cable sizing
becomes an issue. It becomes difficult to manage volt drop and cable sizes become impractical
as power becomes large. Slightly higher peak power could be attainable. I use my system
regularly to supply an appliance that uses around W. I reckon it would be good for a bit more.
Say a compressor? Cable sizes would be too large to terminate onto typical terminals found on
batteries and inverters. Mind you I have never tried to build a system that could start at W
motor, so I am speculating. It depends on the nature of the load. If the load requires low torque
at startup then the inverter will probably restrict its output and slowly accelerate the motor. I
have not used lithium batteries in dual battery setups myself. I have helped troubleshoot a
couple of lithium systems on my travels. Some things to note about lithium compared to lead
acid:. This is not a comprehensive analysis of lithium vs lead acid but for me I prefer lead acid.
Lead acid is too cheap, reliable, easy to recharge, resistant to vibration, tolerant to overcharge,
resistant to high temperatures, easy to fix and easy to find replacements. If you combine the
effects of high temperatures, lack of cooling systems, possible overcharge and vibration, the
actual life of a lithium battery might be far less than the theoretical life, which erodes a lot of the

long term value that lithium supporters claim. There is extra risk in putting so much money into
a single supposedly longer lasting device, compared to having money in the kitty for when
failures occur. However lithium does have advantages and is a worthy solution that should be
considered in a design. Cables are sized according to volt drop and current capacity. Cables
have a current carrying limit which cannot be exceeded. Current travelling through a conductor
will cause volt drop across the length of the conductor, which needs to be kept within limits.
Values are dependent on heat dissipation and insulation tolerance to elevated temperatures.
Calculate the current that will go through a cable based on what it is feeding. If the cable is to
join your starter battery with your auxiliary battery, then you want to assume a large current so
that you auxiliary battery will charge quickly and be able to contribute to starting your vehicle if
the starter battery is depleted. At least A is a good figure for sizing this cable. Volt drop is
calculated by current x resistivity x length. Resistivity is resistance per unit length, and is
governed by the cross sectional area of conductor and type of conductor. Ensure you include
the negative return cable in your calculation. It means you need to double the distance of the
cable run. The cable needs to be rated to 92A. Looking at datasheets for a particular
manufacturer, this yields a minimum cable size of 25mm 2 which has a resistivity of 0. The total
distance, including return cable run, is 0. So the volt drop would be:. Volt drop needs to be kept
within the limits of the equipment being fed. For example many inverters can tolerate down to
around The smaller the volt drop, the more efficient your system is. So the arrangement above
passes the test. A more stringent criteria for a 12V system would be say 0. In this case the cable
fails and it needs to be oversized to pass the volt drop criteria. The smallest cable size to
provide less than 0. The volt drop would be:. Too much volt drop will mean your auxiliary
battery takes too long to charge or your inverter cuts out. An easy option is to use the largest
cable that is still practical to work with and terminate. This is around 70 to 95mm 2 for typical
battery and inverter terminals. Larger cables become difficult to work with but it depends on the
installation. When purchasing cables, make sure you specify mm2 of copper so that it is not
confused with overall cable diameter. Terminals and connectors should be the right size for the
cable. If the wrong size is used, the terminal can become a hot spot when under load and a
potential point of failure. There is debate as to whether crimped connections should be
soldered. Usually soldering provides a stronger connection less prone to becoming a hot spot,
but some suggest soldered connections are brittle and will crack from vibrations. Bolted
terminations must be tight and double checked before energizing the system. Plugs should only
be able to be made one way and should be held captive through some sort of latch. Anderson
plugs are a popular solution. If you do a lot of offroading then expect some mounting and
mechanical issues with your devices in which case being able to remove and refit them easily is
important. Cable lengths should be minimized to reduce volt drop and reduce the amount of
cable potentially exposed to damage. Cable should be run within convoluted split conduit to
protect them from mechanical damage. Avoid sharp bends, especially on larger cables. Avoid
passing across sharp edges, such as those created when a hole is drilled. If passing cable
through a drilled hole, first fit some split rubber seal around the hole or some other measure to
cover the sharp edge. Rough roads and corrugations will otherwise cause the cable insulation
to fail at the sharp edge. Add to that your auxiliary loads which are not covered here â€” fridges,
lighting, extra cigarette lighter outlets, USB chargers, etc. In my opinion the best dual battery
system is the dual voltage sensing relay with solar charging. It provides a good solution to
charging the auxiliary battery from the alternator, sharing loads between the starting battery
and the auxiliary battery, enabling the auxiliary battery to contribute to motor starting and
enabling both batteries to be charged from a solar panel charging system. An advantage over
the DC-DC converter is that it enables a higher charge rate, which means your auxiliary battery
will be topped up quicker when your motor is running. It has a further advantage over the
DC-DC converter that it does not keep the auxiliary battery at an elevated voltage all the time,
which can cause unnecessary grid corrosion for no benefit. When you are cycling the battery,
the solar panels are deployed and the solar regulator takes over, charging the battery to an
elevated voltage with an optimized charging profile that reduces sulfation and charging the
battery as fast as possible with an elevated voltage. It will also top up the starter battery with an
elevated voltage, reducing sulfation on the starter battery. The batteries are cycled down every
night so are not held at the elevated state of charge, which minimizes grid corrosion. This is
exactly how the lead acid batteries are specified to operate according to their datasheets. A
reduced float charge of However each design has its compromises. The end user needs to
decide what suits his or her application and budget. The schematic for a complete system
would look something like this, excluding fuses and circuit breakers:. A battery condition
monitor is also useful. These can be as simple as a voltage display. More sophisticated
condition monitors are available that calculate available battery capacity and other parameters.

Checkout outbackjoe on facebook. Manly Thermomix Review. Design Compromise. Emission
Systems â€” Worth Tinkering? Corrugations â€” Fast or Slow? Why No Diesel Performance
Chip? Disconnect Negative Terminal when Welding. Great article, thanks! Hey Dave I think the
24V refers to the input voltage. You might be looking at a charger designed for 24V charging
systems like on trucks and stuff. Or maybe some chargers have a wide input range 10 to 24V or
something. Check the datasheet and make sure the charger can take 12V input and is good for
charging 12V on the output. Phenomenal Article! Really Awesome, Ta! I have Yet to find one. I
refuse to buy Anything directly from China. Hey Stan you can use two single sense vsrs or one
dual sense. It does the same thing. Again Joe, Ta! News to me. If you had already blogged about
it, I missed it because Lithium was not previously a consideration. What you suggest is
essentially true. Lead acid batteries can be discharged as deep as you want but the damage to
the battery accelerates disproportionately with depth of discharge. This is mentioned in the
battery sizing section of the article. Lithium can tolerate deeper cycles better. There is a small
lithium section in the article too. I personally prefer lead acid but lithium has advantages that
should be considered. Hi Joe, thanks for so much unbiased info! So many opinions and many
seem biased thru one way or another. Just wondering have you used lead crystal batteries at
all? Hey Rob I think lead crystal batteries are just over priced AGM batteries but i dunno much
about them. If they were really that much better the technology would propagate through the
industry. Refer to article. Andrew is a great story teller and entertainer but needs to brush up on
his electrical fundamentals. House battery is loosing all its acid when running w inverter. Hey
Derek what load do you have connected to the inverter? You can try running the vehicle â€” the
alternator may be able to hold the voltage up so your vsr stays energized and the load is
shared. But even then the voltage may drop enough to open the relay. A solution is to force the
vsr to stay closed regardless of voltage. Some have a switch or something to do this otherwise
a jumper can be installed on some to force it to close. I need to do this when cooking with the
thermomix otherwise the relays drop out. Another solution is bigger battery that can cope with
the high current or adding more batteries in parallel. Do you have any Dual VSR devices that
you could recommend? I am in the process of designing a dual battery and solar system to
have in my campervan Mitsubishi Delica L I am building for a month trip around Australia well,
actually just the southwest, south and east coasts starting in March. All I have to do is ensure
that the VSR is capable of sensing the voltage of both starter and aux battery right? Hey Karl I
had a quick look at the enerdrive VSR and yes looks like it senses voltage on both sides so will
do the job. I have not heard of it before though. Redarc make dual VSRs that are well proven
and reliable but also expensive. As long as you are ok with the risk that it may not be as reliable,
but also might be perfectly reliable. Good luck with your design and install and your trip around
oz. With a VSR, does the proximity to the alternator or cranking battery matter? Yo karl linking
back is good mate cheers. Only time it would matter is if your aux battery is sinking lots of
current the voltage will be pulled down, maybe enough to cause the relay to open. So closer to
starter battery is better in this case. If you have a decent sized aux battery it could charge pretty
fast also. No inverter or power hungry devices. When we are in transit the alternator can do the
work instead to keep the two batteries charged. My proposed system was going to be a bit more
simple than your recommended one, with the power from the solar going through a basic MPPT
regulator and 50A circuit breaker directly to the aux battery to charge that. As I mentioned
before I am looking at the Enerdrive VSR but I am still unclear if that will actually allow two way
power flow from alternator and the solar to BOTH batteries to keep them both fully charged
where possible. I have noticed some VSR have a feature which will allow you to, at the push of a
button, to perform an emergency link between both batteries in the event that the starter battery
is too drained and needs a jump from the aux battery. A system where power from either solar
or alternator will constantly charge both batteries would be ideal as obviously I want to avoid
the chance of getting a flat in the middle of nowhere. I am going to use the primary battery to
charge USB devices GPS and smartphones mainly from the front desk cig jack while we are
driving, but I also have a 12v LED lamp and LED interior lights that we will be using for a few
hours each night. I know LED drain a lot less power than the old style lights, but always having
the starter battery at full charge will be reassuring. Good times! All sounds good mate sounds
like you have a good arrangement and yes the vsr you speak of will work both directions. Have
fun and may your beers be icy cold! One more question, the isolator needs to be earthed. In one
of the schematics on the ABR website they show a separate earth cable going all the way back
to the starter battery negative terminal. This seems a bit overkill. Do you think it is safe and
effective to simply connect the earth wire from the VSR to the earth terminal of the aux battery,
as the earth cable from the aux battery running back to the starter battery will be a thick Or
should I just run two separate earth cables? I get paid tomorrow and will be ordering as many
components and cables as I can, so I have it by the end of the month. Hey karl I think under very

high current the negative at your aux battery might float up causing your vsr to drop out of
earthed there even though the starter battery still had more than the cutoff voltage across it.
Splitting hairs though. Unlikely to have a problem earthing it anywhere convenient, especially if
you have a fat cable as the negative return from your aux. Yeah I have the non dual sensing abr.
Works a treat but I ended up chucking in another vsr in parallel in reverse to get dual vsr
function. Emergency override is good. I used it when my starter battery failed and I use it
whenever cooking with the thermomix as the voltage drop at such high current causes my
relays to drop out. It is extremely dangerous and will kill your battery in a matter of days or even
hours if the solar power is high. You should avoid parallel setups of different battery types. Hey
Luke heaps of people connect their solar direct to battery. Helps in understanding. The voltage
gets pulled down and the only disadvantage is operating the solar panel at an inefficient
voltage. As the battery becomes fully charged the voltage rises and you have a problem. If you
remove the panel at around Let it float higher and you boil off the electrolyte and corrode the
grid. Did you even read the article? I think you will find they are running a very small cheap
solar controller, about the size of a relay. In fact allot of panel kits come built in. The other
exception would be a small solar panel under 50watt. They generally only put our about 15volt.
There is not a 12v battery in existence that would Handle 19volt for much over 30hours at best a
few days. Running a cranking battery with a agm in parallel will reduce your agms life. The
positives outweigh the negatives in this setup.. I will add you mentioned a dc dc override to help
start your car is a good idea, but the positive of not having run large cables is lost when you do
that.. So you say direct connection is universally not possible then say possible for certain
panels? I think you contradict yourself. The same rules apply regardless of panel size. The
difference is how quickly an unsafe condition will occur. Can you explain how agm life will be
reduced without a dcdc converter? My agm has a float voltage specified at Which is also the
float voltage for typical cranking batteries. Actually dcdc converter can decrease battery life if it
spends too much time at elevated voltage. Voltage should surpass the specified float voltage
only after a battery has been cycled down. Not every time the charger is switched on. Elevating
to cycle voltage without a cycle will damage the battery. Some installations cause the dcdc
converter to never enter float mode, if there are loads downstream of the charger. The loads
cause the charger to permanently remain at an elevated voltage since it interprets the current as
the battery requiring a charge. This causes premature battery failure. If float voltage is around
How will this reduce battery life? You have explained well that an alternator charges agm well,
and that Il get into that in more detail later. My point is not so much the issue with your
alternator charging a agmâ€¦ your points are valid to the point I wont argue with them.. Yeah get
back to me if you find something. If you left them permanently connected then the slight voltage
difference could cause problems but no system leaves them permanently connected. Only thing
with the alternator is you miss the elevated voltage for de-sulfation. But this is offset by the
disadvantages of the dcdc converter so you need to way it up. Would connecting this to the
battery and in turn to the output of your solar charge controller upset the charge controller at all
or would it be better to fit a relay to disconnect the charge controller when the V charger is
available? If your panels are permanently in the sun there could be a problem. Make sure you
isolate your V charger from the battery when not using it since they usually sink a few mA when
connected and switched off. I probably need to expand the V charger section and include it on
the schematic to make it more complete. Will do that one day. Thanks for your feedback. Yeah
sounds good, a little annoying with the loads connected to the solar regulator. My panels are
folded up and covered when I use the v charger. I just pop the hood and hook it up with alligator
clips rather than having it hard wired. Hey Gary yeah you can do that. They have fans moving
parts and get pretty hot. The usual application is for short time periods. Take care where you
put the gear. Hey Gary, unless you have separate DC chargers, the batteries are in parallel no
matter how you run the wires. Just need to make sure, if you daisy chain them, that the cable
can take the current and wont yield too much volt drop. Check your datasheets to verify â€” if
the voltages are all within a few tenths of a volt then should be fine. Yeah a big 50A charger off a
generator is a good way to charge when you need serious charge current rather than idling your
engine all day. If I use your suggested dual VSR setup with 2 Exide Extreme batteries in my 4WD
with Engel in back connected to one , how is this complicated by the addition of an Anderson
plug connection through to my camper trailer which will have 2 gell batteries running a larger
fridge? Would a DC-DC charger e. CTEK now be ideal in the trailer because different sort of
battery from the car? Or does the logic of using another dual VSR in the trailer continue on?
Joe, to give you more info following on from the above Q before you attempt to answer it, I do
not have the 2 Exides in the LC yet. I am impressed with the concept of the dual VSR in the car.
Another dual VSR between the aux batteries in the car and those in the trailer- esp because so
different in type? Hey Harry you can have one isolation system for example a single dual

sensing VSR and run all these batteries. Just chuck them all in parallel after the VSR. An
anderson plug in between makes no difference. This will make the batteries in the car and trailer
behave like one system. They will share loads together, share charging together, share a solar
system together. Check the datasheets for the trailer batteries vs the car batteries. If the
voltages are unusual then you might prefer a DC-DC converter that can be configured for the
voltage requirements of the batteries. Simple, good load sharing, ability to charge everything
from one point and plenty of current direct off the alternator for charging a DC-DC charger will
be pretty slow at charging all that stuff in parallel. Check your volt drop on the cable run to the
trailer â€” you need to make sure cables are adequately sized. Some people think DC-DC
converter is best for long runs since it boosts the voltage. Are you using a fuse between the
battery and inverter and if so what size fuse are you using? This would have to be based on the
maximum surge? Yo Steve nah I have no fuse, the inverter has its own protection and my
battery is right near my inverter in the tub with very short cable links so cable risk is low. You
can put a fuse in especially to protect cables. The rating is hard to say. They can tolerate inrush.
You say that the vsrs will allow the house battery to assist in cranking. How does this work if
the vsr is only working when the voltage is over Yours, Adam. Yo Adam glad the article helped.
Yes you are right when cranking the voltage will drop and the VSRs will open. You need to be
able to force one of the VSRs to remain closed. I have a little jumper on mine. Some might have
a switch or something. I also force one of my VSRs to close when running heavy loads on my
inverter A or more , otherwise the volt drop causes the relays to open and prevents the
alternator from keeping the aux battery charged. Your VSR rating of A should be ok for
cranking. If you want to allow for cranking solely from your aux then yes you need some fat ass
cables capable to carry the current and avoid excessive volt drop. But you still want cables big
enough to avoid too much volt drop so you can quick charge from the alternator. Thanks for the
Blog Joe. Very informative. I currently have a dual battery system to keep my large fridge
running and a few other electronics. Im using two identical dual purpose AGMs isolated with the
National Luna intelligent split charging system. My question is: since I have the two identical
dual purpose AGMs, is there any problem with wiring them in parallel to use as the main? I
understand that set up can be a problem if there is a weaker battery, but are there other issues
with that arrangement? Do you want to use your 2 x old batteries combined as your starter? Or
are you putting a third battery in parallel to make bigger auxiliary capacity? Putting different
batteries in parallel is ok if the voltage specifications are similar. But putting an old battery in
parallel with a new battery can be bad depending on how worn the old battery is. Im hoping to
use the 2 batteries I currently have as my starter, wired in parallel. I then would add a dedicated
deep cycle as my auxiliary. The 2 AGMs I have are identical, and were purchased together but
one has been cycled and charged by my alternator. They both still hold similar volts when fully
charged. The thought about combining the 2 to use as my starter would achieve enough power
to not worry if I play the stereo in camp for too long. Also an auxiliary with more amp hours that
is a true deep cycle seemed like a better long term fit now that hopefully the solar will keep it
charged up. Loads of sunshine in the Mojave desert! My question is: should I be concerned
about the battery than is my current auxiliary not performing as well as the one that is my
current starter? If I wire them in parallel are there any downsides to that setup if they are indeed
healthy and very similar? Thanks Joe! Yo Josh putting different batteries in parallel is usually
ok for charging and supplying loads since the current will inherently share between them. The
problem is leaving them permanently connected where slight differences in charge retention
could cause one battery to discharge the other. In your case you will have them permanently
connected in parallel. That is fine and is done all the time with battery banks in industry but
usually all the batteries in the bank are same type and age and will suffer the same charge and
discharge cycles throughout their life. If both batteries are healthy and similar voltage
specification then you should be fine but if one starts failing further down the track it could
cause problems. South West USA ay. Me and my wife travelled through there in a van. We
camped at Mojave nature preserve and checked out the Joshua Trees and did some hiking. Also
visited a few of the national parks around there. Had a ball. I love desert areas. The isolation,
untouched natural beauty and sunshine are great. Even when I drink a million beers and breathe
in smoke all night I wake up in the morning feeling a million dollars. I love banging around the
aussie outback which is similar to south west USA in a lot of ways. What work do you do that
lets you camp out in the desert? Got any jobs going? Excellent write up and very
comprehensive. I know you have written alot but the value in this reply section has been as
informative as the blog itself so I hope you are open to answering my questions. Two things
that interested me in this blog were the relay bypass of the dc dc charger. This would be a great
option for my system but would it mean another full length run of cable? I have heeded all your
points on the dc dc charging system but I still feel this is the best compromise for me and my

needs. Yes it means solder after crimping. The way I do it is crimp the terminal onto the cable
then heat the terminal up and feed some solder inside the terminal. You need a good source of
heat to get the inside of the terminal hot. You want the solder to melt and get drawn inside the
terminal. A gas blow torch does the trick. Thanks again Joe. I spend months a year doing
wildlife biology field work. The state of California has passed legislation to meet renewable
energy standards thanks Arnold Schwarzeneger in coming years. This has resulted in large
scale solar and wind projects ramping up and conflicting with federally protected flora and
fauna. We inventory project areas for sensitive species before and during construction efforts.
Between the renewable energy boom, all the transmission corridors associated with those
projects, and various military reservations looking to expand their boundaries, the mojave
desert continues to feel the pressure. It can be very rewarding and also bittersweet to have such
a deep connection to a shrinking eco-system. I appreciate your expert advise. It monitors
battery levels and charges accordingly. Also, when a load comes online say the fridge ,
although this drops the line voltage, the charger only lifts the voltage to the specified level,
nothing more nothing less. This is not the case. They are very reliable and I notice you have a V
version for caravan parks. Relatively inexpensive and well engineered, this product has inputs
for solar, crank battery, Aux battery, all separate. Beat that! Hi Pete. DC-DC converter is perfect
in all scenarios. Can you explain actual voltage levels and how the regulator monitors battery
levels and how an overcharge condition would be avoided when other loads are connected?
Yes DC-DC charger monitors battery level via charge current and charges accordingly. When a
battery is fully charged it drops to float voltage which is the same as your alternator voltage.
This prevents overcharge. If you have some other load then the DC-DC converter will not drop
to float. It will maintain the battery at the elevated voltage and cause overcharge. If you have a
solar charging system then you get the advantages you describe through the solar regulator. If
you do that in parallel with a simple voltage sensing relay then you get the best of both worlds.
Very interesting post. Can I cut to the chase here and ask a simple question. What is the
sensible max inverter wattage one could use for say 15 min. No solar. I had an idea to use one
of those smaller electric grill oven things if pos. With engine idling? I once had an air pump with
an air con clutch. Could one not have a second alternator driven by such a clutch? In the
interest of simplicity? Yeah generator is an option. Yo Otzi how are ya dude? A typical system
has the capacity so run a pretty big inverter. Volt drop and cable sizes become an issue
however the current supply capability of a combined alternator â€” lead acid battery system is
pretty high. For example alternators are usually rated at around A. This equates to x 12 x 0.
Derate it a bit for volt drop and heat accumulation and safety margin and inaccuracy of the calcs
and your typical W max rating of Australian appliances is feasible provided the appliance does
not have high startup current. Heating elements for cooking usually do not have a high startup
current. Two alternators ay. If the regulated voltages were slightly different or the output ripple
was out of phase there could be problems. Thanks for the reply Outback Joe. In my 4WD days
the usual camp kit was carried, simple as. But now, my more geriatric years driving a
commercial van NOT camper van! Hi Joe , Great info on all articles in your site.. Quick Q: Wife
and I like to travel usually in the troop carrier only without the camper, We are replacing our
start battery and our deep cycle with two AGM dual purpose , I run a Redarc isolator between
the two. Our Waeco drawers a bit and often we listen to music at night, if we park up for two or
three days my second gets depleted quickly. Yo Paul yeah just chuck another battery in parallel
both fed from the same isolator. Direct through isolator to alternator is better â€” two batteries
in parallel may sink 60A when charging which the alternator can supply easily plus extra to keep
your fridge running. Can you explain direct through isolator to alternator is better? I believe my
vsr is between the two batteries at the moment. Hey Paul yeah your vsr is in the right spot.
Could you tell me which relay to buy and where to buy them? Hey Marc do you mean adjustable
setpoint voltages? I have made my battery box with 80mp battery, I am charging it with solar
charger controllers.. Yo Suliman interesting question. It might work. You could just wire the
cigarette lighter to the output of the solar regulator so that it is in parallel with the solar
regulator directly to the aux battery. Thanks for the article Joe. Some questions though. For an
auxiliary battery installed in the back of a wagon, the battery should have a fuse or circuit
breaker right, but what size is required for cranking the engine through it, in my case a 2. Also, I
am thinking of using a 50 Amp Anderson plug as the connection to the battery, so that I can
easily remove it. Given that this is rated less than the VSR, is that a potential problem? Thanks
Daniel. Your fuse size should be less than whatever the lowest rating item in the circuit is. In my
system I have VSRs rated for big current and cables rated for big current and no plugs or
connectors. Yeah they are massively expensive per watt hour compared to lead acid. Hi Joe, let
me start by saying I know in my head what I want to do but have no idea how to do it so hoping
you can help, I want to set up my camper trailer so I can power everything via generator or solar

during day whilst also charging batteries so at night we can run off the batteries. I also have an
Anderson plug on my car so could charge batteries whilst driving? I have no idea how to go
about this, would really appreciate any advice. Yo Brian your question is too general for me to
answer adequately, apart from generally describing dual battery systems, which has been done
already in the article. There are too many variables. Have another read of the article and figure
out what you can then let me know if you have some specific questions. Joe, excellent article
â€” very helpful, clear and concise. In round numbers, it takes roughly 20kW to move a decent
car at highway speed. If you have light electrical loads then you might be using say 5 amps or
about 60W running the engine electrics and some low power loads. If you have the fridge
running and the air con fan on and stereo on you might be using 15A or W. Lighting loads are
disregarded since the solar panel only charges during the day. A lot less than the wind
resistance from the solar panel. If you were a massive tight ass you could run no electrical
loads at all and remove the alternator completely and have a small solar panel on the dashboard
to keep the battery charged. Removing the alternator completely is good because it removes all
the mechanical friction of the belt and alternator, plus the weight. Plus the electrical loads. Hi
Joe! I have come across your blog while Googling for info about dual battery systems.
Extremely interesting and hopefully useful very soon. There is a wealth of information here that
I am still to digest all. My wife is getting long service leave next year and we are planning to go
touring around oz for six months from May. Unfortunately, we are complete newbies when it
comes to touring 4WD, having never owned one. Most of our time spent in the bush is usually
on foot carrying everything we need on our backs. I noticed that you are in Perth, so are we. Yo
Michel nice one 6 months around oz ay. Hiking is a really good way to go, me and the wife want
to get into that a bit more. Enjoyed the rant about the Thermomix direct marketing, it pushes my
buttons too. I still have to read the bit about the device itself. Yes Joe, a quick email to touch
base would be great. Just started dabbing into the alphabet soup! Hey outbackjoe just checking
your blog and your last block diagram shows the inverter connected to ac and your battery
charger connected to an outlet, could be bad for your health. Yo Damon not sure what you
mean can you explain? The inverter supplies AC and is connected to AC loads. The battery
charger is powered by AC. Hey joe, I wrongly assumed the ac load was actually a supply input
eg caravan park, which would in turn recharge your batterys via a battery charger. What really
confused me was the power point schematic, I thought this was an output when in fact it was an
input. And they say a picture tells a thousand words. Not in my case. Great article, clear and
factual. I love it. As every system seems to be a little bit different, I have some questions about
what I would like to do with mine camper trailer with aux battery in the camper dedicated to a
fridge. I would like to install the VSR in the camper to reduce the change in the car to running
cables later completed with a MPPT solar controller. Or should I fuse the cable with 50A fuses,
assuming that the aux battery will never draw more than 50A? And last ; , is it possible to use a
circuit breaker to bypass the VSR manual override if I want to use the aux battery to kick start
the car? If not, what other type of heavy duty switch should I be using? Hey Arthur you can
chuck the VSR anywhere. The risk with longer cable runs to the sensing side is that it may
cause the VSR to chatter at high currents if the voltage drop is too much. High current on longer
cables can cause voltage to drop below the sensing voltage, VSR opens, current flow stops,
voltage rises, VSR closes, process repeats. I have a problem with mine at around A where I
need to force it to stay closed using a jumper. Yes you should size the fuse to the weakest link.
If you want to crank your car you need something bigger. Yep circuit breaker should be fine to
bypass it. Just rate it sufficiently high. Mine has a jumper that I can plug in to force it to stay
closed which achieves a similar result. Some VSRs have a button or something to force them to
stay closed. Thanks Joe for these precious advices that I will definately use. Very good point for
the 50A not to be enough to crank the engine, I forgot that bitâ€¦ I will use bigger anderson
plugs and A fuses! Hi Joe. Was wondering if there was an easy or any way to switch the source
of the ACC power? Ie I would like to have my stock acc circuits running without the ign on AND
somehow have it on the AUX battery side without re running all their wiring. Cheers, Dave. You
need to put a switch or relay in that location. This will isolate the starter battery unless you are
running or starting. Note the switch has to endure cranking current and is a potential point of
failure that will prevent you from being able to start the engine. Or is it more complicated than
that? Failing that, sounds like the switch position you mention is the only way to isolate the
cranking battery and still have the acc. Thanks again for a great articleâ€¦and making me think!
Yeah might be easier to kill the chime, was pretty easy to do on the hilux. Yes you could bypass
the ignition and feed the entire acc circuit with a separate supply. You could just run a separate
supply from your second battery to the accessory you want to run. For me my acc runs off the
starter battery as standard and I need to leave the keys in. But my arrangement means the
starter battery is always charged by the solar panels and I over did it on the solar to make sure

there was always excess for the starter battery even in poor weather. One of the most plain
speaking that is good thing articles I have read. Thanks outbackjoe I would imagine you put alot
of time and effort into creating this article. Hi Joe, great article but it gets a bit confusing when
you read everything. What I have is a trailer that has 2 x deep cell batteries mounted on it to
drive a motor that draws about amps. The motor will run for about 60 min to complete its work.
Can I connect the 12VDC line from my trailer plug Axillary pin directly to the batteries in parallel
to charge them when the vehicle is running. The trailer motor will only be operating when the
vehicle is in motion so it will be continuously charging. Will this work. For Christmas I was
given a 20 watt smart solar system. Would this be useful for me to use or could it cause dramas
to my system? I have a newer Tacoma with a watt watts driving watts at idle v outlet in the bed. I
want to run 2 AGM deep cycle batteries in parallel 12v output in the bed using the inverter outlet
for a smart charger recommendations on charger to charge to bed batteries. They will be
completely isolated from the vehicle electrical system. Is this feasible? Hey Ty yeah you can do
that. Which means it will slowly deplete your batteries. I noticed this with my C-Tek AC charger.
Apart from that C-Tek is pretty good. I dunno about other brands. Also, with 2 AGM batteries,
depending on their size, might take a pretty long time to charge with an electronic charger. My
understanding is that to do both of these I would need a DC-DC charger, and also a mains
battery charger. My questions is this: Can I instead just buy the mains battery charger multi
stage charger and also buy a decent 12vv inverter and use those instead. When I am at home or
in a caravan park I use mains, while I am on the road I run the mains charger from the inverter
which is being powered by the car to charge the second battery in the trailer. Yo Tom O yeah
you can do that. Check out a few comments up, Gary Tuttle asked the same question. But if it
means less equipment or something it may be an option. Great web page mate â€” This has
probably been done to death but to help me out â€” I have a 80ah start battery in my
Landcruiser 76 â€” I have a Anderson plug at the rear of my vehicle to future proof my self if I
was to buy a camper â€” I wish to splice into this circuit and put a Anderson plug in the inside
rear of my car to charge a AGM ahm battery to run a 12V fridge and a few Leds when I go to the
cape â€” the battery box will be in and out of the car and will be charged via solar on extended
stop overs in one place but I wish to give it a fast charge using the alternator while moving
between camp sites. I have a Anderson plug built into my battery box to effect this. Yo Wax. I
wrote a whole article on that! Australia uses VAC. Wherever you see just substitute Hi Joe, great
article, very informative. A question for youâ€¦. And That it should be run straight off battery.
You thoughts? Is it because of voltage drop in two sets of cablesâ€¦.. Your thoughts would be
appreciated. Kind regards Gumtrees Your regulator should be located near the batteries. This
maximises the length on the high voltage side the side to the solar panels which overall
minimises voltage drop. Seek an explanation from your experts on why they would not use the
load terminals, let me know if you find anything interesting. To use a 20m cable more choice of
position from solar collector to controller then battery, would a relay say at the 10m halfway
point assist in minimising drop in voltage? Hey David nah a relay wont help. Just maximise the
cable run at the higher voltage direct from solar panel and minimise the cable run at the lower
voltage after regulator. My camping observations; often difficult to find maximum sun close to
semi shaded van regulator site. Assuming 17V at the solar panel, at W this translates to a volt
drop of 1. Power loss is 28W. Scale this up or down according to distance for example half the
cable distance means half the volt drop and half the power loss. If you use 35mm cable it would
be 0. Note cable sizes are cross sectional area of conductor rather than some external diameter
or something. The regular loads would be lighting, fridge and maybe something else. In your
system, these loads would run through the solar charge controller and to the battery, which
would be being charged by the battery charger. As I understand it, voltage drop caused by the
load could risk overcharging of the battery by confusing the charger. Plus it seems a bit
convoluted. Is there a more direct way of using the to power the 12v loads that bypasses the
battery and maybe even the solar charge controller? Can chargers act as a rectifier or whatever
is the opposite of inverter? On the positive side of cable runs? Every cable run, or is that
excessive? Really you need a charger designed with dedicated load terminals. Everything on
the market that I have seen is basically a dedicated battery charger and not really made for long
term connection to batteries and loads. One way you could do it is get a charger that can output
a fixed float level voltage independent of load fixed to say This would keep your batteries
topped up and supply loads without overcharging batteries. Another way is when you think
your battery is fully charged been on charge for a day or so you could isolate your battery with
a manually activated relay or something. Otherwise the supply mode would be ideal. Not sure
what you mean by charger act as a rectifier, can you explain? There will be a rectifier within any
AC to DC conversion. Every bit of positive cable, if you trace it back to the battery, should have
a fuse somewhere. You can either protect each cable run individually with a fuse or common up

the cables and have a common fuse upstream. Put fuses as close as you can to the battery to
minimise unprotected portion of the cable. What i meant about the charger as rectifier was, can
a charger supply DC direct to loads, bypassing the battery altogether? According to the info on
the web, in supply mode the output is fixed to It does not bypass the battery though. Apart from
some solar regulators I have not found any chargers with dedicated load terminals to
differentiate between load and battery. I have the older version of that charger and the supply
voltage is too high. Thanks for all your hard work, very informative and much appreciated. You
obviously know your stuff, no marketing bias, great stuff! My set up is a Troupy with watt
Sunpower e20 series solar panel 65v open voltage to be fitted to pop up roof. The latter
batteries are the way to go but rediculously expensive. The Fullriver is the least expensive
option and should still work well, for how long who knows. I will have two VSRs or dual and a 3
step v charger not huge in amps. Envisage lots of remote camping very occasionally caravan
park overnight stop only. Should I upgrade the standard Toyota alternator for higher amps and
at the same time get a big 4 wiring upgrade from alternator to starter battery,chassis,
engine,VSRs or is this a waste of money? Should two VSRs or dual be solid state? When
driving in full sunshine, which one charges the auxillary first? How does the connection of
these two charge devices to the auxillary battery work to properly charge it? The alternator is
not a 3 step device, the solar charger is? How does one device read the other and know when to
cut in and out? A dc dc charger is 3 step device and its just install and connect, no big 4 wiring
upgrade or alternator amp upgrade needed. There are 30 amp dc dcs out there which is better
than the amps from a solar panel. How many more amps are you likely to get from a standard
alternator? When reading the marketing about products they give the impression is all you need
to do is buy their product and all will be good. But there are so many stories of batteries not
being charged correctly. Most Toyota alternators are rated at around amps. A amp hour AGM is
pretty big and might be able to sink slightly more than A but more typically around 80A or less.
The existing alternator will do the job, you would squeeze a faster charge rate out of a bigger
alternator when you also had your high beams on and aircon on and the starter battery needed
a bit of a top up. Bigger alternator is an option but not necessary. You should use some fat ass
cables between batteries and VSRs. This will minimise voltage drop and maximise charge rate
and also affords engine cranking from the aux battery. Probably around 70mm2. When you have
two charging systems in parallel they will both charge the batteries simultaneously. The sharing
of the work happens automatically. The system with the higher voltage will source more current.
As long as the voltages are similar there should not be a problem. You may encounter a
problem if the output voltage from the solar panel is too high for the alternator. On my hilux I
get an engine check light when this happens but no damage is done. There is potential for
damage and safest option is to cover your panels when driving, but what should happen is as
the batteries become fully charged and the voltage rises and current reduces the regulator
should automatically back off the voltage to around the same level as the alternator when it
enters float mode. Not sure what you mean by DC-DC charger is just install and connect. So is a
VSR. If your cables are too small there will be too much voltage drop and the DC-DC converter
will not be able to provide 30A. The DC-DC converter still gets its energy from the alternator.
The amount of energy that can be provided can be limited by cable sizes. You need fatter cables
with a VSR only if you want to utilise all the potential capacity greater and above what a DC-DC
converter can supply. With an alternator you can charge up to the rated current of the
alternator. The alternator will provide 90A: 80 to the battery and 10 to the fridge and freezer.
With VSR the battery gets 80A charge. So the alternator is charging 4 times faster. Do you think
my standard vehicle alternator will eventually fully charge the amp AGM battery or amp or amp
Lithium if I went for the latter type?. Some people say a vehicle alternator will never fully charge
a starter battery let alone a large amp capacity auxillary battery because a vehicles alternator
regulator is not a multy step device. Do you know why they are not multi step? I had hoped the
alternator would provide a fast bulk charge and then the solar voltage controller would take
over and properly charge ie top up the auxillary. Your thoughts? I have estimated my draw on
the auxillary battery as about 1, watts per day worst case. Probably more like watts but would
rather over estimate. I had originally thought a amp Lifeline battery should do the job but am
worried about the contents of my two fridge freezers if camped out somewhere for a week and
the sun is not particularly friendly. My one solar panel is large in watts and in its dimensions. It
will be mounted so there is an air gap under it. In mounting it I plan to fit a wide cross shaped
tmber support underneath in the centre of the panel between the back of the cells and the roof
of the vehicle. I may put a strip of rubber on the framework. I hope this support will help the
panels better deal with road corrugations. Time will tell. I wonder what other RV people have
done? Any idea of a suitable VSR of dual for this size cable? I want to be able to start the
vehicle from the auxillary battery in an emergency so would like to fit big ass cables to auxillary.

I assume in line fuses can be bought for that size cable. Do I need to fit a fuse at each end of the
positive cable, one close to the starter battery and another close to auxillary battery? Then
when you park up you use the panels and it charges as much as possible. This is what I do. My
panels are deployed only when parked up. I have had them run in parallel and apart from an
occassional engine check light from overvoltage it seems to work fine. What problems have you
had running in parallel? But this would prevent your starter battery from getting any charge
from the solar panels. Big battery buys you time when there aint much sun. There is no too big
or too small. I prefer to oversize the solar panels so that they can cope even in overcast
conditions. Worst comes to worst just run the engine for a bit. Saves you carting around kg of
lead for tens of thousands of kilometers. I dunno much about lithium batteries apart from them
being expensive. I would be worried about their resistance to constant vibration. Also they do
not tolerate overcharge very well. It is capable of cranking my starter. It is protected by inline
fuse. About to 1, watts of draw each day. Lots and lots of remote camping stopped for days at a
time. Have virtually decided to build my own 4 x 3. Have been informed Lithiums should not be
charged at more than So have to be careful about the amount of volts from the alternator when
charging while engine is running and maybe fat cables to the lithium auxillary will not be
necessary. I will need to find out what volts I get from the alternator at the lithium which will be
housed in the back of my Troupy. There are lithium battery management devices available on
the net and some are inexpensive such as mini-bms a cell balancing device. Lithiums also need
under an over voltage device which apparently can be simply controlled with an over voltage
fuse or circuit breaker. They also need an under voltage device which can just be an an alarm in
a dash mounted battery management viewer. I am going to source quality brand lithium cells
such as CALB, Winston or Sinopoly and have a go at building my own battery and battery
management system. Sourcing quality cells at the right price is the biggest issue, not the
battery management devices. If there are other readers interested in Lithiums , those who have
already built or are planning to build their own who are interested in sharing knowledge and
experience, my email is rod67c gmail. Hi Joe, great write-up mate. I am about to start installing a
dual battery system for my new cruiser. I have already purchased a redarc bcdclv in a bit of a
rush so not sure if it is suitable for my desired deign. I would also like the option to bridge the
two batteries for high load occasions e. I have a general understanding of 12v electronics but
still find it quite confusing. I was hoping you could shed some light on what my options might
be and if the redarc bcdclv is needed or not. Then you can manually join the batteries up when
you are winching or when you want a quick top up from the alternator. If you use the DC-DC
charger as your solar regulator it may not be possible to charge your starter battery from the
solar. Maybe the DC-DC charger can do it, check with redarc. Otherwise buy a separate solar
regulator and use the bypass relay when you want the solar to top up your starter battery. Any
input you could give me would be fantastic. Cheers James Burns. Yo James AGM is best coz
they will accept a higher charge rate. But any battery will do, a standard deep cycle will not be
forced to accept an unsafe charge rate. Hi Joe, I have just read your whole blog, the most
relevant down to earth info I have been able to find. Thanks for sharing your knowledge and
time. Hi Joe, Thanks for your excellent blog. I have an Anderson plug wired to the back of my
vehicle with a VSR to charge the batteries in my camper. I want to add an auxilary battery in the
back of the vehicle on the tray. Do I need to run it through a sepparate VSR? Cheers Chris. Hey
Chris just get a battery that matches what you got in camper. Put them all in parallel with the
single vsr. It will behave like one big battery. No need for anything else. Hi Joe, Thanks for that.
It makes it big, Ah consisting of 7 batteries! This means the voltages should equalise after I wire
them together? You can have just one battery in the car. That way they all charge and discharge
together better. You should protect all positive cables with a fuse regardless of how many
batteries you have. No worries Joe. The camper came with 6 batteries and I am adding one
auxiliary in the vehicle. I often parallel charge and use different capacity LiPo batteries of the
same voltage for RC applications with no problems. Yeah should be ok if all agm. Maybe check
datasheets to ensure voltages are the same. If they are same type of batteries with same voltage
specification then no problems chucking them all in parallel together. Even if not the same, all
that happens is some batteries may not receive a full charge and some batteries will discharge
more deeply. So you can always put them all in parallel but best to match them as much as
possible. I need advice: I got a w v wind turbine and a w 12v solar collector to charge a ah
battery. The dual controller provided from China to charge the battery has a problem. The wind
turbine capacity is okay however the hand book specifications for the dual controller state that
it is only rated at My attempts to get the China company to supply an appropriate dual controller
seems to have fallen on deaf ears. What can I do to utilize the controller I have for wind but
make appropriate purchase to include my solar? Hey David. Check the voltage of the panel and
the voltage range that the regulator can handle. The panel will operate at a voltage greater than

12V. You might find the panel achieves peak power at 30V which is only 10A at W. Extremely
interesting stuff, particularly regarding the DC DC charger and the myths about them! Two
questions though if I may. Firstly, do you think that this is suitable, and secondly, if so, which
location would be preferable to situate the isolator, in the Challenger or in the battery box on the
Camper? Hey Mick yeah I think that isolator will do the job. You can put the isolator wherever
you want. I have a dual controller for w, v wind turbine and w, 12v solar collector to charge a ah
deep cycle gel battery. Unfortunately the input for the solar cells can only handle Can I just use
my controller for the wind turbine, but instead of the outlet going to the battery, can it go to a
dual DC controller so I can the solar input then have the combined output going to my battery?
Desperately seeking informed advice Cheers, David. Wow, really liked that information. You
seems pretty well knowledgeable on DC systems and charging. I plan to setup 2 x W solar panel
on top of my Tent Trailer, which would be the maximum space available. So, first, it should
always charge the 12V battery bank in priority, and then jump on the 48V bank. During the
week-end, the 12V battery bank will always be connected to the Solar Panel systems, but not the
Golf Cart. So the Golf Cart could be connected or disconnected multiple times during the
week-end. Is this possible, and how? Hi Jonathan. You can do it using a voltage sensing relay,
two solar regulators and two standard relays. One 12V solar regulator and one 48V solar
regulator. The voltage sensing relay has its sensing terminal directly connected to the 12V
battery. Use the voltage sensing relay to control two relays that feed the solar regulators. When
the vsr is energized 12V battery is charged then close the relay that feeds the 48V solar
regulator and open the relay that feeds the 12V regulator. The problem with this is it will not
allow the 12V battery to be fully charged. If you can specify a VSR activation voltage to be
higher than normal say Best solution would to have charge current monitored and when this
reduces below a certain level use it to energize the 48V system. Latch this in and use the VSR to
energize the 12V system if the voltage drops. Or find a solar regulator that has an output that
indicates it is in float mode, latch this in and unlatch when the vsr opens. This is only a preview
of the January issue of Silicon Chip. You can view 0 of the pages in the full issue. You can also
log in if you are already a subscriber. January - Silicon Chip Online. Knowing when, and being
alerted, could save a lot of spoilage - this is the data-logger to do it with! More than just a
temperature sensor, it could also be set up for humidity, smoke detection, PIR movement, or
light detection, and with many other Arduino-compatible sensor too. A totally open-source
datalogger for you to experiment with. Use it to add obstacle avoidance to your next robotics
project. Upload your idea at projects. Features resistive-type humidity sensor. See our full range
of Silicon Chip projects at jaycar. The beat rate and volume is adjustable; an off timer can also
be set. It has an adjustable rate of bpm at a frequency of Hz â€” Page 40 68 The Bass Block
Subwoofer This 4W subwoofer is easy to build and pumps out plenty of bass. Technical Staff
Jim Rowe, B. Bao Smith, B. Tim Blythman, B. Nicolas Hannekum, Dip. Technical Contributor
Duraid Madina, B. Sc, M. Hons 1 , PhD, Grad. ACN ABN 20 No part of this publication may be
reproduced without the written consent of the publisher. Phone 02 In the October issue, I wrote
about wanting to publish a range of articles, including some of historical interest and others
about the latest technology. This has created a bit of difficulty; while we have a good mixture of
different articles, I am struggling to fit all this content into the magazine. That is not as easy as it
sounds. For a start, our printing and mailing costs would go up, and given the general
economic malaise caused by COVID, I am reluctant to increase our expenditures. Another
problem is that if I print magazines with more than pages on our current paper stock, they might
not fit into the binders that we sell. We also sometimes have problems with the centre sections
tearing out in larger magazines. Printing on thinner paper would solve these problems, but
result in worse print quality; something I am not keen on. Another option is for me to reduce the
number of constructional project articles in some issues. I think he was right that this strikes a
good balance, but perhaps I should make the occasional exception and run three project
articles in some months. That would allow us to include more feature articles. I think that makes
sense, but I wonder what our readers would think of that. The other option is to raise the cover
price which I am still trying to put off as long as possible and then use the extra revenue to print
larger magazines with more content. That makes me think that perhaps dropping to three
projects per issue from time to time is the best solution. It also occurred to me that we could
run some smaller, simpler projects which I want to do anyway; again, trying to strike a balance
which will free up more space for feature articles. That will help guide my decision-making when
it comes to figuring out which articles to run in future issues, based on what our readers want.
Letters to the Editor are submitted on the condition that Silicon Chip Publications Pty Ltd may
edit and has the right to reproduce in electronic form and communicate these letters. Odd GPO
socket might be a phone socket I would like to comment on the query in Ask Silicon Chip,
December on old electrical sockets, specifically, one with four flat pins p I am wondering if it

was actually a telephone socket, as he mentions it was in a small room which could be a
telephone room, for quietness and privacy. There was an old plug and socket standard used for
moving the telephone to another room before the more recent Telecom plugs and sockets, and
the modern RJ11 modular sockets. It had two horizontal blades in the centre, with another
horizontal blade below and a vertical blade on top. I saw several of these in older homes in
Adelaide in the s when I started as a Trainee Technician. John Hunter, the author of the September article on the history of GPOs, replies: That plug was used where telephones were wired
as a portable service. Usually, the phone was connected permanently via a terminal block. The
colours progressively dropped out as the battery voltage fell, but the red LEDs are still going. I
own a model 75 instrument, also purchased in the early s, and I had to replace the fusible
resistor about 25 years ago after making a mistake using the meter. At that time, Philips was the
local agent for Fluke in NZ, and I was able to buy a replacement from their trade store Philips
disappeared shortly after. I was not even aware that the DMM also incorporated two spark gaps
until I read the article; a hasty check confirmed that mine are still intact â€” whew! When the
October issue of Silicon Chip arrived in the mail, I was deeply immersed in the resuscitation of
an HP frequency synthesiser. This vintage piece of test equipment is the archetypical boat
anchor â€” one of the largest and heaviest units produced by Hewlett Packard â€” and is
breathtakingly involved in its design and construction. He also wrote about the importance of
FPGAs and ASICs as foundations of most modern technology, yet acknowledged the many
articles of a historic nature that had been submitted by passionate readers hoping to have their
favourite subject broadcast to the world. Maintaining a balance for his readership was a
complex and conflicting objective. Looking back over the decades, to those days before tablets,
mobile phones, computers and television, the primary interest for hobbyists was AM radio
reception. Radio and Hobbies catered for true beginners and experts alike. Back then, we
shopped at McGraths, Waltham Trading and Radio Parts for our components, and much later at
Hamfests and government disposals sales. For teenagers like me, being able to tackle
something as challenging as a television receiver was super cool, and I learned a lot about
electronics through the successful completion of a inch set. It served the family for quite a few
years into the sixties. Then came the Playmaster hifi amplifiers â€” just mono in their first
implementation, and we all just had to build one. And to ensure a well-rounded hobbyist
education, we ventured into carpentry by building vented enclosures housing high-performance
loudspeakers, usually imported from England. With the introduction of stereo, our parents
despaired as to where another monster speaker enclosure could be crammed into the family
living room of the day! The idea of a career in electronic engineering was starting to form, and
in , I completed a course in electrical engineering at the University of Melbourne. At the start of
the course, I fully expected to find employment on the production side of the then-burgeoning
consumer electronics industry. While electron tubes were still being manufactured in Sydney
and Adsiliconchip. Manufacturing had commenced in Melbourne, and we were confident of
being able to find challenging but satisfying jobs within the electronics industry. But the rise of
the US and Japanese electronics majors led to a major shift away from Australia for
investments in this industry, and any childhood ambitions of pursuing a career in electronics
faded fast in the mid-sixties. As it turned out, I spent most of my working life working for ICI and
later Orica, and my electronics interests were served simply through ongoing hobby work at
home. Looking back for them, it will be just as astonishing as it is for earlier generations like
mine. Nor will the need to troubleshoot poorly performing equipment using common sense,
logic and the application of those laws. The future of our amazing hobby is assured, and Silicon
Chip magazine and its contributors will play an ongoing role in communicating new and
important stuff to us all. Rob Fincher, McCrae, Vic. Logic-level Mosfet needed for 3. I found the
article on the 3GHz radar module siliconchip. I noticed, top left of page 52, there was a
suggested circuit using an IRF Since the output level of the module is likely 3V, but the gate
threshold of that Mosfet is about 3V and can be as high as 4V, it might not switch on fully and
could overheat with a high drain current or a big drain load. There are logic-level Mosfets
available, where the gate threshold is around 1. Its threshold voltage is about 2V. The
convenient part is that no resistors are required, which are needed with a BJT. Hugo Holden,
Minyama, Qld. Response: you have a point; we should have specified a logic-level Mosfet for
that job. While it is designed for a 5V gate drive, it will generally switch loads above 10A with a
3. The guide pointed out a hydrogen storage system there; see Malcolm Wheeler, Wellington,
NZ. Comment: we also briefly mentioned hydrogen storage of electricity on our article on
Grid-Scale Energy Storage April , p23; siliconchip. That did instil a bit of paranoia about
potentially damaging it at some stage, as I plan to order that unit. It seemed odd to me that it
would default to enabled. I found a note on So perhaps this has been fixed with the latest
drivers. Regardless, this is more than a little confusing, especially for those who intend to use it

with Windows and SDRSharp. Jim Rowe responds: frankly, I found the information regarding
enabling of the bias tee quite conflicting and confusing too. I still think that removing SMD
inductor L13 is a good idea â€” unless you want to power an up-front preamp or preselector, of
course. After nearly 50 years of programming experience, I am disappointed to see the same
mistakes occurring over and over again; do people learn nothing? I think the major problem is
that anyone can call themselves a computer programmer, without any formal training or
qualifications whatsoever. Dave Horsfall. North Gosford, NSW. Response: you are right. I also
experienced many months of appalling corporate inefficiency at the hands of Telstra and NBN.
In terms of peaceful internet access, I have never been happier. If I should ever move, I can take
the 4G modem and my phone services with me â€” no call centre interaction required. VOIP
providers such as Maxotel are these days really well organised, with locallybased tech-savvy
operators. I fervently hope that I never have to return to cable of any description. Solar panel
orientation: are we doing it wrong? According to an article from the ABC siliconchip. That could
mean that one homeowner has all their panels facing East and another West, or people could
have a mix of the two. If you think about it, this makes sense, since it will provide more power
during the morning and afternoon demand peaks, better matching supply with demand. It will
also help to reduce those very high mains voltages that we can sometimes see in the middle of
sunny days, as well as preventing grid-tied inverters from going offline due to high mains
voltages. Read the article for yourself and see if you think they are right. Apart from that, it is
streets ahead of the tester I made up years ago. My tester just had a voltmeter, ammeter and a
rocker switch to place a load of either 9W or 18W across the panel. Some have been cheap grid
connect-panels â€” typically rated at 60V opencircuit and 4A short-circuit. These faulty panels
have an open-circuit voltage of about 55V, and short-circuit current in strong sunlight of about
1A. A test last week in intense sun with a 9W load gave me I had the privilege of being shown
through the BP solar panel factory in Sydney in the early s. At the time, The solar panel shown
above has a clear fault where it is discoloured due to overheating. I have some BP 36W panels
and Solarex 37W panels, manufactured in , which are still working well. I have seen a lot more
faulty Solarex 37W panels than the BP types. The quality of BP panels fell sharply when they
started making 68W panels. A very large percentage developed high-resistance solder joints
between cells. The adjacent photo show where these faults have caused severe heating, which
makes them easy to identify, but most faulty panels had no obvious external signs. These
panels had been installed in strings of four. Faulty panels could not be identified by just
checking the opencircuit voltage and short-circuit current, as when a panel was short-circuited,
the fault disappeared, only to return some days later. That is why I made up a resistive tester,
which draws enough current to identify faulty panels without making the fault go away. I have
seen panels with delamination problems, often identifiable by tarnishing of the copper
connecting strips. The result is low insulation resistance, causing gridconnect inverters to shut
down or not start up. I reused some with that fault more than two years ago because they were
free , and they are still working well. I have also reused two panels from a house that caught
fire. The heat on the panels was so great, the junction boxes were melted into blobs and had to
be cut off with a Dremel to access the tinned copper strips coming out of the panel. I repainted
the backs of the panels, and they are still working well after more than two years. Honey Trina
imported a batch of panels with faulty laminations â€” again, mostly identified by looking at the
tarnishing. But Trina panels before and after that batch are high quality. Sid Lonsdale, Cairns,
Qld. Chiming clock projects wanted I like chiming clocks. That is, ones with real bells rather
than artificial electronic noisemakers. I have a couple of old wind-up wall clocks that sound
good, with real striking parts. I can always have an ordinary clock as well, just to look at the
time. I guess there would be a need for some sort of display though, and some interfacing for
setting it up. While I love reading Silicon Chip and get out my soldering tools on occasion, I
have insufficient design skills for such a project. I wonder if someone there would be inclined to
consider this idea, and maybe even develop an article or project kit. There must be people who,
like me, much prefer the sound of real chimes, and would appreciate not having to keep winding
and adjusting a purely mechanical clock. Comment: We have a project design coming up in the
February issue which uses solenoids to strike wind chimes. Perhaps that could be adapted to
do what you are asking. We will consider what needs to be changed to achieve that. Edison
Voicewriters for a good home I have both a recorder and a player of the s Edison brand
Voicewriter model, shown in the photos below. The only date I can find on either of them is 25th
August There is also some cabling some of which is rubberinsulated and so has deteriorated ,
and a mains transformer presumably for use with V AC. Thank you for your magazine. I have
returned to electronics my first career in my later life, and you have provided me with a
much-needed update on technologies such as Arduino and the like. SC john. Inverter
technology has reduced the size and weight of welding machines, which used to derive their

power from a mains frequency transformer, and the price of the machines and ease-of-use now
put them into the hands of DIY hobbyists. Microcontrollers are now at the heart of most welders,
controlling not just the basics like voltage and amperage used, but also pulse frequency and
even wave shape. I think this would make an informative and interesting article for Silicon Chip,
and I would also like to suggest that a DIY project could be developed and published, perhaps
building a controller to upgrade a simple, low-cost analog welding machine. I had a MIG welder
that consisted mainly of a large transformer with two outputs, for low and high power. I replaced
the transformer with a 5S 12P pack of Li-ion cells that I made up, and to power the wire-feed
motor, I added a small PWM motor speed controller module. I found that there was room to add
a A motor speed controller to regulate the power output, but the thin electrode wire I was using
0. My need was to repair body rust damage on my car to pass the rego inspection, requiring me
to cut out the rust and fabricate patches which I successfully welded in place. Very pleased, I
was. We also described the operation of the engine control unit ECU in detail. T here are very
many electronic control modules we could describe; probably enough to fill the magazine! So
we have selected the following few as representative and diverse systems. For details on how
data can be extracted from an ACM, see the video and instructions at siliconchip. The ACM
usually contains capacitors to store power during a crash in case vehicle power is lost. ACMs
store data about the crash that caused them to activate such as speed, throttle setting, brake
application, seat belt usage and other data at the time of impact. The ACM uses data such as
seat occupancy, occupant weight and crash severity to determine whether to inflate airbags,
which airbags to inflate, when to inflate them and how rapidly to inflate them. We published an
in-depth article on airbag systems in our November issue siliconchip. Some models can be
reused a limited number of times; 10 Silicon Chip Fig. It integrates sensors to detect an impact
with a processor to determine which airbags to fire, and components to send pulses to the
airbag s to trigger them. The large capacitors allow it to continue operating for some time, even
if the vehicle wiring or battery is damaged by the impact. Note the numerous connectors which
go to buses, sensors and actuators. Source: pacificmotors. The electronic control module is the
black case at the bottom, with the hydraulic valve body between it and at the pump at the top.
Source: abssteuergeraet. The pressure lost due to pulsing the brake line is made up by the
hydraulic pump. An ABS can release and reapply brake pressure as much as 15 times per
second. It increases brake pressure in an emergency. An emergency is sensed by such factors
as the speed at which a foot is removed from the accelerator and applied to the brake. Once an
emergency is assessed, full braking force is applied to the maximum permitted by the ABS
system. The rationale for this system is that most drivers do not apply the brakes forcefully
enough in an emergency. It has been shown to be highly effective in reducing rear-end
collisions. Catalytic converters cats convert nitrous oxides, hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide to nitrogen, water and carbon dioxide see Figs. Modern vehicles have oxygen
sensors before and after the converter to monitor the oxygen content in the exhaust stream.
The oxygen data is sent to the ECU to ensure optimal conditions inside the converter by
adjusting engine characteristics. A converter has two sections. The first reduces NOx to
Security concerns The extensive computerisation and networking of cars opens up new
opportunities for malicious individuals. Those with malicious intent can also possibly take
control of a car. Hopefully, security flaws are being patched as they are discovered, preferably
before that! The ECU constantly cycles between slightly rich oxygen poor and slightly lean
oxygen rich because the first stage needs to be oxygen-deficient and the second stage needs to
be oxygen-rich to work. Cylinder deactivation In some engines, especially six and eight cylinder
types but also those with four and even three cylinders! It involves special valve lifters, a
special manifold assembly and appropriate control by the ECU. The extra power of a larger
engine is available when needed. Other manufacturers have similar systems. For more details,
see our article in the January issue on cylinder deactivation in Honda V6 engines siliconchip.
Two different ways that traction and stability control can be implemented, as used on older and
newer vehicles, are shown in Figs. Fuel composition module This module is used in vehicles
that can run on E85 ethanol as well as normal fuel E10 or E0. There are two different catalyst
sections, plus oxygen sensors at the inlet and outlet which feed data to the ECU. Higher ethanol
concentrations require wider injector pulses as ethanol has about half the energy per litre of
petrol. However, ethanol also acts as an octane booster and charge cooler, allowing for more
timing advance and higher boost levels, provided there is enough fuel delivery capacity. Knock
sensor The knock sensor Figs. This can be due to inappropriate fuel, excessive cylinder
pressure, insufficient air-fuel ratio, excessive turbo or supercharger pressure, high operating
temperature, carbon deposits or other reasons. Knock can cause severe engine damage due to
the high pressures generated. A knock sensor generally uses a piezoelectric or inductive
sensor attached to the engine block or head that acts like a microphone. It is tuned to be

sensitive to the frequency of engine knock of the specific engine. Knock information is sent to
the ECU and engine adjustments such as timing, fuel mixture or boost pressure are made to
reduce or eliminate knock. Much heat is generated during the catalysis process. Catalysts also
contain valuable platinum, palladium and rhodium, making them expensive and a target for
thieves in some places. These sensors are sensitive enough that they can normally detect
incipient knock before it is a problem and make slight adjustments to avoid it. This allows
vehicles to take advantage of high-octane fuel providing better power and economy when it is
used while still allowing lower octane fuel to be used without risk of damage. Launch control
Launch control is built into a number of high-performance vehicles. Like traction control, its
purpose is to limit wheel spin, but unlike traction control, it maintains the engine at the
maximum RPM possible for the best acceleration from a stationary position see Fig. Some
wheel slip may be permitted, consistent with maximum acceleration. The GM Camaro ZL1
adjusts engine torque times per second to maximise acceleration without excessive slipping.
Such systems require an electronic accelerator pedal throttle-by-wire or a transmission brake.
Traction control modules can be added to certain vehicles as aftermarket accessories, or
launch control can be part of other engine control functionality. When pressure is applied left ,
the primary and secondary arms are locked together, so the intake and exhaust valves operate
normally. When pressure is removed right , the arms unlock, and the valves no longer open. The
ECU switches off the fuel injectors and spark plugs for those cylinders at the same time. A fully
charged regular car battery is That rounds to 14V, so 42V is then triple the standard car
electrical system voltage. The voltage chosen had to be under 50V due to shock hazards. A
higher standard voltage was chosen because it allows for a lighter wiring harness; three times
the voltage means one third the current for the same power, and the thickness of wiring is
dependent on current, not voltage. A further advantage of a higher voltage is that motors such
as window winders, electric power steering pumps etc can be smaller and lighter.
Disadvantages are that the higher DC voltage requires more expensive switches due to more
arcing, there was already a lot of support for the 12V system, and the need for the 42V system
was reduced with the development of more efficient motors and multiplexed data buses
requiring less wiring. Also, most hybrids have dual-voltage electrical systems anyway. This
photo shows four wheel speed sensors, a steering angle sensor, yaw-rate sensor, the controller
and the hydraulic unit. This data is used by the ECU to deliver the correct air-fuel ratio in both
open-loop and closed-loop modes in conjunction with the oxygen sensor in the latter mode. It is
important to measure the mass of air rather than its volume, because the volume varies
according to air temperature and pressure, but a given mass of air will always have the same
amount of oxygen. Most MAF devices use either a hot wire or moving vane technology for mass
measurement. Airflow is controlled by the throttle body which contains a butterfly valve. The
ECU monitors the accelerator pedal position and sets the throttle position. In this case, mass
airflow is calculated by knowing the air temperature and engine RPM and using a lookup table
for fueling. This older design uses a second electronically-controlled throttle butterfly to reduce
engine torque when wheel spin is detected more modern systems would send signals to the
existing motorised throttle. The main input signals are from the wheel speed sensors, which are
shared with the anti-skid system. In addition to the wheel speed inputs, it has a yaw rate sensor
and a steering angle sensor, which it can compare to determine if the vehicle is travelling in the
intended path or not. As throttle closure takes time, traction control systems will also adjust
spark timing possibly even disabling it to quickly reduce engine output when the wheels spin
during acceleration. Then in , Toyota offered it in their Japanese Prius model. Self-parking cars
can fit into smaller spaces than many drivers can achieve manually. A self-parking system
requires a motorised steering wheel normally via the electric steering assistance system plus
several sensors such as ultrasonic distance sensors, radar and cameras to provide inputs to
the car computer systems about surrounding obstacles, so the car can be manoeuvred into
position see Fig. Both parallel and perpendicular parking can be performed, depending on the
system. It may also perform other functions, as in the Hella brand unit shown. It operates on the
principle of total internal reflection of a light beam. This occurs with no water on the upper
outside reflecting surface, but if water is present, some light is lost and the loss of signal is
interpreted as rain. Late model Teslas also use their video cameras to detect rain. These
systems generally have a sensitivity setting controlled by the driver. Benefits include improved
fuel economy due to the alternator only providing power when necessary, and longer lamp and
switch life due to more accurate voltage control. The PCM powertrain control module sends a
5V variable duty cycle signal to it to control the output voltage from 11V to We have had several
letters in Mailbag in the past from readers complaining about vehicle battery undercharging.
Traction control system TCS The purpose of a TCS is to stop the driven wheels losing traction
during acceleration, especially on slippery surfaces such as wet or oily roads see Fig. In most

modern vehicles, it is now part of the ESC system, but it might also be Fig. It determines the
percentage of ethanol in the fuel flowing through it. This is used to apply corrections to the
engine map to optimise operation at a wide range of percentages. The mass on top of the
piezoelectric crystal helps tune the device to be sensitive to the frequency of the knock
vibrations. Some vehicles usually those with larger engines can have multiple knock sensors. It
monitors wheel speed and if there is a mismatch between the speed of the driven wheels, or
between the driven and undriven wheels, engine power power is reduced or a wheel may be
braked via the ABS electrohydraulic system to stop the slipping wheel spinning excessively. In
our article on fluidics August ; siliconchip. This created a fluidic computer to change gears as
needed. This technology has now been replaced with a TCU that operates the transmission via
electronic solenoids see Fig. It uses many inputs such as engine RPM, throttle position, recent
driving history, speed, whether the vehicle is going uphill or downhill, whether the wheels have
traction or not, torque converter slippage, transmission temperature, traction control system
state, cruise control state etc. The TCU also monitors natural wear in the transmission such as
of the clutches, and it makes alterations to transmission operation to compensate for wear.
Outputs are also sent to other control modules such as the cruise control and error codes for
faults can also be generated to be shown on dash warning lights and the OBD system. These
might be used when a modern engine and transmission have been retrofitted into a classic car,
or for drag racing. An aftermarket TCU uses the more basic inputs of engine and road speed,
throttle position or manifold vacuum and selected gear. Typical changes made are the point of
torque converter lockup, gear change points and shift speed. Some vehicles are said not to be
shipped with optimal TCU settings from the factory and benefit greatly from changes. One such
vehicle is apparently the Land Fig. The wires are electrically heated and the mass of air flowing
past them cools them. The current required to keep the wires at a constant temperature is
therefore proportional to the mass of air moving past them. Source: Wikimedia user Jeff It
coordinates inputs from range sensors and controls the steering. Total internal reflection is
achieved with no rain, but there is some signal loss with water on the glass. Cruiser ; see
siliconchip. Apart from the modules described above, there are numerous others, often
particular to certain manufacturers or models. Examples include steering, brakes, throttle, gear
shifting and when some are combined together, automatic parking. Currently, full
steering-by-wire systems are illegal in most places; there is a requirement for a mechanical
linkage to the Fig. They are generally attached to the windscreen above the rear vision mirror.
Artificial lighting is distinguished from natural lighting due to different spectra. This particular
sensor is of modular construction, and car manufacturers can choose additional functionality
such as humidity measurement, a solar sensor to adjust the air conditioning, adjustment of
head-up display brightness and adaption to windscreen conditions such as dirt. Source: Hella.
However, in some countries there are already cars on the road with no such mechanical linkage,
including the Infiniti Q50 from onwards. Electric servo operation of steering is possible and is
used in most current vehicles. Drive-by-wire systems allow for more design flexibility, less
weight and better computer control over vehicle systems and potentially, more reliability.
Computer control might be seen as a bad thing as there are possible security malicious hacking
issues enabling unauthorised persons to take control over the car, and the possibility of an
electronic failure rendering the vehicle uncontrollable. However, that can happen with
mechanical linkages too. The technology has proven safe and effective on aircraft and is
accepted. Drive-by-wire leads the way to autonomous vehicle operation. Note that conventional
mechanical systems such as powerassisted steering or brakes will still work even if the power
assistance servo fails. Note the use of 42V. Source: after Wikimedia user Rhoseinnezhad. But it
is somewhat complicated and costly to build. Not this one, though! It uses the BK digital radio
chip which is cheap and readily available, and requires only a handful of discrete components
to work. The resulting radio covers the AM and FM broadcast bands plus shortwave from 2. For
many years, the standard AM receiver was a superheterodyne circuit with a mixer stage that
combined the incoming signal with a local oscillator. The resulting intermediate frequency
signal was then further amplified and fed into an envelope detector that extracted the audio
component. Finally, audio amplification was provided to drive a loudspeaker. When transistors
replaced valves, initially, the design philosophy remained much the same. Such receivers and
those which preceded them, such as super-regenerative and tuned radio frequency [TRF]
receivers required multiple tuned circuits, many of them adjustable. But with the advancement
of technology, analog circuits have largely been replaced by digital techniques. The BK is a
good example of this. Its functions are described in the following PDF document from Jaycar:
siliconchip. We reckoned that we could do more with the chip, and build a more capable radio,
hence this design. Alternatively, you can use a larger box and include an internal speaker.
Either way, it delivers 0. The current band, tuning range and frequency are displayed clearly on

a backlit character LCD screen. That being the case, we decided to use some larger passive
SMDs to keep the overall device compact, without making it too hard to put together.
Performance Performance is reasonable for such a simple design. On the FM band, I found an
internal wire length to be quite adequate to pick up many stations in the Melbourne area with
good quality. I do have line-of-sight to the Mt Dandenong towers, however. The AM band suffers
from interference from various sources, and switchmode power supplies in the vicinity will
create background noise. Moving away from such sources gives reasonable quality. I got the
best results by taking it into my car and running it off the car battery. All you have to do is tell it
which band s you want to listen to, display its details and amplify the audio output. Circuit
description While the simplest radio designs using the BK require only a few discrete
components plus an audio amplifier, my design is rather more ambitious, but thanks to the use
of an Arduino Nano, still manageable. The circuit I came up with is shown in Fig. While this
would appear to be the sensible approach, documentation on how to do this is rather sparse,
and the translation from Chinese leaves a lot to be desired. My design leaves this as a future
option, but for now, an analog tuning approach is used. There are a total of 18 preprogrammed
frequency ranges available, and the simplest way is to have a voltage divider connected to
TUNE1 pin 1 , which is the tuning supply voltage and very close to 1. But I have used a different
approach. The user controls the band using 6-position rotary switch S2. Why six position? I
decided to split up each of the shortwave bands into two more on why I did this later. IC1 is the
audio amplifier. It needs to be more accurate than the band selection voltage, hence the higher
resolution. The reference voltage for this DAC is the 1. This ratiometric approach ensures that
an accurate voltage will be generated regardless of the BK chip variations. If we take the FM
band as an example, there are channels spaced at kHz intervals. One bit of the bit DAC
represents about This is more than an adequate safety margin in resolution It gets a bit tighter
on the shortwave bands. There are channels spaced at 5kHz on the 9. Again, we have a
sufficient safety margin. But a bit DAC would have less than two steps between channels, which
would be quite inadequate. There are two RF inputs on the BK chip. It receives the FM signal at
pin 2. Reference designs include a preamplifier using an NPN transistor, but I opted to use a
grounded-gate JFET as this gives good gain and a high stability margin. This presented
something of a design challenge. An internal varicap tunes the ferrite rod to the correct
frequency. But there are not many pre-wired ferrite rods available â€” the only one Jaycar sells
is their Cat LF I found the performance of this one not very satisfactory. A better option is to use
their LF ferrite rod, which is mm long and 9mm diameter. With 65 turns of 24AWG 0. The Q of
such a coil is not particularly high, and it is preferable to use Litz wire, but it is challenging to
strip and tin each strand. Because I wanted some degree of tuning on this preamplifier, I used
different inductors for the various bands, which brings me back to why I divided up the
shortwave bands into two. My original intention was to use a readily available varicap diode,
type BB, which has a range of about 20â€”pF with a tuning voltage of 10â€”0. This tuning
voltage was to be generated by the second DAC in IC3, and amplified by a rail to rail op-amp
running off 12V. The varicap range is such that it would cover the appropriate band with the
chosen inductor. By using an appropriate formula, the tuning voltage could be calculated by the
micro. However, this just did not seem to work at all; the best result obtained was with the
varicap set to minimum capacitance regardless of the band or frequency. Based on the BK
documentation, I gathered that its internal varicap only operated on the AM band. But I suspect
that it also works on the SW bands, although the documentation does not describe this. The op
amp and varicap of the original prototype were therefore unnecessary, so I removed them in the
final design. You will see that there is a 2. As the ranges are set at the factory by internal
programming, this could have been an anomalous chip. Replacing the chip gave me the correct
range. Fortunately, if this happens to you, it is easy to correct by altering just a few numbers in
the program code. By replacing it with a resistor, the HF performance is not significantly
affected, and it has a minimal effect on the AM band. Obviously, they cannot protect against a
direct or even nearby strike, but will prevent damage to Q3 from general lightning activity. The
pF coupling capacitor, in combination with the inductor L1-L4 selected by rotary switch S2a
peaks the shortwave preamp response around the selected frequency band. Band selection
details Getting back to band selection, S2b selects from equally-spaced voltages between 0 and
5V, generated by a chain of 2. This ADC has a bit resolution, so that the values read are
approximately 0, , , , and By truncating the last two digits we get 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and Then dividing
by two and adding one gives the selected band number, from one to six. The Arduino code then
uses a lookup table to find the value needed to generate the appropriate band select voltage for
the BK chip. This is a more versatile arrangement than using a resistor network to generate the
voltage directly, as it can easily be programmed to select any of the different bands available.
Switch positions 3 and 4 both select the 2. However, different inductor values are chosen as

part of the SW filter by S2a for each shortwave position. The Arduino Nano module is available
at very low cost and has the advantage of providing regulated 5V and 3. The LCD module is the
popular 16x2 type that is widely available. The Nano is a 5V device, while the BK runs from 3. So
schottky diodes D2 and D3 are used along with pull-up resistors to 3. Tuning is controlled via
incremental rotary encoder RE1. If it is high, the frequency is increased by the appropriate step,
and if low, it is decreased. This scheme works with either momentary or level type encoders.
The pushbutton switch integrated with the rotary encoder is connected to INT1 digital input D3.
This is used to toggle between the step sizes on different bands. On the FM band, only a kHz
step size is used, as it does not take too long to sweep across the band. All four shortwave
bands have step sizes that can be set to 5kHz, 50kHz and kHz. Audio amplification The audio
output section is fairly straightforward. The tone control potentiometer VR3 at minimum
resistance gives a -3dB point of about Hz. This works by forming a variable low-pass filter in
combination with the 2. The audio amplifier is an SSM chip which will deliver about 0. The
phono jack is configured to cut off the signal to the loudspeaker when phones are inserted.
Power supply The original idea was to run the radio from a 12V DC plugpack. There are plenty of
switchmode ones available, but they generate so much hash as to make the AM band all but
useless. You could use one which has an iron-cored transformer, but they are almost
impossible to buy new now. We use this and rectify its output using bridge recsiliconchip. No
diagram is shown for these as none of them are super-critical. A resistive divider between its
output, GND pins and the actual circuit ground 0V lifts its output to 8V while retaining decent
regulation. The Nano module has a 5V regulator, which powers the ATmega micro and also the
audio amplifier. Tests showed that with sustained maximum audio output, this regulator does
not overheat as long as its input voltage is no higher than about 8V. However, s are not as
common to find as s are. By the way, the nF capacitor across the input to bridge rectifier BR1
may seem redundant, but it helps to filter out any unwanted RF picked up by the supply leads.
Debugging interface A simplified RS serial interface is provided by transistors Q1 and Q2, which
operate as level shifters. The LCD module shows the selected band on the top line and the set
frequency on the bottom line. When another frequency is selected by the tuning knob, the new
set frequency and current step size is written into the EEPROM after about half a second.
Sourcing the components We know that sourcing components can be a challenge, so the ones
used in this design were carefully chosen so that they are available from local suppliers such as
Jaycar, Altronics and element In some cases, you might have to buy multiples of the one item.
For the full details, see the parts list below. If you have some experience soldering
surfacemount components, the assembly should not present any problems for you. First, locate
its pin 1 dot in the top corner and line it up with the pin 1 indicator on the PCB. Spread some
flux paste over the pads, place the chip and carefully tack down one corner pin. Use a magnifier
to verify that the other seven pins are correctly located over their pads. If not, re-melt the solder
on that tacked pin and gently nudge it into position. Repeat until it is precisely located, then
solder all the pins and again use a magnifier to check for bridges between pins. If you find any,
add extra flux paste and clean up the bridge s using solder wick. The remaining ICs have twice
the pin pitch 1. Use a similar technique to fit those, making sure in each case to check the pin 1
orientation before soldering. Follow with the four small transistors and the four diodes. The
orientation of each transistor will be obvious, but you will have to check probably under
magnification for the cathode stripe on 26 Silicon Chip the diodes to determine their correct
orientations. The SMD resistors and capacitors are all either 2. The SMD resistors will be printed
with a tiny code on top that identifies their value eg, [18 x ] or [ x ] indicates 1. Make sure each
component goes in the correct location as per Fig. Through-hole parts Next, fit the low-profile
through-hole parts: the 1W resistor, axial inductors and the bridge rectifier watch the orientation
â€” the positive terminal should be marked. The watch crystal, X1, is laid over on its side and
held down with a loop of wire soldered to the board use a component lead offcut. That will make
the final construction steps a bit more tricky, though. Also, if you live in a strong signal area,
you could use FM antenna connector CON6 off the board and just solder a length of wire to its
central pad. Either way, make sure that its pinout matches the PCB silkscreen. The last part to
fit on this side of the board is inductor L8, which is wound using six turns of 0. Space out the
windings so that the coil is 7mm long, then cut it to length, strip the enamel off the ends of the
wires using emery paper or a sharp knife , tin the wires and solder the coil to the board where
shown. If pin 2 is GND, you will need to cut the header pins off and add siliconchip. There are a
few optional components, such as the debugging header CON3. This diagram also shows most
of the external wiring. At right, the photo shows the assembled PCB mounted in the case. Note
that this is an early prototype board so there could be some minor differences between this and
the PCB overlay opposite. The LCD screen mounts on the underside of the board. Solder its
header strip in place, then check that it has a pin header attached; if not, solder it now. Plug it

into the socket and attach it to the board using the tapped spacers and machine screws. The
easiest and best solution is to also buy a smaller ferrite rod antenna, such as the Jaycar LF,
carefully remove the windings from that rod and then gently slip them over the longer rod. We
suggest a free prosiliconchip. In the upper left-hand corner, modify the COM port number to
match your Nano. So it is quite easy to modify. BASCOM is commercial software; there is a free
demo version available which can produce binaries up to 4KB in size, but the radio software is
larger than that. Messages will appear at the bottom of the window, hopefully indicating that the
programming was successful. The most likely cause of any problem an incorrect port selection.
The board assembly is now complete. You will need some sort of antenna connected to verify
that the radio is working â€” at this stage, the FM antenna is probably the easiest to organise. A
length of wire might be good enough for initial testing. If not, you might need a better antenna,
or you could have a problem in or around transistor Q4, IC4, crystal X1 or audio amplifier IC1.
Assuming it all checks out, proceed to finish the build. You can then cut the panel to size and
cut out the holes with a sharp hobby knife. But before you glue it to the lid, attach the PCB to
the rear so that you can hide the mounting screws. The radio board attaches to the back of the
lid using the 15mm spacers, with countersunk screws through the lid and regular machine
screws holding the PCB to the spacers. Once the panel has been glued in place, you can attach
the nuts to hold the potentiometer s , rotary encoder and rotary switch to the panel, then attach
the knobs after cutting down any shafts which are too long. You will also need to drill a hole
somewhere in the side of the box for the barrel power socket. Once you drop the lid into the
box, the FM and SW sockets will be accessible via holes in the left-hand side. Alternative,
smaller. The photo above shows a 3. The other difference is that it uses a standard UB2 jiffy box
instead of the more expensive and larger ABS case. The photos show how the assembled BK
receiver board is an easy fit in the smaller case. Construction is basically the same as the larger
version. For the ferrite rod, this is simple; you just need to attach a two-way plug to the end of a
short piece of shielded cable or twin-lead. Solder this to the primary winding on the ferrite rod.
The power wiring is slightly more complicated see Fig. If your switch has more than two
contacts, pick two which are connected when the switch toggle is down but open when up. One
possible pitfall is that barrel sockets often have three solder tabs, one of which is disconnected
when a plug is inserted. So make sure the outer barrel contact you solder to is not that one.
Finally, wire up the headphone socket and speaker as per Figs. Start by identifying the switched
and unswitched tip and ring contacts on the socket and joining them together, turning it into a
mono socket. Connect the sleeve tab back to the middle pin of the plug for CON7. The contacts
which connect to the ring and sleeve when a plug is inserted then go to pin 1 of CON7.
Alternatively, fit a two pin or more connector somewhere on the box, with a matching plug for
the external speaker. One good option for this external speaker is to use an unpowered
computer speaker, which usually has a 3. Once all this wiring is complete, you can plug all the
wires into the appropriate headers on the board, then give it all a final test before buttoning it up
ie, attaching the lid to the box. You should be able to do this using the selftapping screws
supplied with the box. You can now enjoy listening to your radio! Front panel artwork, as shown
in the photo opposite, can also be downloaded from siliconchip. Lid drilling detail for the Jiffy
Box version. This, along with front panel artwork to suit is available from siliconchip. With
design complexity increasing, collaboration is becoming even more critical, and this is what
Altium aims to achieve. We also have a brief overview of some new features in AD A s part of
our review of Altium Designer 20 in December siliconchip. As we noted in that review, many
people are still using versions of Altium Designer as old as version But us- ers who want to
make full use of Altium will need to run Altium Designer 20 or later. Altium You might have seen
a glimpse of Altium in our April Product Showcase siliconchip. Altium of which Altium Viewer is
only a small part is a cloud-based companion to Altium Designer and provides tools and
features which, we think, will be useful to many people. In our review of Altium Designer 20, we
noted that being such a small team, we are not sure how we would make use of the cloud
features of Altium Most of our PCBs are planned, designed, built and tested by one or two
people. It turns out that it has other features that are very useful to us too. In fact, many people
who have never used Altium Designer could make good use of Altium There are four different
ways of working with Altium The Viewer is similar to the one built into Altium Designer. You can
click on items to see properties and even render and navigate a 3D view of the PCB or
assembly. The Viewer can be embedded in an external webpage for example, on your own
website , with configurable features such as a variety of export formats. The Viewer also lacks
the collaborative features of Altium The Viewer is found at To use Altium Basic, you need to
register on the Altium Live website. The process here is similar to most online services; your
account is linked to an email address. If you are currently using Altium Designer, then you most
likely have an Altium Live registration already and use it for your Altium license. If you have an

Altium subscription, then you can also make use of the Standard version of Altium , which
includes integration with Altium Designer. The easiest way of getting access to a particular
Workspace and also easily set up an Altium Live login is to be invited by someone who has
access to that Workspace. An invitation sends an email which will also prompt for information
to complete the registration process, if that has not already happened. Screen2: the Projects
view in the web portal shows a preview of each project and a brief summary, including
information about recent changes. Clicking on any project allows it to be viewed, with a similar
interface to Altium Designer. Altium Viewer siliconchip. Rather than having to import a file, the
cloud nature of Altium allows projects to be stored and managed online see Screen2. Typically,
a project will be uploaded by someone using Altium Designer. Once a project is opened, the
window appears very similar to the Viewer, but with more options, including a function to open
it in Altium Designer. Many different views are available in Altium Basic, besides those which
are available in Altium Designer. For example, Project History provides a graphical,
chronological view of changes that have occurred in a project as shown in Screen3. For
example, inside our small organisation, the staff members who lay out our articles do not need
to use Altium Designer, but could benefit from being able to view and comment on designs, or
even render specific views of a PCB for publication. One of the apparent benefits is being able
to share information with those outside your organisation, such as PCB manufacturers and
assemblers. Effectively, Altium Standard is available for all Altium Designer 20 users who have
a current subscription. It is well integrated into AD Apart from logging in to use your license,
you just need to activate the Workspace within Altium Designer. Indeed, this is probably the
best way to make use of it. To start using Altium , click on the cloud icon at upper right and
click on the Workspace, which will connect Altium Designer to the Workspace Screen4. While
Altium Basic allows Altium Designer files to be viewed online, Altium Standard also provides
the option to make files available online. Unlike other cloud solutions where the files are simply
stored elsewhere, a formal version control system based on the widely used open-source VCS
Git keeps synchronised copies and backups both locally and remotely. A dialog box appears,
allowing some properties to be set Screen5. Set the option to Enable Formal Version Control
unless you have your own version control system in place. After this, the project moves to the
Altium workspace. Some extra status icons appear in the Projects Panel relating to the version
control. Some more menu options Screen3: the History feature in the web portal shows a
summary of changes to a project, and is a visual guide to the version control, such as edits and
releases and who made them. The three-dot buttons in the corner of each panel allow a
snapshot to be downloaded or cloned. Our Workspace is named Concord Pro, reflecting that
Altium is a progression of the older Concord platform. The Basic version of Altium provides
these menu options for managing your workspace. At this stage, the files are available in the
cloud, but are not necessarily visible to other users in the Workspace. By default, they are not
visible to anyone except administrators and the person who uploaded them. This aspect is
carefully controlled so that you can limit who can view and edit your files. These features are
even handy for people working solo, as they now have access to cloud-backed versions of their
designs. Sharing projects with other people can be done with varying degrees of granularity.
There are options to provide view-only or full edit access, as well as being able to set up groups
of people to streamline this process see Screen7. Once designs have been shared like this,
users with Basic access can view the designs. One useful collaborative feature is the ability to
place comments on the designs. Comments can be applied to schematics circuit diagrams or
PCB files, and can be viewed and edited through both Altium Designer and the Altium Basic
portal. This streamlines communication between those who have access to Altium Designer and
those who do not. Once the issue has been resolved, the comment can be marked as such and
it disappears, so as not to clutter the display. After this, the Manufacture section is populated
with the output files, which can also be viewed through the web portal. Sharing As well as
integrating with those people who are working siliconchip. Simply committing the project will
prompt for any other actions that need to be done before the project is synchronised and up to
date. Screen7: when connected to a workspace, new icons appear that reflect the state of the
project, including whether it is correctly synchronised with the online version control. Pushing
changes into shared projects is as simple as rightclicking and choosing the correct option; you
will be prompted to save if necessary. Parts can be compared, including live information like
supplier stock levels and prices. In this case, the recipient is sent a link, and the file is made
available through the Altium Viewer interface. Either a generic link can be generated making the
file available to anyone who has the link , or the link can be sent directly to a specific person,
which also makes it possible for that person to comment. The links expire after 48 hours.
Components Managing component and part libraries is also integrated into Altium This makes it
easy to monitor component designs, check that they are consistent and current, and manage

their life cycle. This is accessible through the web portal Altium Basic too. The Library Migrator
menu item under File menu can be used to import a local library into Altium This shared
component library is one of the most useful features for us, so once one member of the team
has created a component symbol and footprint, anyone can use it from then on. Mechanical
integration Altium Standard also offers tools relating to managing workflows. More similar
options might become available in the future. This allows people working on aspects of the
mechanical design or even marketing to be involved without requiring a full Altium license.
Changes need to be effected within Altium Designer and saved back into the cloud; these
changes can then be checked from within Solidworks. Altium Pro The kind folks at Altium also
allowed us to try an evaluation version of Altium Pro. This works similarly to Altium Standard,
integrating Altium Designer 20 with the cloud portal, but offers more features. Component
management A significant feature of Altium Pro is component management, which goes beyond
what is available in the Standard version. These features are available through the Properties
panel and the Components panel. Octopart aggregates supplier and manufacturer data, which is
accessed seamlessly through Altium This can help streamline component changes and
replacements by flagging which projects might need to be changed as a consequence of a
component change. This can be viewed through the web portal, but can only be set through
Altium Designer 20, once it has connected with an Altium Pro workspace. With all libraries and
projects connected through the cloud platform, other features become possible. When a part is
selected, this section displays the projects which use a given component. This provides an
easy way to deal with part obsolescence or manufacturing problems with a particular
component. When a part needs to be replaced or altered, Where Used can quickly identify the
affected projects and allow them to be adjusted as necessary Screen This might involve
creating a new version of the part, perhaps with a different footprint to correct a manufacturing
issue. Or a new part can be substituted once an old part is unavailable. Changes to projects can
be tagged with the reason for the change under version control, providing traceability.
Component templates Another feature that Altium Pro includes is Component Templates, which
are templates for common components such as resistors. The principle is that a circuit can be
laid out using template components, which have only the minimum necessary information
attached for example, resistance. This prevents the schematic design from being bogged down
with needing information that is not necessary at that stage. The other parameters can be
configured later. Default values can be set too. Templates are set up with sample data in the
Altium Pro workspace, so these can be used immediately. Like some of the other Pro features,
this appears to be aimed at larger teams, where one team member might be responsible for
drawing the circuit, and another can work independently on choosing the correct parts to use.
Parts Requests Another feature which is handy for larger teams, especially those that may have
dedicated staff for maintaining component libraries, is Parts Request. As the name suggests, a
user can request a part to be created and added to the Library. There are fields for manufacturer
part number, request state, component type, date required and room to add attachments for
example, data sheets and notes. The act of assigning the task triggers an email to the necessary
person to initiate the process. This is done through the web portal, so can be initiated by
anyone with an Altium Live login. Larger organisations might need to create finegrained
permissions, especially if there are similar roles within different projects, requiring differing
policies. A simplified version of the Teams option exists within the Standard version of Altium
Standard, with a limited number of roles available. Note how the gaps between the pins at
lower-right are completely pinched off but might open up if a narrower track is chosen. No more
guessing whether or not a track will fit! Screen another new feature of Altium Designer 21 is
single sign-on SSO support to streamline users logging in. This allows people to use their usual
company credentials to log in to an existing Altium Live account giving access to the company
license to use the software Cost Altium has a simple price model for Altium Pro. It can only be
applied to all seats within a given license. Note that you could have more people than seats; the
seat number sets the maximum number of people that can use the software simultaneously.
There are servers located around the globe. Currently, Australian clients connect to a server in
Singapore, although that might change in the future. We think that most Altium users could
benefit from using Altium Pro, but those who will get the most out of it will be larger
organisations, who have the most to gain from the Pro features. Even in our small team, we
found that using Altium was quicker and easier than trying to package and email projects or use
a shared drive; the web interface works as intuitively as Altium Designer and the integration
between the two is excellent. We are in the process of moving our library into the shared library
in our Altium workspace. That will allow us to synchronise added parts more smoothly than
when we were working in the same office! Altium Designer 21 Many of the changes in Altium
Designer 20 were intended to smooth the way for new features to appear in future releases.

Some of these new features make an appearance in Altium Designer One such feature is
dynamic polygons. Instead of having to repour polygons large copper areas manually, the PCB
editor will do it as needed. Interactive routing will also check for signal integrity whilst routing is
occurring. This is handy for those working with differential pairs and other high-speed designs.
Also, length tuning options now include trombone and sawtooth patterns. Altium Designer 20
introduced an improved simulation engine, and AD21 makes better use of it. There is now a
Simulation Dashboard which operates somewhat like a software wizard, stepping through the
stages needed to set up and run simulations. AD21 also has a generic simulator library for
many standard component types. Design Rules AD21 can define design rules on a per-object
basis, and objects have rules as characteristics. This is in addition to the existing Design Rules
window and can be found by switching to Document view or by adding a Design Rule to a
selected object. This is a great aid to visualising that flexible designs are correct. These
different views can be captured and used in the Draftsman drawing creator to help others to
understand the intended product. Changes can be made in MCAD and pushed back to Altium,
for example if the mechanical team need to make changes to the board shape or mounting
holes. Two NTC-type temperature sensor inputs and two control output. Large Temperature
Indicator with range Indeed, simply having an automatic online backup of your local files is a
handy feature. Many of the useful cloud features are available for free with the Viewer and Basic
platforms, or at no extra cost beyond licensing Altium Designer for the Standard platform. For
securely sharing and keeping copies of files and projects, the experience is quite seamless. A
single, shared library will be much easier to maintain, and will ensure that a consistent style is
maintained between our designs. It will also mean that if one of us discovers an error and fixes
it, it will be fixed for us all. With it becoming easier to import components from online sources,
we expect to spend less time creating and managing components in the future. We definitely
recommend that anyone that uses Altium Designer have a look at Altium , given that they can
take advantage of the features of the Standard version at no additional cost. A good way to start
is to join one of the frequent webinars that are available to Altium license holders. Rated at 6 A
phase current, weighing 8. Connector is an option. Suitable for raw and waste water. Supplied
with 20m cable. With both soft sound and a real beat, it could relax a baby, puppy or kitten for
sleeping, or even help you sleep better yourself. M any newborns â€” human babies as well as
pets â€” are unsettled when left alone to sleep. Just being able to cuddle up to the sound of a
heartbeat can help with their anxiety. The MiniHeart is a small gizmo that produces a low-level
soothing heartbeat sound, mimicking that of a real heart. The beat rate can be adjusted so that it
more accurately matches the rate of the heart it is to emulate, while a timer will shut off the
heartbeat after a set time. The unit is switched on and off with a toggle switch with the actuating
lever only protruding slightly outside the box. This is to prevent any injury to a baby. It is fully
enclosed into a plastic case that clips together, and we have added extra screw supports to
make sure it stays shut. That way, the two internal AAA cells will not be easily accessed to
cause a choking hazard. We recommend enclosing the device into a cloth bag that is sewn or
zippered shut. That provides an extra margin of choke hazard safety which is necessary when
used with a baby. We should point out that the simulated heartbeat is not a loud sound â€” it is
not meant to be. It is more like the subtle sound of a real beating heart; it needs to be placed
close to the ear, and is felt more than heard. Think of it as a tiny heart, but in a rounded
rectangular prism shape. A loud heartbeat sound would require a large loudspeaker properly
baffled to produce bass along with an amplifier with a reasonable amount of power. Neither of
these are a feature of the MiniHeart but could be added externally. These two sounds are
produced by the closing of heart valves required to pump blood efficiently. These are the
electrical signals sent to the heart muscles, and when monitored with electrodes on the skin,
are useful for diagnosing heart problems. Electrode readings do not represent the sounds and
vibrations made by the heart; heartbeat sounds are heard using a stethoscope. The pulse rate is
This removes the high-frequency signals so that only the heartbeat waveform remains. The red
waveform is the PWM output from the microcontroller, IC1, while the green waveform is its
average value after filtering out the PWM pulse frequency. For convenience, we show a
sinewave, although any wave shape could be generated. The green wave shows the signal that
appears after the low-pass filter has removed all of the higher frequencies. Note that this PWM
signal is a representation only â€” in reality, the frequency of the PWM signal is very much
higher around times higher! Overleaf, we show the various scope waveforms for the MiniHeart.
Scope1-Scope3 show the general operation. This is to prevent the heartbeat from sounding too
artificial. It simulates the variation in heartbeat rate and timing of a real heart. It drives the small
loudspeaker in bridge mode, to maximise the power output from the limited 3V DC supply. The
loudspeaker is weighted, ie, the speaker cone has a weight attached to it. This is so that
low-frequency vibrations will be heard and felt. Circuit details The full circuit is shown in Fig. At

its heart! Once the value is read, the GP5 output goes low again 0V to conserve power. When in
position 1, trimpot VR1 adjusts the heartbeat rate. When in position 2, VR1 adjusts the timeout
period. The heartbeat rate can be set from 42 to beats per minute BPM. The timeout can be set
between two minutes and four hours. The instantaneous voltage of the green waveform equals
the average voltage of the red waveform. In reality, the pulse frequency would be much higher
in comparison to the reconstructed waveform. Here you can see the detail of the second-order
low-pass filter, the AC-coupling capacitors to the inputs of IC2 and the series resistors which
set its gain. LED1 responds to the average voltage delivered to the speaker, so it starts to light
once sound is being produced. So after charging timeout value via VR1, power must be
switched off and on again for the new timeout to take effect. The heartbeat generation switches
off after the set timeout period. This conserves power in case it is left switched on. If JP1 is
removed then the pin 6 GP1 input is not held high or low. The voltage can float at a voltage
anywhere between 0V and 3V. This can lead to high current consumption in IC1, reducing cell
life, as digital inputs are supposed to be in one state or the other. So IC1 checks for this
condition by changing GP1 to an output and setting it to a high level for 1ms. Then GP1 is
changed to an input, and the level is checked. If the input voltage remains high, then there is
either a jumper in position 2 pulling the input high, or there is no jumper, and the input IC1 uses
its internal 8MHz oscillator to generate the This is fed to a twostage RC low-pass filter. These
components give an impedance which is 10 times that of the first stage filter, minimising the
loading on the first stage due to the second stage. This test is repeated with a low output. If the
level changed, then JP1 is inserted. To prevent the floating input condition, GP1 is changed to a
low 0V output and left like that, minimising power consumption. But modulator which drives a
Mosfet H-bridge, and that in turn drives the speaker. Since the amplifier is a bridge type, the
overall to the circuit. The disadvantage is that this will quickly gain is double that, ie, 11 times.
That is, provided the with the supply, drops too much voltage for this application. With no
signal, this output sits at an average of 1. Again, it is a reproduction of a real heartbeat sound.
You can see their slightly different shapes and amplitudes, and the delay between them. IC2
then draws around nA. We measured a nA current for the whole heartbeat circuit when in
shutdown on our prototype half a microamp! The cells should last for their shelf life with such a
small current drain. Construction Scope5: two heartbeats as shown in Scope4. With this slower
timebase, you can also see the delay between beats. RC low-pass filter 2. Saving power Since
the device is powered from AAA cells, we need to minimise power usage to conserve cell life.
Typically, the circuit draws an average of 10mA when producing the heartbeat. However, once
the timeout period has ended, the current needs to drop to a very low level until the unit is
switched off. This is achieved in several ways. Firstly, as already mentioned, there is no voltage
across VR1 most of the time. It is housed in an 80 x 80 x 20mm vented plastic enclosure. It
requires a very fine soldering iron tip and, ideally, a lit gooseneck or desktop magnifier a good
LED headband magnifier also works well. Identify its pin 1 dot under magnification, then
orientate it as shown in Fig. If all is OK, solder the remaining corner pins and then pins 2, 3, 6
and 7. Use solder wick to remove any solder that bridges between the IC pins. IC2 also has a
ground pad that needs to be soldered to the PCB. This can be done by feeding solder from the
underside of the PCB, through the hole positioned under the IC. Use minimal solder to prevent
the solder from spreading out and shorting to the IC leads. The flux you added earlier will help
this solder flow onto the pad on the underside of the IC. Now install the resistors and surface
mount capacitors. Note how the speaker is orientated so that its terminals fit through the
provided board cut-out, and also how the cell holder wires are bent to fit the PCB pads, fed in
through the underside and soldered on top. IC1 is a normal 8-pin DIP. These components are
located on both sides of the PCB. The capacitors are usually unmarked except on their
packaging. The resistors will probably be marked with a small code, as shown in the parts list.
The first few digits indicate the resistance value, followed by the number of extra zeroes in the
last position. That is a 10 followed by two zeros, or followed by one zero. Next, fit diode D1,
taking care to orientate it correctly. Then mount ferrite beads FB1 and FB2 by first feeding
tinned copper wire through the centre hole, then inserting and soldering these to the PCB pads.
Keep the wire taught when soldering to prevent the beads from being loose. We used a socket
for IC1 in case we ever want to remove it for reprogramming. Take care to orientate the socket
correctly notch toward the PCB edge. Trimpots VR1 and VR2 can be mounted now. Power
switch S1 is installed in the position shown. The switch we used differs slightly from the one in
the parts list siliconchip. The positioning of the switch has therefore been moved further from
the edge of the PCB. That way, the switch actuator will protrude from the case by the same
amount as shown on our prototype. Solder it so that the top of the lens is 11mm above the top
edge of the PCB For the AAA cell holders, bend the wire terminals so that they stick out the
sides of the holder, then bend them up to feed the leads through the holes on the PCB from the

underside, and solder them on the top. The cell holders need to be orientated correctly, as
shown on the overlay diagram. The base of the cell holders should be positioned so that they sit
on the enclosure base when the PCB is seated on the four mounting posts. That means that the
bottom of the cell holders will be lower than the bottom edge of the PCB. It must be no higher
than 11mm above the top edge of the PCB. That will allow the lid to fit. Housing See our website
link in the text for ideas on how to print this out and attach it to the lid. The lid panel artwork Fig.
Details about printing and attaching panel artwork can be found at There is only one correct er.
We used two wires stripped from a length of rainbow orientation, and that is with the two
notches along the top cable; mini figure-8 would also work well as well as sepaedge of the PCB
fitting into the rate hookup wires. The into the standoffs. For the moment, the speaker low the
lid to be screwed down. This is in addition to the side Insert the two AAA cells and clips on the
cover that hold it in switch on the power. Check there place. Attach these spacers by
Disconnect power and insert feeding short machine screws the programmed PIC in its
sockthrough the underside of the et, making sure it is oriented corPCB into the two corner
holes, rectly the notch toward the edge then tighten the tapped spacers of the PCB. Reapply
power and onto the screw shafts. The loudspeaker cone needs to be weighted to make the
heartbeat audible and to prevent the reproduction of higher frequency tones. To do this, we use
an M8 stainless steel nonmagnetic nut as a weight on the speaker cone. A non-magnetic nut
must be used; otherwise, the speaker cone would be pressed against the magnet of the speaker
by the nut. We get away with this because the speaker cone is made from Mylar and so it is
quite strong. This means that the central speaker coil is still centred within the magnet gap even
with extra mass. To attach the nut, apply a smear of neutral-cure silicone sealant roof and gutter
silicone is ideal to one side of the nut and affix centrally on the speaker cone. Additional
silicone is required to fill the inside of the nut, making sure it is filled down to the cone. Keep
the silicone flush with the top face of the nut. Also apply a thin layer around the speaker cone.
Only a small amount is necessary. This will prevent them from rattling and adding obscure
sounds to the heartbeat. The loudspeaker is also secured to the PCB with some silicone around
the central magnet, where it fits into the PCB hole. Note that the speaker needs to be positioned
correctly, with the wire entry points positioned over the PCB cutout and with the back of the
speaker magnet resting on the base of the case. The PCB should be temporarily positioned on
the integral standoffs in the case while the silicone cures. This way, the speaker will be at the
correct height above the PCB. Using it Adjust the timeout period so that the heartbeat sound
lasts for the length of time you require. This is done with JP1 in position 2. To do this, move JP1
into position 2 with the power off and set the required time. Full clockwise adjustment of VR1
gives a 4-hour timeout. The mid position is two hours and mid-way between fully anticlockwise
and mid-way is about one hour. Set the timeout and then switch on the power. The timeout
period will be recorded. Any further adjustment of VR1 with the power on will be ignored. It is
only the setting of VR1 at power-up when JP1 is in position 2 that is recorded. The setting is
stored in non-volatile flash memory and remembered for use next time. When jumper 1 is in
position 1, the heartbeat rate can be adjusted. This can be changed with power on, from 42 to
beats per minute. The setting is also stored in flash memory, and the last setting will be used
should the unit be powered up with JP1 in position 2. The volume is set using VR2. However,
the drive to the loudspeaker will become distorted if VR2 is rotated too far clockwise, so a
position less than halfway clockwise should be used. Like the Arduino IDE, it is a free
download. T hose who have been dabbling with microproces- AVR parts as described starting
on page 88 of this issue. Windows, Mac and Linux. Board siliconchip. But ade, flash memory.
These were typicalyou may be interested in the proly programmed in assembly language, cess
nonetheless. Or you might with the machine code created by an like to jump into the world of
assembler program. Flash-based devices such as the Rest assured that the process PIC16F84
meant it was finally possionly continues to get easier. It is available for free download, although
some compiler optimisations to produce smaller and faster code are optional extras that you
have to pay for. That said, you can get a lot done with the free version of the software. Instead,
compilers and other features are downloaded and added separately. This means you can try a
new version before committing to it. The most basic steps involve writing code, compiling it and
programming the resulting HEX file to the device. Legacy versions can be downloaded from
Although MPLAB X supports other operating systems, much of the other software we use is still
tied to Windows, so we will be using Windows 10 for our guide. But our Screen2: These options
are new for version 5. The settings shown here are what we use, with support for 8-bit and bit
parts. Installation is quite straightforward, and for the most part, the default options are fine
Screen1. It takes between about 10 minutes and an hour, depending on how fast your computer
is. The installer will also ask for permission to install some drivers see Screen3. When the
MPLAB X installation is finished, you will also be prompted to install other items that you might

typically need, such as a compiler â€” see Screen4. We currently use XC32 version v2. If you
need the features of one of the Pro licenses for example, more aggressive code optimisation ,
then it can be applied later. You can install compilers separately later, if required. This is due to
changes in the way some of the peripheral libraries work within the compiler. For 8-bit
microcontrollers, we have previously used XC8 version v2. You might want to install one of
these if you wish to modify some of our project code. The process here applies to version v2. If
you want to build the code for the AVRDA family of chips, then you will need to install at least
v2. The first question you are asked when installing an XC compiler is about the licence type, as
shown in Screen5. Initially, at least, the Free option is fine. A paid licence can be applied later if
you need compiler optimisations this means that, in general, your programs will be smaller and
run faster. The final step also relates to the licence. The Host ID used for node-locked licences
is shown see Screen7. We sometimes use an older version of the XC32 compiler for PIC32 parts
as it has a different set of libraries. The easiest way to activate it is to rerun the installer and
click the option shown here. If you have one of these, plug it in now so that the software can
recognise it. The other options are generally used to import existing projects from other
programs. If you have installed the Harmony or MCC frameworks, then options for these will
also appear. However, they may come in handy if you are working with some complex
peripherals, especially USB. The next step is to choose the target part. For example, you may
wish to port the code to a device from the same family with more pins, or even to a different
device. If you have other frameworks such as Harmony or MCC installed, they appear as options
here. You should see the Curiosity Nano in the drop-down list. The window will jump forward a
few steps to allow a compiler to be chosen. Finally, you can choose a project name and
location. The project is now created, but will at a minimum need to have at least one source
code file. A file will appear in the main window and also at left. Your screen should now look like
Screen9. Navigating the IDE The small window at top left allows you to navigate between
projects and also individual files within a project. Below this, at the left, is the Dashboard. It
shows important project information. Particularly handy are the Data and Program memory
space bar graphs, which allow you to keep track of these resources as your code expands. At
top right is the editor. If you have multiple files open, they will be shown by tabs along the top.
The editor has the expected features like find and replace, but also syntax Screen the Project
Properties window contains settings that are only changed rarely after the project is created. At
lower right is the output window. Of course, the windows can be moved around as needed, but
we find that the defaults work quite well. It might be handy, though, if your code writes data to
flash eg, its configuration and you want to see what changes it has made. The final button is
used for hardware debugging. If you click this, your code is compiled with options allowing it to
communicate with the programming tool, and is uploaded to the device. We explain the
debugging process in more detail in the article on the AVRDA, which starts on page The
rightmost button initiates a debugging session. The main project properties can be opened by
rightclicking on the project name in the Projects window see Screen Many options from the
initial project setup can be changed here. In fact, multiple configurations can be created,
perhaps to target a variety of different processors or to help to port the project between
compiler versions. You may have more need to tweak these settings when working with a
standalone programmer. Just below the main menu items are commonly used tools, as shown
in Screen The hammer icon builds compiles the project. Helpfully, the project name is shown,
so you know which project you are building. This is handy if you have multiple projects open.
Usually, the build process only updates files that have changed since the last build. The Run
button can also be used to start the simulator for those devices that support it. Indeed, many of
the older versions are entirely adequate for coding, debugging and programming older PICs.
But it is evolving to work with more microcontrollers, and SC these new AVR parts spread its
reach even further. Oversized bed screws for leveling the print bed. Dual cooling fans. SD
memory card slot. No NOW soldering required, plug and play. Kit includes UNO board,
breadboard and plenty of prototyping accessories. Perfect gift for a young electronics
enthusiast or maker in the making. Equivalent power of between 25 and W. Supplied with
charge controller, 5m power lead with alligator clamps for easy connection and carry bag.
Charge controller included. Shop the catalogue online! Records to microSD card sold
separately. Your destination for No problem. Split the signal and watch TV in different rooms
with this easy switcher. No problem, use this handy extender! USB powered. Easy installation.
Ideal for running HDMI signals to new locations or connecting through existing building cables.
Includes HDMI loop output. Capable of receiving either horizontal or vertical signals. Built-in
LTE filter to stop interference from mobile phone towers. A Splitter is your answer. Use the
most suitable for your application. Available in 0. Includes infrared remote control and mains
power adaptor. IP65 rated. AR Manage your lights with your smartphone or voice commands,

including colour, brightness, setting schedules, etc. Control via app or voice command. Buzzer
sounds when the beam is broken. Effective range up to 6 metres. Compatible with most DVR
systems. FROM Junction box included. Featuring up to 10 times the battery cycle life with only
half the weight of its lead-acid equivalent. Supplied as a moulded 2 pole with contacts. Good for
switching off hard -to-reach power points. Up to 30m range. Built-in RCD to prevent electric
shock. LED indicators. Regulated output voltage. Fits side by side on a power board. Supplied
with 7 changeable DC tips. Charge lead acid sealed, gel or flooded or lithium batteries. Data and
TV reception protection. Durable, waterproof, dustproof and supplied with universal mounting
hardware. Wiring not included. Input voltage: 9 - 16VDC. IP67 rated. Enables you to monitor the
area to the rear of a large vehicle with a wider field-of-view. Remote control included. Easy to
install and comes with two remote key fobs. Each kit consists of cool white LEDs with 3M
adhesive foam backing. Compatible with modern "CANBus" sytems. Tests voltage and polarity
of a circuit. Locates misfiring cylinders. Includes panel and surface mounts. All models are
paired with soft dome tweeters. Sold as a pair. Provides acoustic isolation and insulation for
roof, firewall, floor, quarter panels, doors and under bonnets. Full dwell angle measurement and
tacho. Easy to read LED display. The spiral "elevator" lifts the marbles to the top of the rail, and
gravity takes care of the rest. Requires 1 x C battery sold separately. Walks and spins in any
direction and will beep and flash its eyes. KJ Assembled into two different tanks. Equipped with
gunfire sounds. Safe and highly educational. Hit the drone and it shudders, strike it 3 times and
it falls safely to ground. Warning - The drone shoots back. Full colour lighting and multiple
sound effects. Add up to 3 drones. GT See website or in-store for details. Parts simply snap
together without any screws or soldering. KJKJ Full range available in store or online. No
batteries required. They will also learn about how various components work including LEDs,
transistors, integrated circuits and more. Skull Badge 2. Owl Badge 3. Rocket Badge 4. Pirate
Badge 5. Robot Badge 6. Features a 2. Available in Black or Red. GT Due early January. Soft
cushioned pads. Please ring your local store or search our website to check stock. At these
prices we won't be able to transfer from store to store. Modern touch sensitive monitor with
clear vision to idenitfy visitors. Provides electronic door strike and gate control, as well as full
talk-back to the outdoor unit. Supplied as a kit of parts with detailed instructions. We apologise
for factors out of control which may result in some items may not being available on the
advertised on-sale date of the catalogue. Please ring your local store to check stock details.
These stores may not have stock of these items and can not order or transfer stock. Savings off
Original RRP. Prices and special offers are valid from catalogue sale He played bass guitar in
one of the many bands I used to cross paths with while grinding out gigs on the local pub
circuit. He was known for being right into his audio gear, so in lieu of any real information
available to us at the time no internet in those days , we often bowed to his supposedly superior
knowledge in subjects related to sound reinforcement and instrument amplification. For better
or worse, he was a fount of knowledge at the time; I had to learn this stuff somewhere, right? My
point is that we all knew this bloke as an audio purist, and while we somewhat blundered on
with our typically low-fi stage gear, he was the one who was really into the specifications and
minutiae of the speakers and amplification that were being used back then. Not that he was in
any way one of siliconchip. Many of us likely know or have known someone like this, to varying
degrees. Website: This is obviously not the case, but I gave up trying to convince anyone of this
a long time ago. To me, whatever sounds good to me is the best system, regardless of specs
and cost. That said, he still uses and swears by his many 70s and 80s highend amplifiers and
turntables. I only mention this because when he called the other day, and after the usual minute,
three-decade catchup conversation, he arranged to bring in a couple of his Acoustic Research
AR turntables for me to have a look at and see what I could do with. After that is the promise of
some more juicy gear to work on. Life could be worse! But they were still relatively pricey
none-the-less. The customer duly arrived with a couple of banana boxes full of bits and pieces,
and I could see my work would be cut out for me. One box contained one AR ES-1 turntable,
which was the most complete, but this had a damaged drive motor and spindle assembly, which
made the drive spool wobble like crazy when powered up. Even if I could get a belt to hang 62
Silicon Chip onto it, playing any records would be pointless and sound reproduction would
suffer badly. The second box contained a turntable identical to the first, but which had seen
better days. While it still powered on and the motor ran, the veneered timber case was in a very
sorry state, and the power indicator lamp was not working. This one was also missing several
pieces, such as a tonearm, the tonearm mounting plate and most alarmingly, the rectangular
clear Perspex cover. The cover hinges were still attached to the base, but the cover was
nowhere to be found. So, in summary, I had to repair two Acoustic Research ES-1 turntables;
one was complete but had a wobbly drive capstan, and the other was minus a lid, tonearm and
altogether incomplete and to be honest, a bit of a mess. This was no problem for a serviceman

like me, though! I quoted the guy, and he was more than happy to pay. I knew I should have
charged more! That entailed removing the platen, which is simply held in by gravity, the drive
belt, and the eight screws that held the cast metal plate to the timber chassis, the fibre-board
floor underneath the turntable which is held on with the four rubber feet screws and desoldering
the wires that go from the drive motor to the small circuit board. The tonearm cables just go
straight through the mounting plate and out through a cut-out in the fibre-board floor to the
amp, with just one small plastic cable clip holding them in place inside the box. Once these
items are removed, the whole mechanical assembly lifts clear, leaving what is essentially a
timber box with a circuit board and mains cable mounted to it. Simple, to be sure, but very
effective. The only problem with this one was the bent drive shaft. God knows how this
happened, but it was severely eccentric when running. This proved no real problem for me, as I
have the right tools for the job woohoo! After removing the motor which required desoldering
the two motor power leads , I mounted it in some jaws under my bench press and gently pushed
the pulley free. I had to be careful because these pulleys are typically a cast alloy and are very
soft. It separated from the motor shaft quite readily though, and siliconchip. The pulley itself
was fine. I simply mounted it onto the replacement motor with some Loctite and replaced and
re-soldered it back to the drive plate. On switch-on, it ran almost perfectly, although it required a
few light taps on the high side with a small rubber mallet to get it running dead true. Another
problem with this turntable was the drive spindle on the platen itself. The heavy platen sits and
runs in what appears to be a phosphor-bronze bearing. It had excessive play, and I suspected
this to be due to the bearing drying out. These types of bearings are usually pressure- or
vacuum-infused with oil when manufactured, and last for years, but this one was bone dry.
Suspect 2 That brought me to the next pile of bits. I put all the metalwork back together and laid
everything out in the case, and the only part missing was the tonearm mount. I took some
measurements from the working version. The plate appeared to have been made from some
kind of painted hardwood, so I fabricated one from an oak offcut I had in my timber bins. I bored
the four countersunk mounting holes around the periphery, but left the rest undrilled; how and
where the other holes go would depend on what tonearm he wanted to use. I offered to do that
for him when the time comes, and said he would let me know. After filling, sanding and painting
it with a semi-gloss black lacquer, it looked almost the same and as good as the original. It
looked like it had been left exposed to the sun for many years, and all the dark external veneer
had peeled and flaked, exposing the lighter timber beneath. The only way to solve this was to
strip the veneer off and re-finish the timber below. I used a coarse belt on my belt sander to rip
the old finish off. While messy, it came off easily; the trick is not taking any of the solid timber
underneath! A few coats of Danish oil brought out the grain, and five coats of clear lacquer
resulted in a beautiful finish which was luckily! The customer was too, when he saw it. However,
it was on the rear of the case so the repair would be out of view for the most part. The next
challenge was the indicator light. When on, a pinpoint of orange light shows through about
halfway down the front of the case and directly underneath the power switch. Whatever it was
had been glued or embedded into the timber on the inside of the case, and someone in the past
had tried to remove it by simply pulling on the connecting wires. They had parted company, and
I could see what looked like the bottom of a peanut bulb stuck in the hole. I decided to use a
light-emitting diode instead, and the customer was OK with this. I installed a high-voltage full
bridge rectifi
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er across the circuit board contacts which gave me a DC voltage I could use for the LED. After
installing the LED into the hole and soldering everything up, I tentatively plugged it in and
switched on. After running it for half an hour on the bench, nothing became overly hot or
emitted smoke. The effect from the outside of the case was almost the same as the neon, so I
was happy with it. After insulating everything with heatshrink tubing and tacking the LED into
the chassis with a small dot of epoxy, I assembled everything into the case and buttoned it up
with new rubber feet. This turntable suffered the same problem of excessive play in the platen
spindle, so I did the oil bath trick again, and that sorted it out. After fitting a new belt the
customer had supplied, and trying out the drive system, I was happy with the way it was
running. The final job was to re-attach the AR badge lying in the bottom of the box to the correct
location on the front of the case, and it was the job done!

